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THE

versities, and one of them a Junior

rebel?”

regard-

Yes, he was and he was on the Seek the love or favor of no one at the

NO. 11.

ed by the venerable

mohr, DEBEN
;

| brought closely to the

very doors

my friends at Oxford have
mo feeling,’
he
|
but:
those
of
sincere
rejoicing
at the
thirty »” and § 50 ifnnot,
springing up and growing and spreading of
what may be called the young universities,
the universities of the future.
We watch
them rising in every part of Eogland as we
watch the rising of new planets.
We
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1881.
greet them as on a stormy night we greet
new light-houses coming into sight and
TIDES.
shooting their rays of electric light through
nertogty

Terms 1—$2.00 per year, iHd paid
2.20 if

rat

The Worning Star.
THE EBB.
Oh! but my soul goes after!
Oh!

the darkness—yea, the the darkness of this
so-called enlightened
century, the dark-

but my arms lean too!

ness visible.”

Waves! Yours is the mocking, low laighter,
Of those who are distant and true:

FLOOD.

Why are my swift feet still?

Thine is the terrible motion

Of those who shall have their will!
Hush! Ah! hush thine entreaty;
Stay, nay, stay from thy power.
Arms, lips, breath, oh! release me!
Thine is eternity. Spare me an hour.

_ PS.

LETTER.

CHILWELL

COLLEGE,

ENGLAND,

The death of *‘¢
speedily followed
Carlyle. The press
bearing testimony
worth:

of

|

Feb. 19, 1881.)

changes

George Eliot” has heen:
by
that
of Thomas
and the pulpit unite in
to the greatness and

Cromwell's

great

biographer.

From Westminster Abbey, as well as from
the ¢ conventicle” of the Independent
come graceful and earnest tributes to the
* ynemory of the most intensely individual of

modern English writers . It issaid that
what, the young men of our time talk and
think

about,

will

be

talked

and

thought

about by the world at large, in a few years.
In the old college days at Glasgow 1853—6,
no author was so much read and
so

much

spoken

of as Carlyle.

He

had

by

that time written his most famous works,
and wo for himself a permanent place in
English literature. The charm and fascination of his strange, homely, grotesque,
picturesque, poetic, half-German, half-Eng-

lish style was. especially

felt by young

minds daily engaged in the study of mod‘els of classic elegance. Passionate denunciation of all ‘* phantasms,” and ‘‘ shams”
however venerable, enthusiastic admira=

tion of the real

and

noble

and heroic

in

il, gave to Carlyle an attractiveness for the

youth of that day no other writer possessed.
Vivid is the remembrance of the
zeal and vigor with which the nomination
and _candidature of Carlyle for the Lord
Rectorship of the University were carried
.on, and of the storm of opposition created

Never were

against

two

each

other,

nor

who had

as their idol.

names more

fully

pitted

more sharply

dermine the authority

in

He

was pelted as never mad dog could be peltto be

withdrawn;

The American boy of to-day, needs
more than anything else— COURAGE. The
trouble with him is,he wants to do just as
other boys do. When he is about seven-

teen years old, he begins fo think he has
him

in -his

of the

Scriptures

old

the

whole

conduct,

8
!
expres-

and

trans-

Jated but have become so since in the improvements of the language, and in the cuswe can not

properly

as Noe,

for ‘Noah;

Jepthae, for

Jepthah;

Judas and Jude, for Judah; Elias, for Elijah; Fsaias, for Isaiah; Osee, for Hosea.
It wouldbe a decided improvement to have

these correspond and save continual exexplanation.
If the revisers go no farther than the

changes

demand,

just

and do

to modernize

not

the

literature, and give to the world a more
polished version, they will accomplish a
good work which will prove a great blessing to the race.
But King James’ translation is so wrought
into the hearts amd lives of the people,

These
float

of the mind

by the long,
them.

slender

stalk

The American

boy

ing

its

I

The
service

posi-

their

conflicts

for his poor

days.

He was

to

name.

He

his old student-

pained to'know

the

* an-

a copy, but that cheap editions will be issued

immediately,

placing

if not

aboat

revivals

more or less, for-about 27 years.

A re-

vival is not the result of theorizing about

a certain

method

work, or a set of forced measures.

it within the reach

of

all,

As

the

we await the feast with interest, anticipating a happy result.

and what not.

WHAT

He had known the ‘ most

~~ unbeautiful creatures elected by the

sweet-voices”.

Some

years

Carlyle.was

elected

University,

but it was

Lord

Rector

of the

Ediiiburgh

not
of

en of,/&clipsed by the local celebrity of the
only

a

few

years

back

Glasgow fulfilled its conservative ambition

and clothed Disraeli with the robes of

Lord Rectorship.

the

/

The movement, started some time

since

for the opening of centeiy.,of University.
instruction in all our largest English towns

and cities, goes on prosperously.

Man.

. chester, Bristol, Leeds, Birmingham, have

already their

nascent. Universities. Not-

THE

a

JR

AH

AMERICAN
BY

afterwards

electing him; and though Mr, Disraeli’s
name and influence were, at thé time. ‘spok-1

yet

——

most

Glasgow that enjoyed the distinction

\...s great Duke,

‘ proof of the pudding is in the eating,” so

EGBERT

BOY

L,
L. BANGS.

NEEDS.
MN

of

A re-

vival can not be forced.
Too much
haste to secure a revival is
jpot best.
Too many so-called revivalist’s Appeal to
the mere sympathies of their audiences.

The late civil war has furnished many
touching illustrations of fidelity to duty.
Few of them are more touching than one,
of which a delicate boy from Georgia was,
the hero.
There was a terrible engage:
ment.
The boy's commander was a rebel. All his officers fled, and at last no
one was left by him, except this young
boy.
He would not leave his commander,

Soona bullet lid that commander low.
But, even then, the faithful boy would not

as

the

the

plainness

of your

speech is prompted by love.
“You.need not fear the result. = If you
do not see a revival in one week, preach
and pray on; if at the end of two, three,
or four weeks,

Let your

let

preaching

sense,gospel truth.

your

faith

fdil

Liverpool, Sheffield,

and other

0tional connection with the provinces.
was

from

time

the

Tope

reproach was

It

rolled away

Rua into no vain.the-

leave lim. 'A moment more and he tao er or any thing cf the kind, = Preach plain
truth, Fear not, you will have a
fell beside the dead body, whose lips| gospel
&
could no longer issue orders for him to revival.’ (God has promised, that his
obey. The Union soldiers buried them, word shall | accomplish that whereunto

that had only three

Uni-

r

HT

ATION: SE

GIFTS.
the
their

for his constitutional advisers.— Independ-

ent.

One of the most hopeful signs of the
times is the favorable consideration” given to President Garfield's inaugural by
nearly all the leading journals of the

South. While not conclusive as evidence
of a change of heart, it may be accepted
as indicative of a desire to offer no factious or merely sectional opposition fo the

new administration.— Concord

PRICES/REALIZED BY RELICS.

of little value in themselves, or sometimes

perfectly worthless. The following instances of extravagant sums paid for objects more or less curious have been recorded: a tooth of Sir Isaac Newton's

It was pur-

SER

Charles 1. when on the scaffold, was sold
in London in 1825. for 100 guineas.
The hat worn by Napoleon Bonapart8,
at the battle of Eylau, was sold in Paris,

in 135, for 1,920 francs (about £80.) It
was put.up for sale at 500 francs, and
there were thirty-two bidders.
The ivory arm-chair presented to Gustavus Vasa, by the city of Lubeck, was
sold, in 1825, to the Swedish chamberlain,
M. Schmekel, for 58,000 florins.
i

XII.

at the

battle of Pultowa, and preserved by one
of his officers and attendants, was sold in

1825 for 561,000 francs.

The two pens-employed in signing the
‘treaty of Amiens were sold in 1825 for
£500.
The pens used jn Paris for signing the
treaty of Peace, concluded afier the

Rus-

sian war, were presented to the Empress
Eugenie, by whom

they

have

no

doubt

been carefully preserved.
sold at public auction in London for 200
guineas.
An old wig which had belonged to the

German

philosopher,

Kant,

was

seld

after his death for 200 francs.
Voltaire's-cane realized 500 francs at

sale in Paris.
A waistcoat belonging to J.

seau, was sold for 950

J.

francs,

a

Rous-

and

his

ch

I

There is no worse man in Society

he who by glander

than

and" “defamation

of

good men’s names seeks fo élevate himself at the expense of truth and justice.

chased by a nobleman, who had it set ina
ring which he wore constantly on his
finger.
The
prayer-book,
used’ by ‘King

The coat worn by Charles

Monstor.

Couscience is a. great ledger-book, in
which all our offenses are written and
registered, and which time reveals to the
sense and feeling of the offender.

The passtots for the ‘Ypossession of remarkable relics has led to extraordinary
prices being sometimes given for things

was sold in 1816 for £730.

Le

RE
G5, JB, Fh gh

A wig that"had belongedto Sterne was

Jib Gh db. db EE

Denominational.
-

Judge Hoke

Letter.

We hope the friends of our cause in W.
Va., will carefully read Judge Hoke's
letter in the Star of March

2.

Brethren,

you have no idea of the toil and sacrifices
we have made to sustain the Free Baptist
causein this part of the State. We need
help.

Shall we have

it?

No one

fear misappropriation of funds.

need

We will

in due time, account for every thing

con-

tributed to the college or mission here.
Our whole line of work ‘is brightening:
‘revivals in our churches and a deeper interest in our school. What we need is.
material aid. The whole burden of this
mission and of our schoo! falls upon us.

Professor O. G. Augir is here as a teacher
under our employ.

He bas given general

satisfaction to both students and

patrons.

The students the last five months have
contributed near $60 to the funds of the '
college. There is more Swillingness to
aid and help build up the college than
ever before. A liberal help on the part
of our Free Baptist brethren from abroad,
would inspire new life and interest in our
cause in every way. If there are those
wishing to inquire further after our interest and our school, with reference to helping us, we wouldbe glad to correspond .
with them.
+ Flemington,

D. POWELL.
W. Va.
PAP
9+

metal watch for 500 francs.

%

Benevolent Societies.

care

the visiting of the destitute

It is rot

universally prac-

sight, before the formal service is resumed.

Thesongregation

manner
has

been

are taught,

of the collection, that
temporarily

by

the

worship

suspended

while

the motdey Ras: been collected.
|
v

There may be honest difterence of opinion as how much formal ritualism is good
in any part of public worship, but there is

no room for difference of opinion

in this,

that the

Lord's

giving

of money,

to the

work should form a regular, decorous

and

solemn
part of the public service, and
that old and young should be taught that
it isean act of worship.
The copper mite
or the gold, or the gift, whatever it be, is
offered to God for his acceptance.
It is
not a tax imposed

by him and

collected’ by

Those who pay it with reorizing channel.
Seek not after the his command.
as extorted by law, or to be
style of the lecturer, the popular speak-|.Juctance,

there

politics. ‘werg

discussed,

and

all’

the news of the a
The chair
formed a kind of observatory for the
dramatist, who was in the habit of attentively watching all that was going on
around him. The old chair was brought
to Paris to be sold, and realized a considerable sum,
+00

TREASURY

OF THE

FOREIGN-

MISSIONARY

SOCIETY:

:

Through the blessing of God, on the 5th
inst., we were enabled to inclose a full
remittance to our missionaries in India, for

the quarter ending the 30th of June next,
after deducting a balance due us from the

Foreign Treasury, in India.

Still we owe

our

Mrs.

returned

H.

C.

Phillips, for three-quarters

($300.00)

on

her

other

salary,

expenses,

missionary,

with

some

amounting

in

all,

home

including"

Mra. Phillips's salary,to a little over $400.

This should be pido on the
month.

first of next

seen of men,

do

no worship.

For

such

givers, it is of no account that there is
not in the method of receiving it any formal indication that i
an offering or
one’s_substance to the Giver of all prgp-

ences manifested at the Chicago Convention .— Advance.
This list [of Cabinet officers] is a disappointment as well as a surprise. There
are many men who combine tried ability
and national eminence who might have
been selected ; and in nominating the present list President Garfield has thrown
away a rare opportunity of beginning his
administration with eclat.—Congregationalist.
We trust President

Garfield

will

dis-

On the first day of this month there was:
due on our Home, Mission appropriations
for the quarter ending at that time, in-

cluding the deficit of the previous quartet,
$1524.47, with only $153 90 in the

Treas-

ury. Our Home Missionary friends should
keep in mind the fact that all the States
from* which we expect Home
Mission
funds,

except

two or

three, have

Home

Mission organizationsor Societies,
and use-

nearly all the horaé mission funds which areraised within their limits.

Where, then, we-

tinguish his administration by discountenancing, as far as possible, the demor-

ask, shall the money come from to carry. =
forward our general work among, the:

alizing theory that to the political victor

Freedmen and for the extension of our ber-ders in new
fields?
Echo
answers,

belong the spoils.

It is ruinous

to men!

and to the administration of affairs.

It “ Where ?” "Shall we give up our Parent

will be a favorable moment to take some
advanced position in the practical enforcement of a permanent eivil service.— Zion's
Herald.
:
nN

The Cabinet isa strong one.

.*

. Presi-

Home

Mission Society and call home

the

laborers ? or whatshall be done? We wait
for the answer.

J

TREASURY OF THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.

+ On the third day of this. month the
side, and, at the head of the little he has sent ic. He has made no promise
dent Garfield and his Administration now whole amount of the $42,000, which had
It may not suit the ideas "of some
| erty,
our fine
elocution, our congregations. td adopt the. formality-of | ‘address themselves to the taskof ma
grave, they placed a board, bear- lrcuncerning
hy. thu Edusation Society. 10...
mangpleasing sgeooh. Tet ail | churches which practise the recitation of History. Every good Gittich will “Hope? Bates and Hillsdale colleges, was paid
10aAeription: “Name unknown: “polislied;
fellow who shared his- general's our pastors. aed ministers go ‘to work,” churches which practice the recitation of that when the record is completed it. will ‘with interest on the same to March I, acfate, and fell, fighting by his side, while’ earnestly, faithfully, and preach the passages of scripture, with , Accompany- be one which will redound to the credit cording’ to the instructions of the Society.
:
SiLas Curtis, Treasurer.
his companions: had fled.” What a re: plain positive werd of the. Lord and we ing music from the organ, and” the. up- of the Government and the lasting honor
Concord, N. H., March 12, 1881.
cord for a boy! Do yous 1y ‘He was a shall have rqvivals. - Fear not, dou*t not. lifting of the collected gifts before placing of the country.— Christian at Work.
I

.

not.

be plain, « comnion

8ide, by
- places are following the example thos no- fellow’s
bly set; snd Cambriige And OXrord, as Wer] dng this
us London, will thus have links of educa~' a brave

tingham,

The Pregident has shown admirable Skill’
not only in the geographical distribution
of his Cabinet, but also in choosing such
men as would harmonize all sections

of’God. It sounds to them
Qur next remittance should be made on™
WHAT THE PAPERS SAY
like a dangrous bit of ritualistic service.
| the 25th of May, consisting of $2220. 52
ABOUT THE ADMINISTRATION.
Probably this feeling has led to ‘the inbesides all given for special objects and
formal and shop-like way of treating the
President Garfield enters on his duties interest above Rev. J. L. Phillips's salary
collections in some places. Many churchwith the attitude and utterance of a statesfor the Bible school. With this seasones have entirely abolished the collection ‘man who will not only officially but really
.able notice we trust the friends of the
from their services, regarding it as.a mere, be atthe head of the government.—
Walch - mission will furnish the necessary funds in
matter of worldly business, and no part man.
season for a full remittance at the above
of the service of God in his sanctuary.
In
President
Garfield
has
been
remarkably
time.
other churches the collection is taken
successful in making Cabinet selections
TREASURY OF THE HOME MISSIONARY
up, and
the plates or boxes or bags
SOCIETY.
are stowed
away
somewhere out of |, calculated to meet the personal prefer

prom-

ises of the gospel: = Be fearless for the
truth,be plain and direct; and let your authat

God's word,

lic worship

own soul feel the weight and burden of
Come before your
‘audiences, not in a cringing, fondling
manner. Feel the dignity and importance of your mission. Speak to the people in tones of earnestness—declare the
whole counsel of God. Give the threat-

diences see

Lc

acknowledged.

than Christ. Too often a toneof simpering sadness is assumed and. men preach
and cry for an hour and not shed a tear.

of his law as well

relations

tised. One reason for the failure is found
in the fact, that while the duty is recognized, it is not so clearly regarded as
an act of worship.
Many good people
are even shocked at the iflea that the
formality of putting money in the contribution-box should be called an act of
worship and copsidersd a part of the pub-

They preach dead
mothers,
fathers,
brothers, sisters, wives and babies, more

enings

altar.

. At the French village of Pezenas some
years ago there was an old arm-chair,
which was said to have been frequently
and the prisoner, the giving of every cup
used by Moliere. When he was living in
of cold water,—all these are part of the
work which the Christian Church has-to | this village he was accustomed every
Sunday afternoon to go to a barber’s shop,
do, and which can be done only by contributions of money.
in a corner of which this chair was kept.
Theduty of giving money to the sup- The
shop was the resort of all the
port of the Church work is universally
idlers and gossips of the town, and

simultaneously,| the truth you speak.

gry nonsense” his fellow-countrymen spoke
about him, He bade us be of good cheer
and bow not down to the powers which
made railway kings, phantasm-captains,

the

the printing of the Word of God, the

that of the present duke of Argyll took.
and fixed. there, even in its phraseology
his_place, and easily won the day. The
When tenderness comes to the: soul it
withdrawal was announced by the leader that it will remain for a long time, before
needs no artificial tone. It will give tone
of the Liberal club, a student of high
it will give place to a better trafslation;
such as no elocutionist can imitate. - Its
promise, now Professor Nichol; and the .and a poorer one can never be substituted
tears will be real, its modulations will be
best thing the conservative party did was
it for.
3
such as the soul feels.
immediatelyto placard the approaches to
As far as the New Testamentis concernYou ask, what shall we do?
Seek the
the college with the joke ‘¢ Ex Nicolo ed, we shall soon have an opportunity to
mind and will of the Lord as to matter
nihil fit". Carlyle sent a characteristic judge for ourselves, We understand that
‘and manner, “Preach the truth in a simletter to his friends. He had, he said, been .the price of the authorized edition” about
much touched by their ‘enthusiasm and
ple,. earnest, positive manner.
Let your
to be given to the public will be ten dollars
" could not but go back

minds;

Lord
needs
and requires
of his: people, not alone in

of the poor,

or the need of revivals. In a quiet way,
I have been connected with revival work,

plans and ways,

human

nreans.
Providing and maintaining places
of worship, the preaching of the Gospel,

D. POWELL.

of late,

will

persons, but with their worldly means. In
heaven we may worship only spiritually,
but on earth, worship, in trath, Jequires
physical as well as mental exertion.
The
work ‘of the Church militant is carried
forward by human
effort and by human

the

BN

much

action on

SER

REVIVALS. see

who

them,

studies now that

WORSHIP, WITH

Sie

I

for

and, therefore, most in harmony with heaven.—The Christian at Work.

tion.

HEV.

the

culture most in harmony with

pel¥ing hail of ridicule can ever drive him

BY

those

and live

between ‘knowledge and character; and,
above all, the excéllence and glory of- God
—these are the themes that will form a

what

a right

energies,

energies,

be of most use then are those that tend to
elevation
and purity of thought.
The
knowledge of God's works; the study ofhis
providence; the consideration of truth in

the

nor

immortal

And, therefore,

that holds

of others,

from what he knows to be

upon

Wlien the culture

will be in glory; but we know it will be
within certain lines; we know it will be in
the highest ranges of action. It wiil be according to eternal truthand righteousness.

the little Georgia boy had, viz.,such fidelity to what he believes to_be right, that

neither the example

and endless fields of activi-

will shape, not only their worship, but alsotheir education, for the pursuits of heaven.
Indeed,
we know not what the saints’ work

hand-

needs

and

is seen to have a direct bear-

value those

that

upon

and duty, and ‘God

proposes to do in life.

top of the water. They will therefore
change place with every wind that blows,
and yet they are anchored to the bottom,

disregard.
There are also someproper names, translated from the Hebrew in the Old Testament, which, coming through the Greek
idiom in the New Testament, are differently spelled, creating some confusion, such

beauty

lilies.

some flowers, you know,

present signification; prevent, to go before; meat, used for all kinds of food; car- 4
riages, for baggage; charger for a dish or
platter, &g., should be translated in lan-

toms of society which

youthful

they are like pond

let, ‘meaning hinder, the opposite to its

tion.
It might be well to revise some

I%ometimes think as

see them in their

that

ty. The wise student nowadays shapes
his course toward
his profession, He
reins himself into the ‘‘ one thing” he

boys. On some questions, it is with
them, simply * One~go—all ge.” Low
conversation is net half so uncommon
among boys as it ought to be. Some,
who do not like it and are not guilty of it,
still listen and laugh at what they really
are ashamed of. How noble and how
manly it would be for.them to protest
stoutly against every low story that some
other boy would like to tell them.
Boys can be heroes in their daily life, if
they only knew it. They are full of gen-

erous impulses.

take in ‘all our naturesand

of our powers,

tie

follow: It is to'some extent, just so with

employed;

a

a

or

to feel under the

immortality. And subjects of study shouldbe ardently pursued in proportion to their
tendency to fit us for endless development

ship. In some respects, they are like
sheep. Start one sheep over a fence, or
into-a running stream, and the rest will

kerchief,

when

of

brought

but also of truth

in their

kind

are

tion should

that binds them together in good fellow-

be better to have them changed to words
that would be more clearly understood.
Such words as conversation, which applied
to

are clannish

neighborhood, with some

in

graff, trow, &c., and it would

Boys

Tm

T

ep
table,

. The Lord

the mind should be trained to the best
thoughts.
Culture, then, is not Sao]
nor mainly a thing for this world.
The
laws of matter are not its chief concern,
Rather,study upon those objects of knowledge that are endless and changeless which
should most seriously engage it. Culture
should, then, be cognizant, not only of
natural science (though that, of course),

disposition. You generally find them in
sets of half a dozen or more, in the same

or

kine, minish,

make

had

if it should expose him to ridicule.

selfa man.

to un-

ensample, eschew,

orthodoxy of that day was terribly aghast
at the possible installation of Carlyleas
Lord Rector! He was called skeptic, athe-

His name

fanciful

ied, besom,

exigences of the case

ed.

blood

might flow, but who would desert a cause,

it is hard wogk to keep

the minds of the common people who become attached to the language itself. Our
present version abounds in Saxon words
which are more easily understood by them
than words of Latin origin, and to exchange them merely for the sake of making
a change would be no real benefit.
if
.But there are reasons for changes, Some
words have become obsolete and
Others
have changed their meaning.
We do not
find in common use such words as aston-

contrast! Prejudice prevailed; the Scotch

ist, unbeliever and I know not what,

from

sions that were not indelicate when

7 which
encompass our
being, profound
sympathy with dark'moods of doubt, and
Jnrest, and Titanic struggling with incomprehensible mysteries of suffering and ev-

set up Benjamip Disraeli

of phraseology

trifling considerations is calculated

guage that expresses their true

human life and purpose, mystic intercourse
with the silent Eternities and Immensities

among the conservative students

would not run from a fight, where

communion

2. They should give as giving to Ged,
mandates of a vigorous will: whose mind
and not to the trugtees of the church or as
is thoroughly informed as ‘to the laws of
a matter of ordinary business.
nature, and whose whole nature is in obe-’
3. The reception or collection of the
dience to them.
If there is no future, this : gifts ‘of the people in public worship
definition of culture will do well enough,
should be as solemn and as much a part of
though even then it does not comprehend
the service as any other act of worship.
all the uses of the mind. But if heaven
4. Pastors and people
should
unite
continues all good “apprenticeship of the
‘everywhere to make this par: of the pubmind here, and engages it according to
lic service what it ought to be.—XN. Y. 0bits skill, then how important that
educaserver.

fox the freedom that other boys have, and

ed that this work, in the hands of so many
able revisers will be a great improvement
on the present text, but this remains to be
| seen. Some of our modern versions have
more that is objectionable than they have
that is a real improvement.
Multiplying

Phelps, in Independent.

ENGLISH

passions

place, in the school. Fidelity to absolute
| honesty is a thing that requires courage.
BY REV. J.M.i, BAILEY, D. D.
The boy of to-day lives in an atmosphere
An English translation of the Bible un- that is full of schemes for making money
der, the care of ninety learned men was
by other ways than patient industry. No
commenced some ten years ago. The New
wonder that he is often heard: putting
Testament has been completed and will
in a plea, for ways of getting money that
soon be given to the public.
But it will
are not right. There is another place
be several ‘years before the Old Testament
where it is hard for the boy to show himwill be ready for the printer. It is expect-

‘What aileth my heart? or the ocean?

2

There

a boy, -who

outgrown the Sunday-schovl, and he sighs

TaOMAS GOADBY.
tO

Hear, hark, hear how I bid you:
That which is taken—that you restore!

Tide!

fought with muskets and cannon.

THE NEW TRANSLATION.

Faint, faint, fade from my gazing;
Slip, slide, glide from the shore.

THE

courage, though of a different kind from
his. We are fighting battles to day, all
over our country. But they are not

is many a man, and many

on the

ister of the gathered collection, ‘while the
of the Republican party. He clearly
congregation tisé and sing a doxology.
fact
that’ he was
be blessed, who gives grace and strength, « wever it be accomplished, no one.can recognizes = the
elected
by
a
united
Republican
party,
ubt as. these results ought to be
~sand
in
the
apportionment
of
Cabinet
PEE TRUE OULTURE:
reached,
:
honors
has
efidently
sought
to
Professor Huxley somewhere says in
4 Clon ‘congregations should be
stibstance, that a cultured ‘man is one ‘faught to give money as an act of worship strengthen and perpetuate. that union,
while choosing able and competent men
whose body is trained to obedience; whose in their public services.

seen fail td%effecta. revival.

‘Georgia boy so gloriously displayed viz.

of the

Prof. Maxmulcations designed for publication great body of the people.
All 00
should be hoon to ‘Editor The Morning Star, ler at a recent meeting in University ColDover, ¥
| lege London, said, 4 Oxford, or at least

them

sacrifice,of the truth.. Speak the truth, But“there is no.offence to some Christian
if you want to gain the lasting and true souls in a custom new widely prevalent,
friendship of men. This I have never which ‘consists in the reception by the min-

to unon the Cam and Isis, wrong side, but he was too youpg
¢
R,
derstand
that.
His
little
life
illustrates
this
PAPE
NEWS
S
with somethingof supercilious disdain.
| A\WEEELY RELIGIOU THE
ISSUED BY
)
The times are changing fast. What Scot- one thing, viz., the beauty of courage and
hment, land, Germany, and America have ‘long fidelity in time of danger. Thank God,
Freewill Baptist Printing Establis
the bloody. civil war is over. But. the
r,
2 enjoyed will shortly be found i England,
ishe
Publ
; Rev. I. D. STEWART,
the possibility of Universi
training
boys of America, need what that little
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PREACHING

-=eurpOne houses: «pot. to. JSsander

THE KINGDOM

Preaching the kingdom. ‘Luke 9: 1—6.
Danger of preaching truth. Matt. 10: 15-25.

W.

A preacher’strials.

2 Cor.

T'.

Faithful preaching.

Acts20: 25—35.

11:23—33.

¥.

Preaching Christ.

8.
a

Fival Reward. 1 Peter 5:1—4.
in preaching. Is.62: 1-12.

Gorpex

Text?

ithe kingdom

« He sent them to preach
9:2.

Luke 9: 1-6.
¥hind]

Notes and Hints.
During the interval between the last
roe and this, Jesus spoke the parables
ded in Matt. 13, calmed a storm of
e lake, healed Jairus’ daughter, cured
: ‘woman that touched the hem of his
garment, and restored to life the daughter
-of a ruler. of the synagogue.~ These
miracles are recorded in the 8th chapter
of Luke.
In this lesson we have our Lord's
working instructions to his

chosen

the

not

about

».

apos-

_ les, who were now to go forth by them“selves to preach his ‘gospel. From it we
may learn many important things con:
cerning the work of the ministry. They

WISDOM.

A LAY SERMON.

|

J tospper to be men of idleness and fond

BY

CELIA

SANFORD.

id“Doth” not’ wisdom

ery,

:

and

uader-

Standing put-forth her voice? -She crieth
that they had regular,important business ;
at the gates, at the entry of the city, at
to show that they valued their time, were
the
coming in at the doors :- unto you, O
disposed to give themselves to ‘labor,
men, I call; and my voice is unto the
prayer and meditation, and to be intent

only on the business
| sent them.” — Barnes.

1 Cor.1: 17-31.

of God.”—Luke

in

manner of vagrants and mendicants;

to-day, are not thereby hap-hazard or by
=

ofa changes
'fiot to Seem dissatisfied with
the hospitality of the people, but to show|

DAILY. HEADINGS,
a1.
T.

Communications.

regard for the words: they had to speak.
They were plainly told that they would
meet with difficulty and
opposition.
2%. - * They were to, content themselves with

«For Questions see ; Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

for

which he had

sons of men. Now, therefore, hearken
unto me, O ye children; for blessed are

$
they that keep my” ways. Hear instruc5. Shake off the dust. As if to say, “We
tion ‘and be wise, and refuse it not.
‘will take nothing at all away with us.”
Blessed is the man that hearéfh
me,
Or as if to declare the place fit only for
watching daily at my gates, waiting at
destruction. ¢¢ The Jews were accustomthe posts of my doors. -For whoso findeth
ed, on their return from heathen countries
me findeth life, and shall obtain favor of
‘to the Holy Land, to shake off the dust
the Lord. Wisdom is the principal thing ;
from their feet at the frontier. This act
therefore get wisdom; aud with all thy
symbolized a breaking away from all
getting get understanding. )
joint ‘participation in. the life of the
e kind of wisdoin that we need, and
idolatrouls world*—
ate exhorted by the wise man to exert
6.
They-weré quick to obey and lost

.no time in getting
to do.
z

t the work given them
]

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
. I. They who are sent by Jesus Christ
have fall and definite instructions.
II. They may expect hard work and
much of it here; but eternal glory hereafter.
III. Preaching the kingdom of God is
the first business of the apostle.
Iv. These rules are not for a pérmanent
ministry but for a special and rapid
preaching tour.

ourselves to obtain,

is not

the

kind that

makes us great, and strong, and wise in |
our own eyes; not the * wisd
of
words;” not the ‘“ wisdom of this world ; »
not the ¢ wisdom of men ; ” not the *¢ wisdom that descendeth not from above, but
is earthly, sensual, devilish; but the wisdom of God,

even

the

hidden

wisdom

from above, that is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy to be: entreated, full

of

mercy and good fruits, without ° partiality, and without hypocrisy.”
1
: The desirableness of wisdom.
* Wisdom is good; but the excellency
of knowledge is, that wisdom giveth life
to them that-have it. Wisdom is bettegr
than strength. Wisdom is better than
weapons of war. She is a tree of life to
them that lay hold upon her, and happy
is every one that retaineth her: O, !
the depths "of the riches both of the
wisdom and knowledge of God. Man
knoweth not the price thereof. Happy is the man that findeth . wisdom,
and the man that getteth understanding :
for the merchandise of it is better than

| alaw of fate. But years of unremitting
effort, close application, profound research and study was the price they
paid. "So in the Christian
life is the development of true Christian character in the
realm of spiritual enlightenment and
growth. We realize blessings by paying
the equivalent therefor. +‘ Except a man
deny himself, and take up his cross daily
and follow me he can not be my disciple.”
Again, ‘“ Come out from among them and
be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch
not the unclean thing; and I will receive

.

.

‘

Ba

ye

%

if they happen to Be rich, their sor]
have queer as well as profitable experiences with them, sometimes.

A medical man has been attending a
patient several years, and yet he has

never seen his patient...

The

gentlefnan

firmly believes that he has an w@sophagus
of peculiar construction, and that he is
liable at' any moment to Le
choked.
That help may be at hand whenever any
sudden emergency may occur, he has a
physician in the house, night and day.
The physician, being human, must need
take his walks abroad, and it bgcomes

ling,
——

have been thus generously hel, ed, it
is
legitimate and philanthropic" to build up

such instisations for the

law of.Christian life, not a self-denial of

.Nor,does the alvabiigs all fic; with that .

broad

that thy

‘brother hath ought against’ thee, leave
there thy gift before the altar and go thy
‘way {do not attempt prayer); first be
reconciled to thy brother, and.then

come

and offer thy gift.” In a word, self and
all that pertains thereto must be sdcrificed
to God.
Moreover, religion costs" something financially. ~ A Christianity
that costs
nojhing is absolutely worth nothing. No

domain,

shall

be

furnished

ample means of intelligence

with

antl a true

Christian civilization.
a

EGYPT,
BY

3

MRS,

M. aE H, HILLS.

Mors than nineteen years ago, Miss

two hours a day.
Acordingly a doétor Whately established 'a mission in Cairo,
attends daily from twelve to two, filling up | and carried it on "with her own private
his time by disposing of an admirable means. It included large midsion schools

lunch, and finds the gold and silver coin,

in their usual happy combination, neatly
breaking off evil merely, but the sacri- put by the side of his plate, in tissue
paficing of those things we hold dear, for per. Up to the present date he has never
the good of others. We can not hold an ‘had the pleasure of exchanging words
iron scepter over that offended brother,
with his interesting patient.
‘
and say, let him gome to me. - ** If thou
For nearlya year an Ohio Infirmary
| bring thy gift to the altar, {come to offer has had among its inmates a man in the

pFayer) and there rememberest

of col.

race. Our whole country demands that
the masses of all nationalities, -within-her——

you, and I will be a father unto you, and ‘necessary’to promise a substitute for him’
ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith
the Lord Almighty.”
But is there no other way? Absolutely’
none! Self-denial must be the sovereign

people

or.

prime of life, in good physical health, of
gentlemanly manners and possessed of a
large fund of general knowledge; but afflicted with a singular mental malady.
Just before his entrance into the infirmary, he suddenly lost all knowledge of his
personal identity, and. has never been
able to recall any circumstance coanect-

ed with himself. He does not know who
he is, wherehe came from or whither he

for Copts and Moslems, attend
more than 500, a medical

depot,

Bible

women,

aily by

mission)

ete.

Her

has issued an appeal for help to build 3

hospital for patients who flack there dai.
ly. - She says, Cairo is now the center of
the Mohammedan faith. . Men from all
Moslem cities flock to the great Moham.
medan college fo study
there, and
streams of false teaching from that fountain head, are constantly flowing into Sou-

dan and every part of middle Africa,
spreading the religion of the false proph- or

et more rapidly and surely than our missionaries, %ith all their zeal, can spread
the true faith.
In helping to. evangelize
‘Cairo, we are infact working upon Central Africa as well as upon Egypt:
/
The Mohammedan college referred to,
has a very large number of professors,
Vind a great multitude of students, who
live on the merest pittance and Sleep on0
the bare floors.

was going at the time his memory failed.
On all points not connected with himself,
his memory is said to be perfectly accuwere clothed with special powers, but in
ute to the maintenance and extension of rate. The fear of disease. is, almost as
most respects these
directions apply
gospel interests. How much one shall
baneful as disease itself and often’leads to
Properly to the ministry in our own
GLEANINGS AMONG THE NOTErequired to give, -depends upon the
tO
a course of conduct which is at once comdtimes.
:
MAKERS.
y
ability we have, or may have, for giving.
J
A
QUESTION
“WHAT
SHALL -1 Do?"
cal
ahd
deplorable,
and
which
seems
more
(
From
the
Baptist
Teacher.)
1. Then he called. The time had come
“Let every one of you lay by him in store
BY PROF. R.DDUNN, D.D,
than suggestive of insanity. Ferdinand
to increase the number of preachers and
The power of the Disciples. The power
asGod hath prospered him,” and so let
IL., Grand Duke of Tuscany, was the slave
gospel workers. The eagerness ‘of the referred. to was not nataral to them. And
+ ** I write to ask you what I shall say
him contribute to the one common cause
of his infirmities. The fear of disease so to a brother who gives good evidence of
people to hear made-it ‘impossible for one it was just this that enabled them to turn
of Christianity. Not only in bearing the
acted upon him that he was often seen a call to the ministry, and asks my adpreacher to meet thgdemand ; the grow-~ ¢« the world upside down,” in spite of the
* glad tidings” to the benighted realm of
He has a
walking up and down his apartment be- vice about the course of study.
ing opposition of the Pharlites, also,
tremendous forces that were everywhere
heathenism, but for its propagation and
fair common-school education,
is. 26
tween two large thermometers, at which
rendered it necessary to appoint and train arrayed against them. Their weapons
years old and has good natural ability.”
maintenance in our own beloved counhe anxiously and continually glance ed,
men to preach the gospel after the death were not carnal. They were not to apThis question is in some form suggestry, ogr State, county, town, school disputting on skull caps, of which he had ted so often,
peal to physical force. This is not the
“of Jesus.—4bbott,
and with so much interest
trict,
in
our
homes,
even.
; five of six in his hand, according to .the
the merchandise of silver, and the gain
Twelve disciples.
‘Their
names are. sort of power Christ meant; and the Romthat I beg the privilege of replying
Two
classes
of
persons
will
find
themShe is more
degree of cold or heat that the instrument through the Star.
given in Matt. 10: ,2—4. This was not ish church, by employing it, simply thereof than fine gold.
selves condemned in the judgment before
pointed towards. So, too, with the Abbe’
to hinder others from proclaiming the proves that.it. ig: wot the true church of precious than rubies: and all ithe things
Education is of two kinds: discipli
ry
that thou canst desire are not to be com- whichtribunal all will be arraigned. Those de St. Martin, ‘who, in the seventeenth
gospel. These were to devote themselves Christ.
for the development of mental pgdwer
who stand connected with the visible
pared
unto
her.
Length
of
days
is
in
century,
was
so
notoriogs
for
his
monowholly to that work.
They became
When God was manifest in the flesh, so
and instrumental, for the practical work
church and*enjoy all its immunities and ex“apostles,” that is, persons *‘ sent qut”
was Satan: and hence demoniacal posses- ber right hand, and in her left hand rich- pect others to do all the paying ; who shut mania. He had always nine skull caps of life. Just how much of the former
es and honor. Her ways are ways of
wis for a special purpose. Power and author- sion, we
on his head to keep him from the cold,
have
reason
to
believe,
such a candidate ought to. secure is not
their eyes as the contribution box passes,
¢ty. That they might confirm. their doec- was peculiar to that age. Miracle-work- pleasantness, and all her paths are
and on the top of those he put a wig, for me
to say.
and find it convenient tq be absent every
The more the better.
trine, which was new and not likely to ing, tov, was a
necessity of authenticating peace. How much better is it to get time a demand is to be made for financial which, of course,’ was never, by any But the question suggested, ** whether it
be readily received except upon good Christianity, when it was first
chance, in its proper position. More is
wisdom than gold. Wisdom can not be
set up, by
bette
to take
r the College course and
aid.
>
than this,he wore niue pairs of stockings, omit
authority, and that they might make suc- would seem to be not necessary
gotten
for
gold,
neither
shall
silver
be
the Seminary course,” is more easil y
now ; fo
The
other
class
ara.those
who
content
cessful warfare against. the kingdom of the world-wide
one over the other ; his bed was of brick,
weighed for the price thereof. It can
transformations wrought
solved. Tndeed it is solved in every othdarkness.
not be valued with the gold of Ophir, themselves with purloining what little under which there was a furnace where
Cure diseases. This would by Christianity give larger
er calling but the Christian ministry,
demonstraspiritual
consolation
is
needed
in
order
make them welcome wherever they went, tion. he made a fire in order to obtain just that
with the precious onyx, or the sapphire.
Whoever dreamed of repairing watches,
to the maintenance of their hypocritical
amount of warmth that he desired. The amputati
The gold and the crystal can not equal
and would both gain the good will of the
Still, bowever: Yelievers have power
ng an arm, or -mnnaging a lawformality
;
who
stand
aloof
from
all
visiit: and the exchange of it shall not be
Jesuit Ghezzi wore seven caps under his
people and convince their judgment.
with God and man, and power in the
suit
without
specific study? The assumpble-church
organizatio
in
order
to
furns
for jewels of fine gold. No mention
wig. Fourier, the mathematician, who tion that
2. He sent them. They were to go forth grandest of all spheres.
muscular dicipline inthe rowing
nish
themselves
with
a
plea
upon
which
shall be made of coral, or of, pearls, for
had returned from Egypt nearly dead match
** by two and two ” info towns and vilThe Provision of the Disciples. They
or blacksmith's shop would qualify
stinginess
the price of wisdomgis above rubies. ‘The to justify their niggardly
with rheumatism, suffered severely when
lages. They could thus be helpful to were
sent forth to preach; but were to
among those that will, in vain, ery, he found himselfin a temperature below one for book-keeping or music teaching
topaz of Ethiopia shall not equal it, neione another in many ways and do an ex- make no sort of
would be simply absurd ; but no more so
| “Lord, Lord, open unto us.” There will
provision for their jour20 degrees. Reaumur and a servant folther shall it be valued with pure gold.”
tensive work in arcusing the people to the ney—neither
than the assumption that classical and
staff, nor scrip, nor bread,
doubtless
be
found
representatives
of
all
How is wisdom obtained?
lowed him about everywhere, in readiimportance of .the events soon to occur. nor money.
3
general knowledge would qualify men
these classes.
ness
to offer him additional coats and
«I
applied
my
heart
to
know,
and
to
To preach the kingdom of God. Not to
Some well-meaning peoplé, misled by
for the practice of law or medicine.
If
search, and to seek out wisdom, and the
wrappings. During the latter years of general
explain in what it consisted, butto an- these exceptional cases, have
qualitications can not qualify for
undertaken
VAGARIES OF THE INSANE.
reason of things; I said, I will be wise,
his life, when rendered hors du combat
nounce that it was about to be set up by to live without any sort of forethoug
these specific works. how is it with referht
BY exg/maxcore GRIFFITH.
but it was far from me. Whence, then,
by the asthma,from which he had suffered
‘the Messiah hiniself: It was their mis- about temporal stipplies, “and
ence to the Gospel ministry which is the
to preach
cometh this wisdom? Where shall wission to awaken the nation, to arrest without any sort
since his youth, hié lived almost entirely most distinct
(Concluded)
of preparation for the
and peculiar jof all profesdom be found? and where is the place of
in a kind of box which allowed no ‘devia- sions?
“their interest, kindle a spirit of igquiry
work of the pulpit.
We have heard some
Many have imagined that comAlthough George III, of England,
understanding? Behold, the fear of the
tion of the body, and allowed nothing to mon
and prepare the way for instructions
sense and piety, aad a call, would
godly men announce, rather ostentatiousLord, that is wisdom; and. to depart had few qualities that commend either pass except his head and arms.
which Jesus would soon give himself.
; make
a4 minister.
ly, the fact that they had made no
Other§ with just as
his
intellect
or
his
statesmanship
to
our
Hedl the sick. Attention to those in suffrom evil is understanding.
With the
Probably the oldest lunatic in the Unit- little
preparation of the matter which they were
reason have supposed that Geome.
respect,
yet
there
is
one
fact’
connected
fering wins their love and confidence.
ed States, to-day, is Charles P. Hoffman,
Lord is wisdom and strength, who hath
try, Geology and Greek Learning, Logic
about to deliver.
The announcement
with his later life that exhibits a trait of
who begun the famous Knickerbocker
The power given to them is no longer
put wisdom in the inward parts. He
and Latin would certainly complete the
was commonly superfluous; as everycharacter
that
is
attractive
wherever
it
is
will shew thee the secrets of : wisdom;
Magazine in 1833, but which soon passed qualifica
necessary to the work of gospel ministers,
body would have
known it without
tions. The three first and knowlfound. Among the delusions that filied
for God giveth to a man wisdom, and
into other hands. . Soon afterward Hoff- edge
and is, therefore, not a part of their quali- “being told.
are essential and indispensable, but
his mind during the closing years of his
knowledge, and joy. The Lord giveth
man became deranged, and has ever reficatiops: *‘ There is something greater
never possessed in completeness, nor
life was the belief that the spirits of the
There maybe peculiar circumstances,
wisdom ; the inspiration of the Almighty
mained in this condition. He became a
than preaching, that is to make preachers;
effective outside of their respective fields.
departed friends of his early years were
where
we
can
not
make
provisioh;
and
giveth anderstanding. If thou wilt inwriter early in life and was
for fifteen
\tkere is something greater than perform‘constantly hovering around him.
His years a prominent feature in the periodi- There was a preacher in the time of
- ing miracles, that is to impart the power then the thing to do is to serenely trust cline thine ear unto wisdom, if thou ecriBalaam who seemed to preach more than °
thoughts were ever running on the viewcals of that day. Two of his productions
to perform them. It is this new stage the Lord, who will never fail us. But he est after knowledge, and liftest up thy
he knew, but ordinarily those who preach
less world, and he seemed to be converswill
not
put
a
premium
on
laziness;
and
will be sure to live. One is ** Sparkling
voice for understanding, if thou seekest
which the work of Jesus here reaches.”—
the gospel must know its doctrines, and
therefore it is never safe to neglect proper her as silver, and searchest for her as for ing with statesmen long passed away, and Bright,” which has
become a college
Godet.
those who edify the church and persuade
-| preparations
when it is in eur power to make
hidden treasures, then shalt thou under- as he used to drag his venerable form song,and the other, ** Monterey," that orig3. Take nothing. They were to go as
men 1ust have spacific knowledge of
it, and then trust the Lord to help us out. stand the fear of the Lord, and find the along the solitary galleries of his palace, inally appeared in a comic
paper entitled
“they were, not encumbering themselves
their work. And whatever value may
It is very noticeable that those ministers knowledge of God. Then shalt thou un- after his insanity had reached the stage Yankee Doodle, which Hoffman
was then
with extra clothing, ner providing for
be attached to secular edugation,—and it is
that Christ sent forth were all doctors— derstand righteousness, and judgment, that mude it necessary to confine him to editing. He is an inmate
of the . Bloom‘their sustenance, but were to depend on
more valuable than. gold—it cannot be
real doctors—and not like our modern D. and equity ; yea, every good path. When his rooms. The following passage from ingdale Asylum, N. Y.,
where so many
the welantary gifts of the people" for their
D’s.; for they not only preached, but wisdom entereth into thine heart, and Lord Eldon’s papers indicates a train of this unfortunate
substituted for professional education.
class have been proStaves. The correct readmaintenance.
healed the sick. They ‘cared for men’s knowledge 78 pleasant unto thy soul, of thought that seemed to be ever present tected. Among
Whether in the shop, the school room,
other inmates was a for- |
ing is, neither ¢ staff, though according
the sick room, the court room, or in the
bodies, ag well as their souls. And it then shalt thou find favor and good un- in the king's mind during his periods off} nier’coll
ector of the port of New York,
to Mark (ch. 6: 8) each was allewed to
incapacity:is doubtful if any minister deserves to be
and a grand niece of George Washing: pulpit; a man must have some knowltake a staff. Matthew says they were not counted in the true line of Apostolic suc- derstanding in the sight of God and man ;
“It was Nm sayylides papers. “that ton.
edge of his work. The only questien is,
for whoso findeth: wisdom findeth life,
to provide a staff, so we infer that if any
ifany strong feature of the king's malcession, if he is so absorbed in transcen- and shal obtain favor of the Lord.”
shall this knowledge be gained in private
had a staff with him he might use it, but dental theology as to forget that men have
ady appeared during the presence of the
0-0-0
WHY ENDOW SOHOOLS FOR OOLORED study or at the schools? Some Bave more
>
should not wait to get one. The spirit of
council, Sir Henry Halford should, on rematerial wants. Through this side of
than completed a college course by priPEOPLE 80UTH?
the-order seems to'be that no time should
ceivi
00ST OF TRUE RELIGION.
a signal
ng from me, endeavor to we
their nature, men can be reached successvate study, and some havesecured a good
RA—
be spent in elaborate or special preparaBY REV. A, Hl. MORRELL,
recall him from his aberrations; and acfully, who otherwise would spurn. the
professional education by private study
BY REY. C. E. HURD.
ition for the journey, but that immediate
cordingly when his majesty ‘appealed to | For the same general reasons
gospel, and the messengers who bring
that and practice upon souls and churches.
‘attention should be given to the work in
There is a sentiment abroad that the two of the persons whom he most favored schools are endowed for
it.
any other people But are not schools as neccessary in the
‘hand. They were not beggars; they
religion of Jesus Christ costs nothing— 1n early life and Jong dead, Sir Henry in any other part of
Let us, in the tenderness of our charity,
one case as the other? and why should
the
country.
«earned their bread by religious instruction
imitate the ever luminous example of is free absolutely, This opinion comes observed,—
not all the means and assistance possible
But,
it
is
said,
*‘
Let
them
now
educate
and helpful ministry. To these hardy |
“Your majesty has, I believe, forgot- themselves.”
Christ and his Apostles.—Rev. P. 8. Hen- of an excessively liberal interpretation
This would be consistant be employed in the preparation for the
-shepherds and fishermen there was nothing | son, D.D.
of certain texts of Scripture bearing upon ten that the individuals to whom you were they
in
conditio
n to do so. That greatest work assigned to men or an-.
- extraordinary in these directions.
* The
>>O-0-6
that point. As a consequence many are refer both died many years ago.”
they
are,
is
not
true.
Too general pover- gels?
feeling of confidence is the key to the inled to the espousal of Christianity with*“ True,” replied the king, ‘they died ty still exists
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
Sh no on
amongst them, for that as
_ jumctions of this verse: Make no prepout a proper conception of the real cost, "to you and the world in ‘general, but not yet.
The
increased
consumption
of malt ligDon’t preach in your class, but teach. and hence find themselves
arations such as are ordinarily made on
failing to meet to me.”
uors
in
the
United
States
has
been over
"As
a
cgaditi
on
to
general
—Congregationalist,
*
*
educati
on,
- the eve of a journey: set out just as you
successfully
the claims it imposes upon
“The answer was suggestive of the fidel- schools,
normal, classical and collegiate 100 per cent. in the past ten years. **Durare. God will provide for all your wants.”
As a rule the best way of review is not them. The religion of the Bible is
a ity of his affection; for the old king, must be founde in sufficien number
d
s to ing 1880,” says the Retailer, the organ of
t
~—Godet. In respect to the apparent dis- to begin with the first lesson and go over thing of eost, and the price
of it must be whilein his mental ‘health, delighted in prepare young men and
the brewer, * taxes were paid on 13, 874,
young
women
agreement of the evangelists in regard to all in order, but to look at the whole ‘personally paid,
if\ we would enjoy its the recollection of the friend of his youth.
for the profession of teaching, as well as 000 barrels, or 414,000,000 gallons.
the instructions concerning staves, Godet quarter’s course as one lesson. There is benefits and share its blessings.
We notice that a: novel method of other importa
This is equivalent to about 150 mugs for
nt occupations in life.
says: * The contradiction in terms could | some point around which you can gather
Lying at the foundation of all Christian treatment of the insane has been adopted
every
man, woman and child in the counIf
colleges
and
Normhl
schools
are
®
‘not'be greater, yet the agreement in iden them all.
You can make the great experience is
the true knowledge of God, at an asylum in Vienna.
The director. necessity, large sums of money are a ne- try. Leaving out, the females and chil_.is perfect. For as far as the senti- facts stand out in b bold and clear light, ~—proper conceptions
of his nature, char- has established a lithographed Journal
cessily, also; for the construction of suit- dren, this vast quantity represented 600
ment is concerned, which Jesus - wish- so that they will not be forgotten. Wests
acter; and will’ concerning us. To - this for circulation in the asylum, and he
able buildings, and for endowment. The glasses a year for each male over 21 years
‘ed to express, it is all one to say, ‘noth- minslgr” Teacher,
must be superadded a knowledge of our- induces the patients to contribute to ‘it.
same
financial aids are as importantin this old in the United States. When we con«ing, not even & staff (Matt. and Luke), | The Congregationalist, sensible in this selves<our nature,
condition, and desti- He especially encourages them to refute
sort ,of educationsi work South, as in the sider the” very large number of adult
or‘ nothing, except it be simply (or at as in other things, takes this ground: ny, and the ample provision
God has the manias of their compétions.
The North,—amongst the colored as dmongst males who drink no beer at all, and the
most) a‘staff” ? (Mark).
“ We would by all means have all the ‘made in the sacrifice of
his dear Son, man who believes his nose to be made ‘of
other host who partake of it only in the
the white people.
4, There abide. They were not to children possi
at. the preaching service, evolving a plan for our moral eleva sugar candy and. liable
to. dissolve can
most moderate manner, and at more or
“All
who
study
'
in
these
seliool
ien:
run about’ from house to ‘house, as if but we would diguify the Sabbath. school, tion, and not only our present, but our fi. argue
with exeellent logic against his
dowed schools—even if they pay afl the less protracted intervals, itis evident that
: Ss io
Te mtr place to stay, nor to making ita ible-servige, just as_impor- nal salvation, N. aturally
we do not pos- friend's petitheory” that his beard iis aten. other Americans must drink
A.
bills exacted of them, are stil] the recip| -some
80
a zopetd their time in mere visiting, but to tant and jus
worthy of the attendance.
ruta TO
person can long maintain Christian charter, who docs not in some way contrib-

a

i

ry

Vad

ves diligently

wi
plicity

to their proper

ey |
behave with simd deywtion to the Master's busi-

of all classesas the preaching service.” | into it, nor’ does it come to ns by chance. | As a rule they’ are able to.
That is the better way to do—muke the The conditions involve a struggle, good sense all subjects excopt
Sunday-school better and not find fault *“ Search the Scriptures.” Those men of Which concern their pecaliar

ness, and sp. commend themselves to the with it. The later, however, is the easier
ho
confidence of the people’ as to secuye their | 1 thing to.— Naif mal 8.8. Teacher.

literature, art

and

science,

abreast with the Ji
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who

stand| * Insune

thought of and ‘Where
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Fo They redp thefruits of | “great deat, -Ab-five cents glass, this
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those ‘of dollufs, in

delusion.
have queer . fancies,
are treated privately

some

millions, | 000,000 or about: $7.50 per o.pita for
mun, woman, and child.
This is
or’ ra‘every
quarter more than the total expense.
repeat, for of running the United States Govers-
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MISSION WORK,
CO. WATERMAN.
BY REV. G.
pu

Plausiby, Esq., termed them.

The English sermon was preached

vice.

SPECIAL OR GENERAL?

And

with

undisguised earnestness that same lady
exclaimed,
‘Deliver
me from. neof
drift
the
These who have watched
Cotos—t—28==Whom—we——preach 2 ] tions!”
There
is
no
use
of
denying that
|
ialespec
and
‘matters among our people, #0
The "Conference communion service on individual hobbies or notions are disturbanato
ion
occas
Jy those who have had
the first Sabbathin the year was a re- ing elements, especially when they are
our benevolent
thrust upon the church. . They ripple: the
The annual missionary
season.
lyze the donations gent to
freshing
| smoothest surface. They frequently ining tengrow
a
ved
obser
have
societies,
«meeting was exceedingly well attended, flict real pain of a personal nature.
.
cts connectdency to give to special obje ‘
and
was
an
interesting
service.
The
Old
Mr.
Jeems
had
hobbies.
He
had
nts of our
y of them. One was a musied with the different departme
temperance society here numbers 139 a gr
bby; of a hobby about music, |
l treasury,
genera
the
to
than
was cal
work, rather
meeting
annual
their
and
"members,
that
which’ amounts to the same thing. He
of the society having charge of
—
held on the last day of the year.
talked knowingly and volubly about the
in
done
been
s
time
some
This has
work.
pleasure of receiving ‘into science; a8 if he was a very connoisseur
the
had
We
ar
particul
response to appeals for the
a young man by in the art of combining sweet sounds, yet
from the native ministry
lted
resu
has
s
time
some
and
,
cases
whose history he could not distinguish ‘ Old Hundred
Rath,
Krishnoo
Bala
name
¢ Faust.” Hence the great difficulty
the desire of the givers to tracé their gifts wonderfully illustrates the power and from
of ascertaining what'kind of music would
and
ied,
appl
are
they
e
to the point wher
fic grace of Christ. I have often glorified suit his capricious tastes. He constantly
to be able to point directly to the speci
of God. harped about church music. ‘‘ We need,”
It God on his behalf. The Spirit
s.
dollar
their.
thing accomplished by
read- he said, ‘* good\church music, something
a-serious
to
evangelist
an
sent
once
tothat will graw, something that will please
might seem, at first, that so far as the
homeward
his
in
er of the Holy Book
and keep
a large congregation.” Mr.
tal results are concerned no harm could
through the desert; and the Jeems never doubted that his own taste
journey
and
,
action
of
come from this course:
same blessed Spirit sent to the servants and musical ability were of the first orthat, in many cases, more would be conChrist here nearly four. years ago a der; his only blemish was lack of execuof
tributed than would be, if all funds were young map—a filthy, disgusting, almost tion,and this trifling defect he attributed to
improper management in the early musisent directly to the society to be distribbut soon a happy cal colture of which he was the recipient. |
naked beggar;
inut
witho
s,
officer
uted by. its executive
was effected, and he was The organist of his church did’ not come
not transformation
does
. structions.
This, however,
the feetof Jesus clothed, quite up to his standard of music, but he
at
sitting
*
seen
the
seem to be the fact in all cases. It is
And then it was spoke of him at certain times with condemind.”
right
his
in
and
** Poor
privilege of every one who gives a dol- soon evident that the young man was en- scending, patronizing courtesy.
profess to
not
did
**
said,
he
gift
Ritard,”
Mr.
that
where
t
direc
to
dime,
a
. lar, or
dowed with gifts that pointed him out as be a first-class organist, yet he played
shall be used, and this right of the giver suitable for the work of the ministry. pretty
well, he performed quite well,
the several boards feel bound to respect. Who would have expected to find a na- quite well indeed. Still if the house is
This makes it necessary for the Treasur- tive evangelist. in one of the maths (re- ever to be filled, better music must be
had.” That peculiar form of modern
number of acers to keep a much lar
ligious houses) at Podee—the famous piety, where the germon and prayers are
counts than they would otherwise have to shrine of Jaganath? But it was there
sandwiched between snatches of popular
do, and it'is liable to happen, that the. that he began to read the precious Bible, ‘music, ranging from La Fille de Madame
full amount required for the special pur- and that the Spirit of God first opened Angot to Ii Trovalore, would have suited
theory of our hero when his musical
pose is not _confgibuted, and a balance,
his eyed to see the ‘‘ marvelous light” the
had the precedency, which latter
from
hobby
taken
be
must
larger or smaller,
th it reveals. As a student in the occured at stated periods. During these
the general treasury to make up the ieMission College,he has given us unmixed periods he was induced to struggle earnficiency. The result is, not only an in- satisfaction ; and our prayer is, that he estly against the errors of musical praccreased complication of the accounts. and
so often introduced to, and so widely
may bé holy, steadfast and faithful unto tice
also,
but,
by, the: church and public. But
,
tolerated
tration
adminis
of
labor
the
the end. It is gratifying to add that anefforts for improvement in
. that the boards sometimes find it really other young man who was received for his quixotic
were received and treated
music
church
necesand
difficult to make their regular
the work .of the ministry a year ago, very much as were those of that remarksary appropriations, on account of ‘this Gideon Mahanty, has pursued a very able and renowned Knight, who centuries
diversion of funds into so many separate consistent course at Padri Polli, near ago went about righting wrongs ostensiinterferences by some
‘channels by the donors. There are, and Berhampore ; and eleven have been add- bly, but whose always
ended in confusion
fate
mysterious
exmany
great
a
. of necessity must be,
ed to the flock of Christ there as the seals and disaster, which results the knight atpenses which will not be, and, in fact,
tributed to anything but the right. cause.
of his ministry in the Lord.
If he never encountered such belligercan not be, provided for by special donaThe diffusion of Bible truth .by means
tions, which must be met from the gen- of Scripture, tracts, and Christian books, ents as did the Spanish hero, he was subhostile rebuffs and
eral treasury. Now, we de not .under- is of pre-eminent importance, and always jected to frequent
sufficiently pointed to dampen
inuendoes,
take to say that these special donations engages muchof our attention at these his ardor and discourage him even in a
he perceived that
‘are all wrong, und ought never to be annual meetings.
This is one of the better cause. At length
made; we do not believe that, but we ways in which the ancient prophecy ‘will his labors for reform’ in this direction
were entirely unavailing, and like a wise
need to be careful lest we withdraw too have its fulfillment, ‘* Many shall
run to man he resolved to change his tactics.
largely from the treasury under the con- and fro and knowledge shall be- in- Accordingly he commenced to harp upon
troliof the board ; lest we tie their hands
‘A popular preacher,”
creased.” The press is a mighty instru- another hobby.
by making special gifts, instead of con- ment and must be used by the servants of ‘he declared, ‘* was what was needed to
We must have a differtributing to the general funds of the soci- Christ more and more. What would the fill the church.
ent man in the pulpit, a different man aleties we mean to help. The best thing,
v

its proper proportion of the
to carry on the work in
wherever an interest is
particular object to make

best of us have been without the Bible and

together."

the myriad holy influences,
for which from
early years we have been indebted to ite

funds
hand,
awaka spe-

inspired pages?
Such are the seven or
eight millions in Orissa, who, with few

exceptions, are still destitute of the lamp

of life. The fashionable notion that the
“cial donation to that object, in addition to Vades are almost, as good as the Bible is
the regular contribution to the cause. altogether misleading ; the difference is
This would bring a special blessing to as great as between the light of a glowthe givers and operate to relieve rather worm and the brightness of the sun. .In
than to embarrass the general work.
In this heathen land every addition to our
offering these suggestions, we are aware scanty Christian
literature is important;
that there are sometimes cases in which a
and I am pleased to state that we have
course different from that recommended
is justifiable, but it is plain to all that we recently published at our press the second
must look well to the general interests of edition of Bunyan’s ** Holy War” in Oriour societies. The boards have perplex- ya. The revision.s by Mr. Brooks, who
ities enough, at best, and as the churchespropose to hold them rigidly responsible. will, if God permit, in a few months
tor the administration of the trusts in complete forty years of holy and useful
their hands, they need to be careful not service in.the Mission.
to hinder but rather to help in every way
Our annual meetings often affectingly
possible.
:
a
remind us’of the ravages of the great destroyer, and this year we recorded in

Ttems.

A Chinese church has been organized
at Honolulu with over fifty members.
The meeting-house and lot have cost
over $10,000. The board of -trustees
- consists of ten “members, half of whom
are Chinese. They have their ewn pastor, Mr. St. Moon, and their own deacons
and confession of faith.
There is a movement in India to abolish the seclusion of Hindoo women, but the
native papers oppose it on the ground that
the young Hindoos are not moral enough
to associate with unmarried women. One
would naturally conclude

that

they

are

not worthy then to marry them. A society has been formed in Bengal for the encouragement of widow marriages.
. The missionaries in Alaska are disheartened by the evils of hoochinoo, or
native whiskey, made from
olasses,

used by the Indians.

The;

Jar

its harmful effects, but —

power

RR

to withstand the temptation.

Th

chiefs have begged the missionaries to é
‘to Washington and prevent the traders

. from importing molasses. Before goin
to some merry-making, the Indians’ wil
bring their guns to the missionaries to be
kept till they are over their debauch.—y
Congregationalist.
fi
id AEE
MISSIONARY CONFERENCE AT OUT-

;

TACK.
BY

Another

REV, JOHN

BUCKLEY.

important

has

our

Minutes with deep emotion the death

ago, his interest in the Mission only ended with his life. He died at Leicester on

one.

attended,
instruction

hands, and to strengthen and entheir hearts? It is a blessed
us to realize—‘‘ I am Christ's,
wholly, Christ’s only, Christ's al-

ways, Christ's forever.”
* Whose I am
and whom I serve” will be ablessed motto
for 1881.
4
Cuttack, India, Jan. 19, 1881.
el

The apparent size of an object depends
upon its nearness

to the

visual} organs.

So eternal things ure of greater or less
importance in proportion as we bring
A man

nay blaspheme loud-

ly for a time, but it there is nothing but a
plank between him and his Creator,

he steps into the

death,
ney.
dured
cause

were

and

day, Dec.

26.

God

** Good wrk goes on well when the _peo-

shadow

of

y
ror

The covetous man pines in plenty,

like

Tarftalus up to the chin in water, and yet

thirsty.

kunda Das, a gifted native brother, dis.

work.” Matthew Henry pertinently sys,

and

for a short respite from the jourOn the other hand men have enall things counting it all joy, beby faith they saw Him who is in>

Ma-

coursed in the tnorning from a well-ge- lected text—+‘ The people had a mid to

valley

:
visible.— Sel.

was

communicated, and gracious feelings
were excited. The usual sermons were
preached on Lord's

Falsehoods not only

disagree

with
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other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
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You need not te]l all tiie tfuth unless to of joy in serving God it pays no attention
th se who have Wight to know it all. to the devil's bribes.

land and every language. Our brother
has just returned froma brief sojourn in

fatherland
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PREPARATION
NATURAL CONDITION,
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and hinder the most ‘desirable achievements,” from which ill-natured remark
we infer he'in some way. attributes his

eye, and upon the future with a

Star.
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glusses, one suid, © The world is blue; ”
and the other said, ** 1¢is:brighs.”

of God to a guilty
world—the missionary's theme in every

the

his

and

ne

tors need look no

e

truths, but usually quarrel among them.
Great ctlamities teachus many beautiselves.’
fy
| There is a transcendent power in -ex-; ful lessons, and reveal to us much we
should never have seen from the common

=.
ple haved mind to it.” In the afternoon “when we walk uprightly:— ©
the Rev. W., Miller preached from John “Two children looking through colored
3:

Fae Marsiin

and ** showed fight,” and so vigorous
were his strokes that he drove the besieger from the field completely routed,
but not subdued. Mr. Jeems is taciturn
about this last encounter. If any one has
‘the hardihocd to introduce the subject he

Are you doing all you can to hold

up their
courage
thing of
Christ's

* The public services were (00 numerous

part well

collected

O

EE
wk afi

himself might become a suhject of reform. He was taken at a great disadvantage, but he hastily

ractically
men EE

Young

:

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Mr.

suspected

ee

Expenscs reasonable, Bend for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

the 8th of Sept. last.
pharma “the ground; nor can any counterfeit last
1 hope that all my readers will remem- long.— Cicero.
ber that the. work which.we are doing
To rejoice in unother’s prosperity is to
and which your honored brethren and give content to your own lot; to mitigate
sisters are doing in Northern Orissa is another's grief is to alleviate or dispel
you own.—1. Edwards.

another year.

were seasons when holy

ly taught.

coming Telegraph

TRUTH AND LIFE.

but after twenty-eight years! labor the entire failure of health obliged him ‘to return to England. Still; though his direct
labors in Orissa closed about eight years

epective spheres to labor*for the Master
‘but they

choir, but who had never

EE

mercial College.
The
nly place in New Eng.

~~ Tand whereTelegraphy is

Jeems went into ecstacies about his sermon, to the surprise and chagrin of the
resident shrewd pastor, who from certain
private motives had winked atand secretly aided his confidential parishioner during his warfare with the organist and

Conscience and sell-love, if we

been held ; and after uniting in its holy becomes a being of jufinite importance.
services, we have returned. our re- One may spend a lifetime in the accumulation of wealth, but would give it all as

for the most

If a stranger preached,

pre

:

4

of

our beloved brother, the Rey. William
Bailey. He consecrated his youthful energy to the service of ‘Chris#’ in Orissa,

them near.

3

‘Conference

' to be described in detail,
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in the evening by.Rev. J. Vaughan, from

as it seems to us, would be for every
church to give steadily and regularly, by
the cards,
required
and then,
__ened in a

1

$30 to $1000; 2 to 328tops.
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Washington,
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' HOBBIES vs. CHURCHES.
health. He has labored thirty-five years |
!
in the good cause, and will, we trust, be | Everybody has Lis , favorite hobby—
spared to render much more useful ser- « Notions,” as Mrs. Plausiby, wife of
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. Men will not repent here when left to the objects of our ¢* special choice” ho rethemselves, and how can we expect them duced to the fewest possible. Read the
a false assumption.
~It is an open con- to hereafter ? They may be convinced of sin- ‘article in question, and think .of-it for
tradiction of his express command, and a and ofthe necessity of a change of heart, yourselves.
.
violation of the decided convictions of his and yet they remain where they are. They
power
to re.
children, as well as of the histary of the have all the natural
but there is a moral
church. If God can not Lear prayer, pent that is necessary,
This book is historical. It presents the
then the Christian world is under a very" indisposition which the human will is npt varied phases of our denominational work
necessity

that

God

will do just

the

same for us without prayer as with

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1881.
6. F. MOSHER,

Editor.
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strong delusion which has had ;a controlling and unaccountable influence through

able, of itself, to overcome.

all the ages. Men, who are conscious that
their prayers have been heard, assert
their absolute knowledge of the fact. Are

beneficence,

letters

they deceived ? Are-the reiterated injunc-

: on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

tions of Christ a mere rhetorical flourish?

should be addressed to the Editor,

and

all

THE PRACTICAL TEST.
There have been many precious

‘ Nay, verily,” says the humble,

work

.of

reviv-

the

testimony, sustained by the convictions of

every true Christian, by the experience of
the church, and by the ‘word of inspiration ? The proof is of such a nature that
science can not logically gainsay it- The
Christian needs no testimony beyond his
internal convictions, his experience. This
is the experimentum crucis, or final test
which has gcattered many a false theory

Spirit

wholly ceased. Each mail brings us reports of continued blessing in various
parts of the vineyard. Christendom is
stirred. Men are thoughtful. Laborers
are active. The people of God ‘are in
prayer.

Blessing comes

We look to see the
completely broken
seeking safety and
Now - with all

down

like rain.

deeps of sin still more
up, and many others
peace.
these we trust that

the mat desire will

be

Lo the winds,

to exhibit the

They appear in

«a sweeter temper, in the absence of selfishness, in pity and help for the suffering

and needy, in costly devotion to great
principles,in attempts to lift up and beau-

tify surrounding life,

in a purpose

to

exalt Christ before the world, and to im-

* plant the gospel in other hearts.
2
~The person thay goes resolutely and
joyously about this kind of life will give
the best

evidence

of conversion..

Such

«persons will not make the mistake of
looking too far abroad for service. They
. will find themselves always walking in
the midst of waving grain. One of the
- effective lay workers in the Boston revival meetings four years ago left the
young men in his own counting room to
«perish.
There is always work enough
within an arm's length.
ter here under God, so we may conceive
We notice a large number of young that the spiritual
world under God has a
persons are being gathered into the pre-eminent
influence over the physical,
churches. They are in the bud. God be securing
as perfect harmony in the one as
thanked for the promise therein. But the in the other.
One is visible and comes
blossom and the fruit are the only things under the
cognizance of our bodily senses,
that will cheer and feed other souls, or ‘and the other is
invisible, a simple matter
nourish their own spiritual life.
of revelation and experience, affording all
The test with these is yet to come. the opportun
ity desired for the introduc‘The exhilaration of the revival meetings, tion of prayer
or miracle, without the
the influence of numbers seeking Christ, charge of impossibi
lity or absurdity. .
the freedom with which revived ChrisWe find in God's word that prayer #
tians make personal efforts, the generally an established law
of spiritual communi.
smooth current of public opinion in a cation between
God and man. Asking is
|
time of great religious awakening —thes8 made an indispen
sable condition of re-’
are among the influences that make it ceiving. It is on our part
the sole ground
practically fasy now to maintain a Chris- of mercy and all spiritual blessing.
The
tign life. We do not mean that it will atonement has been
made, the door of
not always be easy to do that.
I will mercy thrown wide open, the plan of renever
leave thee, nor forsake thee.” demption completed and
given to man in
. With that help no task is hard.
its fullness and freeness, and it only re-

Bat there will nevertheless be a differ-

mains forus

- enee, after some of these influences have
naturally subsided. That will be the
time-to test the faith. The practical duties of a Christian life will present them- selves. There will be times of trial.

There will be less’ religious

time to be strong.

and moral

much

.can

prompt,

faithful

so

doing

well

as

infine love in the rich provisions of grace,

available through prayer, which is simply
the soul’s honest desire expressed to Godwho has pledged himself to answer it.
The duty remains for every one to avail
himself of the privilege, verify the prom-

com-

by

of every

To

to dis-

and in the simplicity® with which they
are applied to the wants of man,and made

mand to help and encourage th
For
the ease and joy with which any one shall
pursue the ‘Christian life will depend
wholly upon the activity of the Christian
principle within one. And this activity
can be maintained, and
this steady unyielding purpose to continue steadfast be
realized, in no way

natures?

If we could take our stand in the spiritworld, and look back upon this world, beholding.the tender inter-relations between
them, we doubt not that we should be astonished atthe wonderful condescension of

tended to discourage and hinder any. one
we

and

card revelation, and to destroy our souls.

“greater than to be a convert as to fight
through the Rebellion and to conquer it
was greater than to don a.uniform and be
“enrolled as a soldier.
:
These words are so far from being inthat

penitence

do so is to impugn the Almighty,

Then will be the time

that they are the best

prayer,

necessities of our spiritual

to be a Christian. They have been con* verts till now. And to be a Christian, and
1o.contimue to be nu Christian, is as

by

faith to avail ourselves of the rich provisions of divine grace. Can we say that
there is any absurdity or inconsistency in
the simple means of inter-communion between God and ourselves according to the

magnetism in the air. Burdens will have
10 be borne by the individual—a necessity, to teach one the reality and preciousness of divine help. Then will be the

ise and reap the glorious results.
0-0-0

Itis an

acknowledged

fact that

we

should give our attention to our interests

according to their relative

importance.

This is the rule, but at the same time the
masses ignore or disregard it. They fritter

the

good

lif¢ away on trifles and seen to forget its
work. Continue in,that way,'and rio days, great ends, its highest interests. Now is
of revival will have been so blessed as the

the

future days of Christian living. Then the
-soul’s peaco shall be like the steady, on‘ward flow of a

full-banked

with fruit that men. will know

river,

has been

Drought down’ from the spirit’s
~country.

time enough yet to attend to this matter,

upper

but that is a mere illusion on which many
have perished.
We may say that there

‘.
FPP

will be the same opportunity after death as
now—that if the lost repent and believe
in Christ, it will save them—that faith

CAN GOD ANSWER PRAYER?
The skeptic denies openly and the un‘believer practically that God hears

will always save.

pray-

save

er. The scientist may attempl to bring
everything under the fixed, unalterable

Repentance and

now, then why are

not all

men

cise them.

But

why

not? They

can

come now. They now have the succors of

divine grace.

through

the

riches

of

grace, has fade ample provisiohs

in the different departments

his.

here

all gifts to man, the Holy
swill help ‘our infirmities.

of the past.

In mechanical appearance it will:be

sub-

mission and eternal life. But when man
is finally left to himself we have reason to. taining a little less than 800 pages, covered by fourteen articles, written by twelve
different persons.

=

:

The first fifty pages present The Freewill Baptists” in a sketch that is clear and

comprehensive, ‘as well as
next dozen’ pages

NEED OF PRAYER.

brief.

nor declare it to be *‘ a damnable

General

Conference,—its necessity, work

and in-

Then

come

the

olent labor.

sin to

we work out, God must work in. Alone
Wwe are powerless, but when we lay hold
on God, we have help from an Almighty
arm.
This is not always the most easy daty.
Coleridge is quoted as saying: ‘I have

no difficulty in forgiveness.

find or reckon the most
God, as a real

object,

table of

Foreign

Missionaries,

solemn

faith

torate of this church.”

the new duty that” it imposes

host.

would

arduous

Massachusetts.

Rev. J. D. Waldron

temperance

and

the green” earth is voeal with ‘praise,
Then prayer is a deiight. But too often

seen them, to be the best

BL

The idea, that eyery thing in the ‘mors bility and their condition a fixed, unalter-

~br physieal world ig 86 fixed by physical : able condition...

?

church in Amesbury

gainsaying

pects.

It is a sense of this duty that leads

-

is laboring

with

with

the

encouraging

pros-

The congregation on the Sabbath is in.

creasing, and the prayer-meetings ure well

tended Last Sabbath, one was welcomed at.
to

sincere men génerally to adopt the prinei-

ple also’ stated in the extract that appears” the.ehurch, making five since he commenced
above, that
total abstinence is the his labors there. In the evening three new

ones rose for prayers, #~The churclris well
united and laboring for a revival in the whole
.
community.
re
Rev. E. W. Porter, pastor of the
Paige St,
church (Lowell) baptized five candidates
Sun.
day, March 6, and received seven to the
fel.

wisest and most practical method of conquering the great evil of intemperance.”

BRIEF

NOTES.

lowship of the church......The council, ap.

The force.of Habit, or want of acquaintance

pointed at the recent session of the Mass,
(.
M. to organize a church in ‘Worcester,
if

‘with providential changes, may explain the
fact that letters are still occasionally received
dressed to * Wm. Burr,” though
dead more than fourteen years.

he

has

deemed advisable, has been invited to meet in
Worcester, April 7. It is probable that Rey.

been

A.J. Eastman will at the same time be install
ed

as pastor of the

‘defining relig-

TER

New-York

The Johnsburgh church will be in want of a

pastor the first of April.

~

=

God is reviving bis good work in Wheatyille
and several are rejoicing in hope of a blesse
immortality.
,
.

A three-days meeting was held with Poland

church

beginning

Monday,

Feb,

Lungworthy assisted the pastor.

98.

Bro.

One rose for

prayers. Sunday evening, Gth, the Woman's
Miss, Soc. held a meeting. Collection was :
$3.25. Our 8. 8, use 70 Star Quarterlies and

87 Children’s Lesson Sheets, 20 copies
Missionary Helper are taken.
The pastor

of
is

Wm. H. Merriman, who will remain. another
year. About $60 were raised for missions last

year.
The recent session of the Chenango Q. M.
:
brought cheer to the Norwich church, since
it

was the occasion when over $100 were

raised:

to enable it to discharge a long galling organ’
debt. Rev. G. P. Linderman, of Pheonix, Was,

present to whom belongs a large share

credit for the good

work,

friends from abroad
us.

who

of the |

Thanks

to the

so promptly

aided

The Norwich society has just finished the

upholstering®f their church pews.

The Brookfield church propose in the spring
to repair their house of worship, which is a

move in the right direction,

Rev,

Hiram

Ba-

con has the pastoral care of the church, This
faithful watchman is one of the pioneer prea.

ers of Northern Pemnsylvania and Southern New York. For more than half a century
he has been engaged in the ‘Ministry,

seen his labors owned

and

and

has

blessed of God.

The Tuscarora church was formed as the re-

to Me mislead.

sult of a revival heldby him about 51 yesrs

ago.

His wife is deeply afflicted with disease.

The prayers of God's people are asked in their
bebalf,
i

Rev. Geo. Donnocker has been holding revi-

val meetings for the past six weeks

Tuscarora and 2nd

question had been under consideration by the
college authorities. and the introduction of

Woodhull

with

the

churches.

Lord’s'-work has been revived in both
backsliders have been reclaimed, and

dancing was preceded by the advice of some
of the town clergymen.”
Mentioning
the
clergymen is quite n stroke of policy.
What
was the motive?

a new baptism from ubove.

revived and sinners are converted.
We need to call ourselves

to account.

Do we maintain secret prayer, and is it a

real communing of the heart with God?
Do we pray in our families as formerly,
and in the prayer circle? How is it with
prayer in the sanctuary? While the minister preaches eloguently, does he pray
effectually,and do we join him in the same

spirit of love and

labor?

ton, William Burr, George
Hutchins, Martin Cheney
Phillips. We made great
tain other engravings of

Then we

grow; then we obtain answers to, prayer ;
then we see the*work of grace powerful?"
ly prevailing with others, the church is

If not,

what

wonder that we make so little progress,
and that there are so few revivals ? Therefore seek the spirit of prayer.
S-Bea
{aii

I" WE ask attention to whaj the editor
of the Missionary department says this
‘week on the effectsof contributing money

to so. many special objects, Let the general

special

ork have a sp

he

T. D¥y, Elias
and Jeremiah.
efforts "to ob
the departe

fathers, but were unsuccessful.
The price of the book will be only one
dollar and ten cents ; or one

dollar

with-

perfectly safe, and very.

desirable, that

New

The

places;
several

have made

and good and strong

work is being done in this part of the Master's

Hampshire.

Rev. B. F. Jefferson and wife met at the
par-

sonage in So. Strafford, Feb. 22, 19Q-of their
friends who left as a farewell gift about
$60,

,

for which they are very grateful.
After March 27, Rev. G. C. Waterman,

Laconia, will be at

liberty

to

‘dny ehureh that may wish for his
ther as a supply Or as pastor.

engage

of

with

services, ei-

Vermont,

}

Rev. 8. W. Cowell and wife received
a donation from the church and society.
at Newport

out postage. Any person paying for six
copies will receive one for securing the ‘Center, Jan. 31, amounting to sixty-nine dol.

sale of the others.

We

hope

to

have

them ready for delivery by the first of
Aprit. .
:
Let the orders come when convenient,
>--&
Bh dn ano ou

7° We asked

partly for information,

and here we get it—from
dent itself:
:

Zhe Indepen-

Our positionjis just this: that Dr. Crosby is teetotally right in his ridicule of

those who pretend that the Sériptures definitely forbid a' moderate use of wine,
and in his rebuke of those who undartake

to make it a damnable sin to drink. wine
We also hold that Dr.
Crosby is teetotally wrong in believing

abstemiously.

lars aside from salary, for which they

thanks,

express

.

The Lord has receptly visited Newport
Center with a moderate shower of grace by
the

reclaiming of the buckslidden

and

the

sion of a few souls..
A bélated communication from Rev.

Frost says:—* The

lust Sabbath

in

we closed a very pleasant pastorate

conver-

(I. 8.

February

with

the’

Bt. Jobnsbury church. Our first visit to this
people was in Oct., 277, ‘When we went to supply for Rev. J. 8. Burgess, who
was preaching to this

chureh.

at that time
Bro.

Burgess

take at the present day.

We

bas the right and

pte

ougl

GHETaws

Umewitt

hold

that

and most
the ‘great

some $2,600 for. finishing the main audience
room of the chureh edifice. In the following

;

it

ton, Me., and in August, ’78,\we assumed ‘the
formal pastorate. At that timé there was a
debt of some $6,000 on the house,of worship.

the State In ‘1879 that burden was lifted by the church
Ss.
and_exer | fe fr) hls outside snide
nixnng

provent=the iit

ly dealing with so great a‘matter as ‘the
one referred to, the facts may be admitted
:
A

vineyard.”

Rev.

.

J. A. Stevens writes :—* March

BEM:

F. LW

treated
84 very Kindly
best

ud

ar

with the

wishes for. each other's prosperity.

‘¥ri-

day evening, Feb, 25, the children
of the parish gave us a huppy surprise, leavin
g

testimonials, of ‘their friendship, Qn

valuable

Thurs.

‘day evening, March 8, a farewell reception

"was tenderedus in the vestry

and useful and valuable articles

of the

chureh,

of household

11%¥at

the parsommge at West Oneonta, there occurred

one of those interpastoral visits which are always productive of so mach

are 80 helpfulto both

good

pastor

feeling

and

and people.

their pastor and family bringing with them a
good supply of the necsssaries of the life which’
now

is.

How.

helpful

and

encouraging

are

such visits to both parties. We know they are
to the worn and sometimes discouraged pastor
—productive alike of just the strength which
is needed

by

each.

If

churches

generally

knew how much good is effected by such fraternal gatherings—how many members’ quick-

ened,

how

many

pastors’

hearts *cheered,—

would not such visits become more general?”
Rev. Leroy

S.

Canada,
Bean has

closed

his

labors

with the church at Bulwer, Que., and will,
Providence permitting, resume his studies.

The church is very ‘desirous of obtaining the
services of a minister as soon us possible.

servant of God

will find

homes and warm hearts.

The

.

at Bulwer open

Western.

“

- Ohio.

i

0

Rev. J. W, Martin, pastor of the Second ~
Rutland church, assisted by Rev. T. P. Tay-

lor,is holdinga protracted meeting.

-

Several

have already professed conversion and stand

ns candidates for baptism. Others are serious.

ly impressed, and the members of the church *

generally revived.

Thisis the largest, church

inthe townshipand
, has been greatly favored
TR

and

2

graciously b
ord lias
peoplesof South Bloom. .

by

3

2%

:

Spahr

(a .

‘United Brethren minister) and Rev: J. C.
Robinson held meetings four and a balf weeks,
resulting in the conversion of 25 and the

claiming of about 12 backsliders,

re-

j

In last week’s Star in speaking of meetings

held by Rev. J. Phillips, it should have read
Orange church instead of Mantua church,
foes
Po

HE

A

good number of the Otsdawa church called on

bad supplied the pulpit for sometime previous
to this date and had been successful in raising

that signing the: pledge is _bumiliating, December we accepted a call to become pastor.
dnd that moderate drinking
is a proper of this church, though at the time being a
or-wise attitude for a Christian man toy memberof our Theological School at Lewis-

It is perfectly safe, when we | liquors to be used as a’ beverage,
have no special choice, to leave our gifts | - Without pressing the question whether
itis often, or even rarely, ‘‘ teetotally
in the hunds of the Boards to. meet their
right”
to ** ridicule” those sho are honest.
most

pressing denhnds. . And it is also

Gray.

ever printed.

At intervals will be fine steel engravings of Hosea Quinby, Ebenezer Knowl-

we get away from God, get absorbed in
| other things, grow formal,
and so lose the
divine presénce amd power from, our
hearts. Then we need a fresh anointing,

anid then let any

1

Broth.

er, Rev. H. Lockhart, who is calledto the pas.

their first start in a religious life.
act of the reason and the will. Oh no! It is
The Woodhull church are greatly strengthened
to pray. To pray as God would have us. There is to be a table of Literary Instituand encouraged and feel an increased desire
This is what at times makes me turn cold tions, showing date of incorporation,
to work for the Master.
Bro. Donnocker has .
to my very soul.” Yet jt is both a -duty number and value of the buildings, en- . We learn. that .each-elass in Bates College been called to the pastorate of the church the.
maintains a-'weekly prayermeeting, which is
and privilege.
Every
true
believer dowment, debt, volumes in the library, | In addition to the weekly meeting under the coming year. May God bless his labors and
knows what it is to have access to the number of teachers, pupils, graduages, auspices of the College Christian Association. make the relation of pastor and people both
and profitable,
divine presence, to have the imbuing and aggregate number of students’ in each, On the lust Thursday in February a special re- pleasant
Rev. B. F. Marsden, of Sherburne, has religious
service was held in the College chapel,
anointing of the Spirit, so a3 to claim near as can be estimated, &ec. ; also a list
signed his pastorateto accept a call from
the
the promisé and obtain the blessing.
of all Publications issued by F. Baptists, consisting of a prayer-meeting at ten, a ser- Warsaw church.
In doing'go he exhibits
mon
at
half
past
ten,
and
u
conference in the
Prayer is a very simple and natural act. under three heads, Books, Sermons and
what may be called a rare ministerial virtue in
Much religious thoughtfulness has
leaving a strong chureh which heartily sustains
From the firet lisping of infaney to the Miscellany; and the different officers, evening.
been manifest in some classes, and one converhim to assist a weak, struggling interest, where
latest feebleness of age,we are perpetually &c., of the Printing Establishment. The sion has occurred.
his salary and his comforts must be less. Bro.
asking, thus acknowledging our depend- preparation of these tables is done here in
M. has a faculty for bringing strength out
of
ence on our superiors. So the child of the office in connection with other work,
weakness, and realizing this he is ‘willing to
God should feel his constant need of di- and the great amount of research in as~ Hinisters and Churches.
| sacrifice for the good of the cause.
4
vine help. . Spiritual life lingers in pray- certaining the facts, may yet delay the
A correspondent says :—
:
|
“On Sunday, March 6, eight were added to
- Eastern.
er. ‘Beholdhe prayeth.” The disciples completion of the volume longer than was
the membership of the N. Y. City chureh.
needed no other assistance "to receive expected.
Maine.
.
Four others were added at a previous commun| Sau! the persecutor, whom recently they
The engravings will be an attractive
Rev. I’. W. Towne, Alfred, is at liberty
fon. It is now six months: since Rev: B. D.
so greatly feared. This it was that so feature, and be worth the cost of the to engage with some church needing a pastor,
Peck commenced his pastorate with us, and
characterized the early Christians, as book. The frontispiece’ will have the or to correspond with some church that may the church has been
greatly strengthened.
want
bard work done.
;
Pliny testified in his letter to the emperor name of Benjamin Randall in the center,
The meetings are well attended and congregaThe
revivals
in
the
Pine
St.-church,
Lewis. tions largely increased. Bro. Peck is a stal- ;
Trajan. ¢ They are accustomed to meet who had no portrait or likeness in his
ton, and th Court St. church, Auburn, continue.
wart even in this great city, where assembles
very early in the morning to pray to. day, and around it,in the four corners, Several’very
interesting cases of conversion
the best talent of all denominations, and he
Christ.” Notwithstanding all their per- are fine steel engravings of John Buzzell, have occurred within a week.
:
holds high, and with a strong arm, the de- secutions and other hindrances, they soon Ephraim Stinehfield, John
The Doughty’s Falls church (North
Colby and
Berstinctive tenets of our denomination, and his
wick)
will
spread the gospel throughout the world.
be without a pastor after the last
David Marks. . The plate was engraved
voice has no uncertain sound against vice and
The new-born soul breathes the atmos- .expressly for this book, and the likeness- Sabbath in March, Parties wishing.to corre- intemperance, and the many crying evils that
«pond
with
the
church
can address Wm. I. beset the Christian chureh to-day. Our church
phere of prayer,the heavens are love and es are acknowledged, by all who have
Neal, J. Cushing or Wm.
is very much encouraged,

more insensible to their influences. They: regular work maybe prosecuted prompt- total abstinence is the “wisest
‘will grow harder and more confirmed in ly - without embarrassment or delay; practical method of conquering
wil nt inteuithrance, Ard. that
the habit of sin, so ag 4 render their fa|

prosperity under the leadership of our

son those

be exemplary

aware that statistics are lable

showing

showing when the appropriation was first
made by the Ilome , Mission Society,
and. the
mber of years
continued.

in

‘God bless

ture of it in use at the present time, nor of

when they sailed, retired, and died, the ing.
blanks showing
who are still in the-field:- .o-~ Round ‘dances are not to be allowed.”
Also Home Missionaries, showing their This is in moditication of the statement that
dancing has been
field of labor and when their service com- receptions at Smithmade a feature of the weekly
College in Northagfion,
menced; and an alphabetical
list of Mass. The full statement explains that “the

Neither do I churches assisted in the several States,

the most

Baptist church of St.yJohnsbury.

-peo
ple-and] the.dear
:
)
themgran
t “Spiritual
rans
ual

former years made up. The shrinkage con.8ists in putting a hard pan statement in place
of a grossly inflated one.” , We are quite well

Temperance, Anti Slavery and Woman's
Missionary Societies. There will be a

Yet remeniber that while

exag-

Young church.
Bro. E. refous revivals, is received too late for insertion ports that the work is” progressing favora
bly.
-++«++The Little Mission Helpers of the
this week.
He says:—‘‘ Bro. Baker's article
Mt.
will not be forgotten, but there are.a few
Vernon church are busily occupied in arrangthings yet to be considered in reference to ing for a festival to be hokdes.on the twenty
church unioa before his questions
They hope to net
are an-. fourth of this month.
ow
swered.”
handsome sum for their Work.
:

Hyman and Poem, written for the last Con-

Sunday School,

Self-improvement is good, and all benev-

do not

use in Christ's time, or that Christ himself drank, there is no doubt about the pa-

An article from Prof. Dunn,

Centennial

We

gerate when we say. that wherever our
future
lot may be cast we shall always bear with
us
sweet memories of our relations with the
Free

The | at this office, and one came last week, ad-

treat of The

fluence.

furnishing were presented.

use of wine,”

drink wine abstemiously.” But whatever
may have been the nature of the wine in

men in face of a weak

as its

|stanfial and inviting, but not showy; con-

One great lack im many professed
Christians and churches is neglect of

finitely forbid 4 moderate

present results of that work;

and,

+

~namely, that the Scriptures do not ¢ de-

who

would profit by the record

believe his doom is inexorably sealed,
without a ray of light to enter the impenetrable darkness. Now the only safe rule
is to * seek first the kingdom of God.”

2

labor, showing the origin, progress and
Baptist action for a century. It is indeed
a hand book for all of our workers who

Spirit which
Through his

influences man may feel his guilt, repent
of sin, believe in Christ and secure ré.

of Christian

name indicates, it is a record of Freewill

for all our necessitiesin that greatest -of

They may not ‘have them interests of our Sucietiesbe systematito-morrow ; and if they do they will be cally and energetically sustaiced, that the

‘of repentance and faith becomesimpossi-

a

nt

without diving helps. God in his infinite

faith

saved ? Simply because they do not exer-

laws of nature, and thus confute the
validityof prayer, as absurd and as im-

plying the violation of irrefragable law.
As far as natugg
is concerned it is perfectly legitimate for them to stédy and de‘sermine
its laws and abide by them, bu
‘when they go
beyond the: bounds
of naah

time fer action—the time to attend to

the interests of the soul—the only time that
we have any assurance of , possessing.
We may flatter ourselves that there is

laden

It can

J

prayer. Notso much in the form, al- ference, followed by the Conference SerWe find that man is a sort of compound though
it is to be feared thatin this respect mon.. Next in order are the six historical
being, made up of matter and mind—of a there
is a sad deficiency. But in too many papers read at the Centennial Conference,
physical and a spiritual nature, ‘each
there is but a form; the spirit and pow- revised end condensed,—on Foreign Misgoverned by its own peculiar laws. It er
are wanting.” It is the effectual, fer- sions, Home Missions, Education, Sunday |
Tis said-that Rev. Mr; Wendte, a Unitarian
takes both to from the personality which
vent prayer of a righteous man that Schools, Temperance and Auti-Slavery.
clergyman of Cincinnati, in a sermon on Sunwe call man, so that the *I,”—the man avails much.
day denounced the Board of Education as
These are followed by articles on
Publiacts physically and mentally. He both
How many bright examples there are of cations, Educational Institutions and composed principally of men ** low in morals,
eats and thinks. Neither act is perform-mental culture and social standing: ” and was
such prayer! Jacob wrestled till the dawn, Aged Ministers.
ed without the co-operation of the cther—
on
Monday night elected by that Board to fill
and would not give up till he obtained
The Tables, at the close of the volume, a vacancy in its members
a duality operating fh complete unity.
* For in so dothe blessing.
How éarnestly did David will-be found a valuable appendix. There | ing thou shalt heap coals hip.
of fire on his héad.”
Shall we say that both are within the
plead, ‘Have mercy upon me, O God, ac- will be more than twenty of them, includOn Wednesday the North Carolina House of
Sphere of the scientest governed by physicording to thy loving kindness. Create in ing the two of Aged Ministers at Con- Representatives passed the
Senate bill prohibe
cal laws, because we know more about
me a clean heart, () .God. Cast me not ference, and those not at the Conference, iting the sale or purchase of any spirituous ligthem than we do about spiritual laws away
from thy presence; and take not and they are as follows :— Denominational uors except wine and cider, under heavy penwhich are the most permanent. While the
alties. The act enforces total abstinence.
thy Holy Spirit from me. Restore uuto Statistics,
It
showing
the
number
of)
former are finite and will pass away, the
me the joy of thy salvation; - and uphold churches, Q. Ms.,Y. Ms., ministers;mem- is to be submitted to.the people for ratification
latter are infinite and will’ endure forin August,
if adopted by a popular vote
me with thy free Spirit.
Then: will ‘I berg and increase, at each decade and will go into and
‘ever.
effect on the first day of October,
teach transgressors thy ways; and sin-' Conference
year; * Yearly Meetings,
If we go a little farther in our investi- ners shall
Persons, willing to uid the Woman's Chris:
be converted unto -thee.” Did showing when organized, when received
tian Temperance Union of Baltimore in exgations , we shall find that| the uni- such prayers
‘abound,
there would be by Conference, number of members, when tending temperance work in the South,
will
verse consists of two worlds, the phy- mere revivals.
See how Daniel prayed, received, number in 1880, afd number of find their contributions gratefully received by
sical and the spiritual, to each of which as recorded
in chap. 9: 3—19. Jesus some- Q. Ms.; General Conferences, showing Mrs. Summerfield Baldwin, Corner Madison
God.has given its own inherent prinei- times was
all night in prayer. The apos- the place, time, days; number of dele- Avenue and Mosher 8t., Baltimore, Md. It is
ples; and we can not suppose for a mo- tles had
a prayer meeting of ten days be- gates, moderators and clerks; Anniversa- proposed to employ Miss Frances E. Willard
ment that these, having their origin in fore the
to conduct the work, who is already in tie
marvelous descent of the Holy ries, showing time, place, president,
sec- South, and zealous to serve in so important
unity of design, can conflict with one
Spirit at Pentecos*.
;
retary and preacher; Foreign Mission
a mission.
another, any more than the different laws
Who can say God's cenditions and Society, showing who
was
president,
The Christian Leader explains that the
reof nature. They border on, or intermin- methods
essentially change, or that fer- cording secretary, corresponding
secreta- denominational shrinkage of the Universalists,
gle with, each other as in our own being.
vent, effectual prayer would not avail ry, treasurer, andthe
receipts, each year as shown by their statistics and to which we
We can not understand how they unite in
recently referred, is ** wholl
much now as well 1s in the days of James since. its organization. Similar
to the ufitables
such perfect harmony as they do, but the or Elias? We are
often urged to improve will show thd officers and receipts of the business like and often ridiculously inaccurate
fact is patent; and as mind controls mat- ourselve
way in which the roll of our parishes was in
s, and do this ang that for others. Home Mission, Education,

fruits of Christian life. This is the practical test. A practical teacher would
suggest no other. A practical world will
accept no other. Even ifit would, that
‘would not answer the divine requirement :
“* By their fruits ye shall know them.”
_. The greatest teacher of the Apostolic
age defines these fruits. They are such
as love, joy, peace, patience, *goodness;]

temperance, meekness.,

faithful

Christian, *‘I know that God has heard
my prayer,” and who can impeach ‘his

© als in the churches the past winter. : Nor
has the quickening

16, 1881.
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\
be

West
Meetings with the

%

Virginia.
Laurel Run

sulted in 6 conversions, 3 baptisms and addiMeetings are still being

tions to the church.

BOUTY are

is considerable revival interest and
of life.

part of the State.

Rev. A. Crabtree

need of a helper in the mission work in that

«

persons will unite with the church as the re.
There have

sult.
the

was taken suddenly ill, became

| remained

and-.the

recently,

church

Charlestown

in

three conversions

been

last fall.

found the

says: —* We

pile

brethren at Berryville enjoying a glorious revival, which was commenced through ‘the ef-

then

sons, araong whom

Owing

Illinois.

S8aNILAC

Rev. T. O. McMina in, connection with Rev.
J. 8. Gulledge, has closed a meeting with
Freedom church in the Makanda Q. M. which
persons
Among

(Migh.) Q. M.—Held

* The Raymond chureh of the Honey Creek
Q. M. is without a pastor and very desirous to

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its February session
with the Fabius church, Rev. Ira Day, Moderator. The churches were mostly reported by
letter and delegation, and some churghes re-

16

miles from Milwaukee and Racine. They
have a church building and parsonage. Cor-

ported revival interest under the

ro. N.
Next
church,
fore, at

respondence is solicited with Owen West,
Raymond Center, or B. I. McKinney, Rucine.
r Seventy-seven converts are reported as the
result of revival work carried on by Rev. J. J.
Hull at Markesan.
Bro. H. received a donation of $100.50 cash recently.
The Rolling Prairie church has been refreshed this wintepund several! candidates for
baptism received.
The health of the pastor,
Rev. E. N. Wright, is very poor......Fifteen
have been received as candidates for baptism
by the Grand Prairie church, and there are

R. Cooley

“ment with

the State

has

D. B.

H.M.

his

Board,

and has’

gone to his pastoral work again......Rev, J,
M. Kayser contemplates removing to Dakotah.

.++ss Rev, Lovell Wheeler

who

has

|

lives in Oshkosh and preaches occasionilly
with an energy which younger men might do
well to imitate.
Michigan.

The Wampler’s Lake church has, under the
labors of its pastor, Rev. Z. F. Griffin, assisted
by Rev. C. J. Chase, been much blessed. The
church has been quickened, batksliders reclaimed and some have found Christ. A house
of worship is in contemplation. A very enjoyable donation at the house of Mr. Edmund Dorr
for these ministerial brethren occurred March
4.

Ferry,

Q. M. and Rev, G. P. Linderman was chose
to fill his place.
Rev. A. E. Wilson is to leave
the Q. M. soon and go to Lansing, Mich.
May
the Lord bless hind in his new field of labor.
Next session with the Readfield church.
G. P. LINDERMAN, Clerk.

WAYNE

COUNTY

Q. M.—Held

growing

tions, Rev. W. C., Davison, pastor of M.
Minnesota,
The

¥.

B.

church

at

Business Hotrces.
Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand.

It cures Coughs, Colds, BronCough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

There
a countenance

A

«|

Rev, Aur aor hs os
‘Norton Q. M. with
:

badly

yl

ate

sessi

the West Unio, on of
remained and protracted the meetin
g —
-couraging results.. Four were
added to
-ehurch, one candidate for baptism wag
‘ceived, and others will probably
follew.

the
ps
the
re.
Tm.

mediately afterwards Bro. Chirk and othe
rs
with

Bro. John Park ss Clerk of the “Cou
nell,
organizedin due forma church
jn Decatur

Co. consisting of ten members:
a

The

arth:

satisfaction, he

a

gome.

in many hearts which,it 1s hoped, ‘will
bring forth fruit in abundance. Bro.
¢'ark po-

knowledges the receipt of
$400°s worth of
clothing from the ‘Womuover
n’s “Mission
Which he hus distributed to the needy Soo.
, und
Which

Pulmenary Elixir, in the most discouraging
cases
of Chronic Cough.
The Elixir triumphs when all

days

difficulty

‘

the
of

and ema49

ciated sufferer.

———

MARCH WINDS. The sudden chan os
high
winds which
revail in March make® a and
botile ot
Downs’ Elixir always nee es
p
It

hand.
is a sure cure for sudden
lung diseases.

Solis dave all

Baxter's
Mandrake Bitters
bilious diseases. Sold everywhere
bottle. Try it.

will cure all
at 5 ots. per

fasion, ¥tunnents, Ain’ Svwi
|,
The best remedy

for, strains and

niment.

for man and

gull

beast,

°

OF

for

B.

failed, and Dr. H, James

#ll

reme-

was ex-

Jer imenting with the many herbs of Calcutta,

accidentally made. a preparation which
cured his onl child of Consumption. His
child is now im this country, and enjoying the
‘best
of health. “He hus
proved to the
worl

Fasking

pay expenses.

two

This

Herb

npw.. givos th
en stamps

al 50 ‘cures

‘

-

[11

E
179.07

.

Factory

to pay traveling expenses,

£

Bass

Reeds,

set of

2octavesof the fumous Vox Celésto
Reedg-whiich produce the sweetest
tone 'gver heard ;
setof 1 octave of
. the-new solo combination the Celestina
or French Horan

TTT

reeds,

which

ex-

actly imitates a
French Horn, be
sides
2 setsof 2 1-2
octaves. each of

Young, aged 9%
:

Mills,

-

deceased,

Freewill

Baptist

Print.

500.00

250.00
]

200.00

¥ W. Depuy, .25,
“ A friend of Missions,”
Harts Location, N.

Bells. {0
Song
Schools bv L.. O. EMERSON. Has

H.,

.

Among

1.00

our

1.00

4
5.00

Guardian Angel, (50cts.)

-

Flowers,

$596.59

CURTIS,

Spring

Holiday,

your

Jatas.

:

Home

Collection of Honey Creek church,
A. A. Hoyt, Honey Creek,
Collection of Prospect Hill church,
Fond du Lac Q. M. collection of Nov., 1880,
“

“

““

Feb.,

«

TO SELL THE

278
© 5.00
3.00
3.62

1881,

Mrs. Mary
Winn, Greenbush,
Isaac F.
Winn,
31
Dolly Gibson,
“
George Higgins,
“
L. Mayhew, South Prairie, Mrs: M. N. Varney, Boltonville,

»

Waupun Q. M. collection of Feb., 18581,

One of the most

2.00
10.00
50.
10.00.
10.00
1.00

market.

A handsome

pif

ROBERTS

299

3.23

871.63

Mission

Kenney L. M.,

;

to constitute

Mrs, KE.

Anson church, and
E. Blake L.

to constitute
M,

Rev.

i

10.00.
10.00
10.00

\

14.25

York Co. Q. M,, and to constitute Rev. E.

4)
-

C. Cook and wife L. M’s,
E. New Portland church, and to constitute
Elis Hutchins and Mrs. E, H. Cook
+ M's
Biddetord church, and fo constitute Ed.
ward Fenderson and wile and Freedom Parcher L.\M’s,
Parsonsfield Q. M., and to constitute Revd,
B. 8. Moody L. M.,
Limington church, ard to constitute Mrs.
Lizzia A.'Tufts and Mrs. Martha

Boston,

smallest size

sold.

St.,

Hopkinson L. M's,

of

such

BOSTON

XURK;

: 46 East 14th

St.

(Union Square),

without

per

Houlton church, 6.83; Biddeford,
5.16;
Houlton Q. M., 1.70,
Dexter church; collection, 13.00; R. M.
Files, $5.00; Vinal Haven church,
2.00,

E.

Fsbo

Shaw—W.
(. Slayton—H, K. Snow—A.
D.
Smith—J. H. Swatzel—Mrs. A. C. Starkweather—
+ D. ‘Shaw—Mrs, O.. Shattuck—Universal Sub.
Ageney—R.D . Wilson—J, M. Woodman—A, H.
‘Whaoler—0. - F. Williams—E.
L810
O-..) LOO0
ma
ReAWoayepm-J- &

ost-paid.

y mai

.

Sample

F

:

"

\

BI

I

"

:
Feri

"

io

il
(Hti

ago, showing

ed by the farmers.

i

ie

M

:

h

Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.

!

G. H. Damon,

Medina, 0,

Donaldson & Co., Natchez, Miss.
John M. Stewart, Fort Blackmore, Va.
Rev. W. T. Wool, Wonders,
Texas.
Rev. » II. Morehead. Coal Hill, Ark.

av.

A. Myers, 2, Rome Center, Mic).

Rev. F. E. Davison, Biddeford, Me. |

of

’

ENTATOR

HE

WANTED
oda
y
o
oR
IPLETH
n entire
Bible in ona volume
ublished,
Endorse.
ments by 200 ablest aNoInEs Adapie
#
to all; embodies latest
research. Contains Life of St. John tables showing time of
each patriarch, prophet an | king; authorship and dates of
. books of Bible} Howhe earth naspeupled from Noah; par
ables and miracles of Old and New Testaments;
@
the twenty four Sermons of Christin their order: the eighteen mipucles
of the Apostles.
1000 pages, 4TH illustrations, vriop $8.75.
Extra terme. Selling fast, Agents makig $200 to $400,

a month,

Bradley Garretson & Cou

maini s~hool

immense

weekly,

Specimens

free.

results from

ail

Book

.

Teachers’

Book
Choicest

®

helps

from

18 cents

of 160 pages, church
pieces,

ablest

to 30

music

size.

writers,

costs

Specimen

copy,

but $3.00 per dozen copies (postage extra. )

This is a new
Address—

invasion.

S. BLACKBOARD
A Weekly

Paper

Blackboard, 32x48

Adnches in size, Teddy for use,illnstrating

the International

8. S. Less

companied by a Key
The best and J
cheapest Blackboard
tn the market.
Postpaid, $3.00 a year ; $1.75 for 6 months ;
$1.00 for 3 months; sample copy, 10 cts.
In itfor 3 months and see how well vou

will hike it.
LAUER
Cleveland, Ohio.

&

YOST,

4, N. 4th S¢,, Phils

supply the Northern demand,

and we

are

now in a position

to fill orders promptly.
Pamphlets containing testimonials
and ‘other information“furnished by our local agents, or on
application to

& CURTIS,

"BOSTON,

-H, Ay BLAKE,
dla
x

Sutten,
.
»

“\

that it ie

If there is no local |

agent near you, send to'us.

One

helps as will secure the best posite

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,

[|

tes |

which sell at the the sa same price.
A
“year over
tons were sold agains

infant

others ask not less than 50c.

ne

~ GLIDDEN

f

FOIT PAMPHLET.

ns three years

a
oa.

|

This is a, true bone sw
hate, and
may be Ee on any cro Pr Pe Wott or drill
or broadcast, either with or without raanure,
and will produce a much earlier’
r
crop. In tho Reportof the Mass. Ins)
r
of
Fertilizors, its valuation is
to

i

publications.

Four monthlies, at 5c. n year

more and better
cach, with
class weekly, at 6c. a year (noth-

This Fertilizer, which was at first sold almost entirely in
"the Southern States, hus of late years become so «deservedly
popular in the North, for the cultivation of all Farm Crops,
_. that the company have enlarged their works especially to

HOSPHATE
Pas

AGENTS

Alvah Cotton, Meredith, N. HH.

One

sk 24 to 40c. a year).

Sanh

Yifteen different

ers

- - 1880
- - 44,70

ih

#10 per ton higher than other PI

form, wire-stitched, and put

S12 in. 1866

HILLADRILL §
SEND

in pamphlet

Vt,,

Special Agent for
JHampshire.
.

EightPer

GUARANTEED:

co

first=claés

. PAYABLE A

y.

For

raw

York.

ence,

JMansas:

or

New

.

CT WARRANT
ONE

for all the warst forms’ 6f PILES,

the

worst

PSORIASIS,

cases

of

LEPROSY,

CANCER,

RHEUM, RHEUMATISM,

two

ECZEMA,

ROFULA,

KIDNEYS, DYSPEP-

SIA, CATARRH
‘and all diseases of the SKIN

and

BLOOD.
Entirely Vegetable. , Internal and
ternal use.
I authorize and thank all dealers

'Exto

references

return the money and charge it back to ‘me in al}
cases of failure. Sent by express. to all
of

HENRY

the U.S.

for pamphlet to- J. B, WATKINS

DICKINSON,

New

securi

and
“PEa

|

A
»"
*
Ww
]
‘
In ten years we have made 4,03§ loans without
the logs of
dollar.
Funds planted
to

on

/

*

ow, PI LY

Cent.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMEROE,
ha
NEW YORK.
7
:
| SEQURITY.LARGE AND. PRODUCTIVE.
id

Vermont
1

[SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR.]

Western. Farm. Mortgages.

loan

MASS.

4

&

Manager, 213 Broadway,

$l:per bottle.

Sold

éverywhere..

Send

for new pamphlet, free, H.D, FOWLE. Chemist,
Boston,
Pan
.
‘
j326teow
{

i

ry

x

woluble Pacific Cuano.

n

i

New Jersey.

Books handsomely printed on goad paper, in strong,

its publishers

cove

paper

copy,

establishment.

SCHOOLS.

bound

a

o>

ii

INTEREST

K. R-Davis; Salem, Neb,

im merit what

pages free.di
iy
for it, Specimen
W.J. SH UEY, Dayton,
4
°Ohio

23 cents. Lg
Aadress,

my

~ SECOND TO NONE.-

Forwarded.
BY ‘MAIL.

‘It exceeds

HEAVENLY)

Single copy, 38 cents;

this offer to a¥isiend who

First fifty-two are reprints of the best books

UNDA SCHOOL SONG

3

Never before were the authors

mail

C. COOK, Publisher, Office, 137 Madison St., Chicago.

per Jods $3.60 Sy express, not prepaid ; $4.00

P, Mansur—

D.
LD.

‘Books

on good paper,

Se

CAROLS.

192 pages, hoard cover.

or

Original price, from 60 cts. to
written.
52 arewritten ‘expressly for us. Each book

No.

12 to 18 , published by others,

H,

A. L. Morey—E.
anson—Mrs. F. B. Mitchell—-D.
J. Mooney—J. B. T. Marsh—D. W. Marcelis~J.
Mills—James M.
Norrig—J. 8. Orné—C.F. Penne,
—=W. 8. Packard—G. F. Porter—B. D. Peck—J.
W.: Parsons—C. Preston—Mrs. C V. Peck—G. M.
Park—. Rackley—J. N. Rich—J. . Robinson—8.

to

type,

ahove

ce 8, 8. paper, costi 1g 30c. a year,

DAVID

NW

so successful and happy in their music,”

Littlejohn—

c

Volumes

than 18¢c.. and mos

This book is considered superior to any of their
other books if addptation to all the wants of the

F. Jefferson

Milliken—H.

7

SONGS:

Sabbath-school,-

—Mrs. M. Freeman—Miss L. A. Foss—8. F. Frary,
—H. O, Gidney—A. W. Goodwin—C. A, Gl eason 2
$7: H. Green—F. Gilkey—A. H, Griffeth—R. Grant
. E. Griswold—A. W. Gates—S. J. Gould—J. P.
Hilton—E. Hodgdon—I. Hyatt—J. P. Hall-J. S.
Hawk—M. A. Humphreville—J.J. Hoag—A. Humphrey—Mrs. P. Hill-E. A. Howe—Mrs. R. D.

f dorne—C. E, Hurd—E, W. Jones—B.
—Mrs.' 8. Johnson—H. A. Kenyon—F,

costing

_ BY THE AUTHORS OF THE POPULAR

iy OLDEN ,

Treas,

Curtis—G.

P. Fellows—J.

Books.

in large, clear

Claim for it.’—National 8S, 8. Teacher. £3.60
er dozen; $25 per hundred. Sample copy 25cts.
AUER &
YOST, Cleveland, - O..

23.00

hand

TO

The ordinary anthem books cost from $12.00 to $18.00 per doz.
postpaid, 35 cts, Write for catalogue, and name this paper.

cate.

_

Child—F. E. Davison—A. J. Dutton—J. §. Dinsmore—Mrs. I. A. Emmons—J. Edgecomb—Np»s.
L. H. Edgett—A. Edwards—M. T. Files—,
8
M. Ford—N.

abridgment,

$185.76
13.69

Bradley—H. Butler—N. Brooks—/J.
. Bryant—C.
M. Branstetto—N. W, Bixby—S. D. Bates—J. A.
Budlong—L. D. Boynton—J. 8S. Cushman—Wm.
; Connell—8. W, Cowell-Mrs. J. G. Chipman—A.
‘'M. Coombs—Chene; & McAllaster—S8. A. Corey—
Clark—S.

SAVING

25¢. Anthem

3.65

J. H. Alexander—T. Allen—R. E. Anderson—J,
S. Allen—J. T. Ashworth—Am. Book Ex.—J. Ash.
ley—M. Atwood—J. C. Ayer & Co.—W. 8 . Brann
3.
W. Barnhill—Mrs.
L. A. Brigham-M.
J.

D. Calley—A. J. Cole—R.

to look through

which we are acquainted.”’—Pacific Chr. Advo-

$222.45
+ R, DEERING,

welcome

ars” helps with music and all, cost but from 4%; cents to 11 cents a year.
cents a year. Samples, complete catalogue, etc., free,

3.70

Frost, .50,

in-

You may order

study of thedesson.
A special teachers’ help and scholars’ help in five different grades.
Credit for lesson preparation, a system
ew)
4
a¥-school plan,
The gong service of the school, utilized in the interest of
ntrofuCtion6 purely lesson songs written expressly for us. and growing out
the fessons, by the} intr
of the lessons. The whol
eries in perfect keeping. Lesson hymns are arranged to sing at sight (without rehearsal)
by
the introduction of 0 d and new tune combination.
Old hymns also added.
Saves cost of Song books. Schol-

17.55

The above collected by Rev. James Boyd,

please

‘We have no hesitation in placing this new
book beside anything in the market. Its Hymns
are “the finest of the wheat,” Its Tunes ara
sweet and
a
tender.
The
/
hymns are far above"
the average.’’—Methodist.
It has fewer pieces
of little or no merit thananyother S. S. Book with

Pittsfield Village, 4.00; Ellsworth Q. M.,
Hannah

at least heartily

52 originally costing 857.45.

matter than that of pape

.

149 Wabash Ave,, CHICAGO.

youare

ing else of the kind
five times the matter

ularly known

% any.

willyou

Sunday-School

STRATED
CATALOGUES and prick L1sTS,
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO., 154 Tremont

free.

yourordersat once.

durable cover; prices averaging one-fifth what other
publishers ask,
3
Tie INTERNATIONAL LESSON Hyman for 1881. Three original lesson hymns on each. lesson
of the year
Eight opening and closing
pieces.
Thirty-two old standard hymns.
Pieces set to choice new music, and i also >
(without rehearsal) by old and new tune combination.
to sing at sight
arranged
Word
Primary Sones.
edition, 70 choice songs selected from over 300 choice pieces; set in very large ‘type and illustrated. - Over
ninety thousand already sold. Prayer-MEETING Sones.
For
prayer-meetings,
revivals,
congregational
singing,
etc. Old and new tune combination, enabling the nieeting to sing most of the pieces at sight.
TEmPERANCE
For gospel temperance meetings, etc.
oNGS.
|
Eighty
standard
;
pieces and new selections. PriCEs,
25 or more copies at 5 cts. each. (postage extra if hy mail). Sampie copy, postpaid. 10 cents.
;

= a quarter up. The BABY ORGAN
= Sapeclal y adupted to children, bu

have been found wort

yourself,

Sc. Song Books.

Mass,

from $6.88

send in

Far hetter for Sunday-school library use than
being
light and flexible, and
wire-stitched, will Inst three times as long.
{
beforehand, saves selection; book being numbered, and containing descriptive
catalogue
Ee cing of the whole,
sel
i
saves numbers, catalogues
and¢ labor.
new book coming each week replenishes the library, with Saretully
little troubl
or expense. PRICES, postpaid:—5 or more books, 6 cents each: 10 or mare, 5% cents
each ; 20
pig
or more, 54 cents
Te
each ; 30 or more 5} cents euch; {9 or more, 5 cents each ; 100 or
ore, 43{ cents each ; 200 or more. 4% cents each.

BRE) 28 the BABY ORGAN,
at only $22,
Jto a large CONCERT ORGAN at
.
TWENTY STYLES at from $22
0 §120 each; SIXTY STYLES at
$120
to $160; rorry STYLES at $160 to
$500 and up; cash prices. Sold also
for EASY PAYMENTS,

the

¢ ordinary;

OF THE

20

of

ected

are now regularly made, from sTyLe
109 (shown in the cut), the latest

and

§3r Please

ORI £85.

up ins peatly ensraved fover-—a Jifierent style for each book.

the

wil
be found equally useful
for
PRICE, $22. - adults, having fine quality of tone
and power, and sufficient compass (three and a quarter
octaves) for the full parts of hymn-tunes, anthems, songs
and Sop
sidered and secular music generally.
MASON &
RGANS are eertainly the
BEST
IN THE WORLD, having won HIGHEST
AWARDS for DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY at EVERY
ONE of the GREAT WORLD'S EXHIBITIONS ror
THIRTEEN YEARS; being the only American organs which

13.82

Madison church, and to constitute Amanda Haven L. M.,
v
Dea. James Sally, and to constitute Amanda ITaven L. M.,
Henry Merrill, and to constitute Amanda i
Haven L. M.
8. Montville church, 2.35; Lagrange church
85; A Friend, .£0,
138.56,
Newfield church, 3.15;

Street,

THAN 100 STYLES

$ 10.00

C.

copy

printed

MASON & HAMLIN
Hh
ORGANS

Receipts.

and

D. Wade L. M.,

ever

OF

an instrument

ENORMOUS

E215, the whole

BROTHERS,

Washington

' MORE

Receipts to March 4.
Exeter Q. M., and to constitute Rev. D. A.
Goodwin L. M.,
Anson Q. M., and to constitute Rev. E.
Winslow L. M,,
Sebec Q. M., and to constitute Rev. Thos.

ever put on

profit on

do not want

Sc. Library

wv

books

Stool,
Book 2and Music,
%
¥
J

done;

.

Special inducements to Ladies. Send at once for
circulars and terms. Sold only by subscription. -

R. COOLEY, dgent.
Home

popular

power

oIt costs little, comparatively, for copies of any publication when once all ready to print, °
There is quite as
much money in selling 100.000 copies of a publication at 5c.. as 5,000 at 26¢., or 500 at
1, and we are quite contented to make prices ou the basis of circulation.
[t in scarcely four years since we began publishing Bundayschool Requisites on this plan; we then issued two publications, we have now 336, besides
93 Library books, 5 Song
books &c.. &e. Sales last year nggregated over twenty-six million copies,
There is not one of our publications
but what since first iw ne has Leen either dropped in price or increased in
size and quality, or both, beside expense of adding "new publications.
For exumple, we began with n small twelve-page scholars’ quarterly at 9c.
a year; the same iy now 32 pages, eich page nearly double the first size, better paper and
muittér, yet price the
ame.
In quality we are not surpassed.
We employed 170 writers ding the past year, besides seven editors.
=Ninetv-three library books now issued.

lllustrated Little Women.

3.50

T=

Revolution Sunday-School Requisites.

AGENTS WANTED

2.00

5.00

=.

'gay~Address, or call upon “DANIEL FSBEATTY, Washington,

Missi

$5.00

Ifyou

chase now, no

Can.

od

place, including

ownhome)

and

pretty

(

orn
wishes
to urchase ! Nothing saved by long correspondence. Order direct from this Advertisement.
i
NOTICE.—Those desiring 2 buy theabove instrument, are earnestly req uested to visit my Factory here and make
Po all such I will allow a reductionpf $5 from the above Frice to pay Yourexpenses. Thiy
their own selection in person.
is certainly a very fair offer. Please come and examine the instrument. IT SPEAKS FORT TSEL! RF. If you do not pur.

(60

(60cts.)

a

RE,

) Sebi, ortiers, Express prepaid, or
Remit by Post Offl
telegraph ; can
shi
at an hour’s notice.
registered letter, or by. bank draf . Money Refunded and freight charges will be paid by me both waysif n any way unsatisfactory, or you may pay me only after Sou have Fully testedit at your own home, Send reference orey idence of your
responsibilityif you do not send the cash w! t order.
very
organ n of of my
my. manufacture when introduced in a new localOften 25sakes are traced from the inst instrument sold. It becomes a Standing Advertisement ati
ity, sells many more.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., -Boston.
XY, M.

5.00

Whit

(35cts.)

Cinderella, (50 cts.) are‘ all lively and

Treas.

G. Burt, Bradford,

Fowler—H.

§ carsat this
byletter or

cts.) Miracle of Roses, (60cts.) Little Bo Peep, (60
cts.) Maud Irving, (50cts.) New Year's Eve, (60
cts.) Three Little Kittens, (50cts.) Quarrel among

10.00

=

ne

e
beard.
It is a valuable improvestruinent can be thrown on or off by the knee without
2
a beautiful appearance ; the case is
ment in real Organs. I have named this Organ, THE PARIS because it has such
built of solid black walnut, elegantly carve , fancy veneere: . with costly wood
placed on the top; front, and ends, as
shown in cut ; handles, lamp stands, fancy pocket £ or music, two knee swells, rollers for movi 8 upright bellows: ads
insteadof ca!
,
which will
Jasta.
of the best ality of rubber cloth ; steel springs.
iful pieceo f helorpefaians
t!
banklife-time,
This
n is truly I a beautiful
furniture,soveled
an
© wihhome ©: f th © weal Ithy, y ER
er, or business man
og will find it an ornamentnt to theirpd rlor. I will sell this instrument, boxed and delivered on board

($1.00.)

Hour in Fairy Land,

ml

“

Coronation,
(60 cts.) Culprit Fay, ($1.) Fai
Bridal, (50 cis.) Flower Queen, (new, Thots.)

Louisa Smith, Bradford,

church,

ower, (16) Flute
Forte, (17) Grand
Crgan knee stop,

Operettas ind Cantatas for School Exhibitions.

ry

SiLAS

which doubles the

-

13.38
1.00

8.00

Octave Cowpler,

Song

*'.

has

have heard it ; (15)

High Schools, Academies and Colleges.

V. E. Winegar, Bradford,

State

School

6.49

John Smith, Bradford,

Maine

standard

that

everbeen attained
Charming *t is
the unjversal exclamation of eritics and lovers of
sweet music who

variety

W. O. PERKINS. We also mention Emerson’s
Quartets and Choruses for Male Voices,
(60 cts.) just out, as a good book for practice in

$3119.80 $1913.02

“

perfect

the Hour of Singing, ($1.) both by EMERSON
and TILDEN; and the Laurel Wreath, ($1.) by

of Belmont, N. H.,
Mrs. Rebgeea
Badger,
*
Medford,
Mass.,

“

sweetest and most

10.00

Mrs. D.S. Lamprey, late |

““

and

(14)

VOX CELESTE !
which is by far the

latest books for High
Schools, Academies and
Seminaries.
By W. 8S. TILDEN.
Is one of the best
character, and well fitted to follow those most successful books, the High School Choir, (1.) and -

2.40

1.72
1.00
11.00

Pa
N. H.

older

¢ (10)

. Clarionet,

Common

a great

come Chorus.

10.00
2 40
211.90

uman voice

by W. O. PERKINS.

10:00

For

Concord,

which imitates the

Aeolian, (11) Echo,
(12) Dulciana, (13)

"San

for

» (3) Sm

(4) Bourdon,

_apson, (7) Grand
“Organ, (8) Celestina, or French Horn
(9) Vox Humana,

Books, that are still favorites, and in constant demand, we mention Whip=poor-Will,
(50 cts.)
Mocking
Bird, (50 cts.) and Golden Robin,

(50 cts.) all

ford’s Native School,

ass,

®) Dulcet, 6) Di.

of cheerful, genial, musical songs such as the girls
and boys must like, and also a good Elementary
ourse.

200.00

95.99

Murs. 8S. Williams, Jana,
C.W., for Miss Craw-

palkorte

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

book

200.00

salary of M. J, ColHen, per-D. M.Fisk,

lows: (1) Diapason
Forte, (2)
Princi-

MUSIC BOOKS
For SCHOOLS!

50.00

4.80

Estate of P. Wallace,
late of Littleton, N.
H., deceased,

Fog

ltr

23.60

ing Establishment,
Woman's aid For. Miss.
Soc., N. Brunswick,

nA

Up

76 Bast Ninth Street; New York.

Fl |

50.00

lected by Cora Bush,

mm

cents

BICLOW & MAIN,

.

Michigan Y. M.,
Kinderhook, Mich., col-

reduced—5

»

100 copies.

.

30.00

:

|

. inorder
to get the
greatest possible
variety.
(No
“‘dummies,”) This
combination
is
something
entire
Iy original. Names
of stops are asfol-

Carols, by LOWRY, DOANE, MAIN, BRISTOW,SEwARD and DANKS.
5 cents each by mail; $4 per

200.84

Estate of Jona. Sanford,
late of Orford, N. H.,

teen stops with
the above action

3

Price

action)

. fore, necessary to
connect
(17) seven-

per dozen.

etc.

stop

produce any varlety of tone ded. Tt is, there-

SUNDAY. SCHOOLS.

Music, Recitations,

the performer
can
(by the aid of
Beatty’s new
pat-

ent

The Broken Seal.”New or"
Jake ox:
cert lxercise, 16 pages.
and apprepriate

Bib. Sch.,

or

$1.50

nation,with which

-

‘each by mail; $4 per 100 copies.
66
"Ay
superior
Easter Annual
No
b.
collection of

61.83

1st ch., Waynesville,

night-

Sweats, nnusea at the stomach, and will break
a fresh cold u
in twenty-four hours.
Address CRADD
CK & CO.,1032 Race 8t., Philadephia, namin g this paper.
13148

.

417.90
:
237.42

192.22

Int.,

Cents;

FOR

al,

in

ell—-E, W. Melendy—N.

CONSUMPTION.

‘When death was hourly expected,

dips having

¥

. 8. Lemont—F, vs
H. Lockhart—N. C. Lothrop
Lyford—J., & H. Labree—F. H. Lyford
Lord—C. L. Lane—J. D. Lamb—Miss A. N. Low-

3

/". AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED

$167.52

Money Letters Received.

Don’t Take any Chances on Life
When Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure will
has also ro-/| x egulate and keep you healthy
at all times. 2t10
[ES

OF $5,

visit my

yw Why seek ye the living among the dead !—E. J.
»» HOPKINS,
:
vs Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us.”—Goss.
Christ is risen from the dead.”—ELVEY.
A
These Four Beautiful Anthems for 15

Miss Jemima Ridge,

Cogrected.

3

twelve arose for prayers, and good seed
was
sown

He

re-

angerous pulmonary diseases

Foanvaed

a protracted meeting was held, in which

has doue great good.

with

breathing, and fully restoring the feeble

:

In Mrs. Hill's article to the Star of
Feb, 23,
‘ ‘the ** Kansas Call,” the name
Wm.
peared. It should read, 0. T, Olark Clark ap, Lenora,
Kans

Man

M. Armstrong. - With

most violent cold or cough, relieving

witOradthe

Hansas,

beaming

+136,

other medicines fail, arresting in a few

fruit of their recent revival,alse the assurance
’

goods

could not be cured by mediciiie- has-been forever
silenced by the operation of Dr. N. G. White's

Rev. R. A. Coats administered the ordinance
of baptism tg six happy converts at Mitchell,

that many more will come,

selling

:

is no Happier

The old iflea that

;

who

MUSIC FOR EASTER.

*

000.41

marked, recently, * blessings ¥fpon the proprietor
of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liger Cure. It has
saved me.”
)
29

Ity indebtedness is $100.

Sunday, March 6. The ceremony was
nessed bya very large assemblage.
The
chard church has been strengthened by
the
dition of over twenty yew members as

per week

in Rochester than Mr. Wm.

It was organized with 7 mem.

Towa.

Complaints.
37

CANVASSERS

from $235 to $30

Platt St., New York.

bers. , In its greatest prosperity, 1867 and 1868,
it bud 45 members,
Its present membership is
25. They have a church building at Wykoff,

26 x 41.

AND

Lung

consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
mogt mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single Seaspoon ul of
this Jelly than by double the quantity 6% the iquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and
LH. TRUEX,

pastor till 1862.
Since that time, Revs. Cyrus
“Young, L. C, Cobb, M. B, Felt, Chas. Cain,
Wm. C. Sweete and J. M. Young bave been

their pastors.

and

Apvroved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular

pre-

C.

Bib. School

Dover

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.

sented their pastor, Rev, J, M, Young presents to the amount of $22, and a donation of
cash, of $28. The church was organized Feb,
13, 1838, by Rev, M. D. Reeves, who was their

i

|’

AGENTS

E.

have

4:

for E. G. RIDEOUT & €O:, 10 Barclay St., New
Yora. Send for their Catalogue and terms. 1y34

,

Wykoff

church,

of Fairlield, Wayne Co., Ill., June
J. 5S. HAWK, Clerk.

4.

Make

thurch, and Rey. G, H. Damon, pastor of ¥. B.
church, carrying on the work.

.

Next session with the Big Mound

miles west

sumption, and all Throat

congregu-

Oct. Coupler...

REDUCTION

*¢ Lord, for thy tender mercies’ sake.”-.-FARRANT.

x

and

A

Died
At
Short Falls, May 9, Abigail
years, 10 months
and 21 days.

Parlor

here and select instrument in person,
ar: entitled to 86 from above price,

At Center Sandwich, Mar. 7, Mrs. Elmira Watson, aged 81 Joars; 6 months and 3 days.

70.66

Donation

sion with the Jeffersonville church, Feb. 5 and

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

interest

81.53
.

its last ses-

harmonious.
Bro. M. C. Miner was granted a
license to preach for one year.
:

$904.26

Star, Mar.

Wisconsin

‘A. E. Wilson resigned the office of Clerk of t

Kipton, Loraine Co., resulting in the reclaiming and conversion of se venteen persons. _ The
F. B. church of Ilenrietta, as is known. to

increasing

INT

$

Upright

VISIT MY FACTORY.

het}

man, both of Corinth.
.
In Newport Center, VE., Dec. 23, 1880, Mr. C. C.
Sargent, of Coventry, and Mrs.
H. M. Morrill, of
Walcott. Also, by Rev. 8. W. Cowell, Jan. 26, Mr.
Hollis Allen, of Coventry, and Miss Sarah A. Rice, :
of Newport,

352.72

in

reported

Star,
Rec’d per

R. COOLEY, Clerk.

chitis, Whooping

& 8. Mich.R. R. and bere the two societies
have been worshiping for about 9 months with

in

Ferry,

Joux TYLER, Clerk.

A unidh protracted meeting of three week's
continuance closed Sunday evening Feb. 27, in

4 nice brick church building at Kipton, a
growing village on southern division of IL. 8.

Jan.

reported

Star,
Reported
2,

Rev. H. Whitcher has been visiting in Cass | 6; thé churches were all represented and all

built

in

ed in Feb.,
“New Hall”, Harper's

of

OSWEGO Q. M.-—March session convened at
Gilbert's Mills the 4th inst., and a precious
time was enjoyed.
‘I'he several churches were
represented in the usual manner, and some of
them reported revivals, with a steady growth.
All seemed hopeful.
We were favored by the
resence and labors of Rev. Mr. Willis, of N.
+ Who preached the word acceptably. Rev.

He

#pmé, united with the M. 1. church and

Star,

’
$357.35
Prin., re-

Bible School”Prin., reported in Feb.,
Bib. School Int., report-

Pain, evangelist.
session with the Virgil & Dryden
June 11, 12. Conference Kriday be€ o'clock r. M.
.
ELC

mon.

attained

Co., where, at Cassopolis, he found Rev. 8.
Ketchum and wife who were members of his
church in New York 50 years ago. They are
now old and just on the eve of a ** golden wedding.” Rev. Bro. Jones at Niles is “supplying
two churches in the country.
Bro. Whitcher
has closed his pastorate at Gobles, where he
has spent a pleasant and profitable year,
He
is now at his home in Brockport, N. Y.

the

ed in Jan.,
“New
Hall”, Harper's

increase under the faithful efforts of Bro. Arneill of Wrightstown.
.
:
Next session with the Winneconne church.
Bro. J. P. Hewes is to preach the opening ser-

engage-

nedrly 81 years,is still hale and active.

ported

terest in Sabbath-schools in the Q. M. is on the

conversions.

closed

labors

in

Bib: School Int., report. ®

hours, rendered it almost impossible for the’
ple to come to meeting.
Still a few near
y gathered in, and the meeting on the whole
was very interesting and protitable.
Thé .in-

They are holding several extra meet-

.«seesRev,

Reported

‘“‘next remittance,”
e.,
‘North Danville ch., Vt.,
Cen.
Asso,
N. Y.,
WaureN. (Wis,)
M.—Held
with the
For Martha
Brown in
Fairwater church. Ou account of deep snows,
Miss
Crawford's
bad traveling and
cold
weather, the
atSchool,
tendance from abroad was not large except on
Pike Mission Band, for
Saturday when a goodly number of the conGoree, zenana teachverts and others from Graad Prairie church,
er,
which is near by, attended, and made the afNew Hampton
ch., N.
i
9
P
ternoon social meeting very Intersting
But .
Sandwich Q. M., N. H.,
Saturday evening the rain storm, and
Sabbath
Homer ¢h., Mich.,
morning the snow storm, which continued
F. W. B. ch.,, Boston,
with great severity for nearly twenty-four’
Mass.,

mere to follow soon......The Winneconne
éhurch is getting earnestly at work under the
ings each week, and report some

$85, |

Reeds.

!-

This beauti-

Cabingt.or

Sub Bass &

In Corinth, Vt., March 2, by Rev. H. F. Dickey,
Mr. Henry.
H. Morse and Miss Mary Jane Kast

F. M. H. M. Ed. Soc.

rai
Feb.
eb. 22,
Bible School

its’ last ses-

swith good acceptance and power.
Phe business of Conference was transacted with dispatch and harmony.
A Mission Board was
appointed and a committee to look after some
weak churches.
Two new
churches
were
taken into the Q. M., viz., Bottom Creek
church and Bethel church.
I'he collection on
the Sabbath was for the benefit of the Newbery church.
The next session of the Q. M.
will be held with the Burnsidg church, May
18-15.
J. IL. BSWAILES, Clerk.

Coffeen.

Tongue

‘Married

Societies. 3

if

were several heads of fam-

[ran 21
Wisconsin.
At the last session of¢he Waupun Q. M. at
Fairwater, the severe storm blockaded them
so that those from a distance could not return
home.
The conscquetice was they continued
the meeting with favorable results greatly encouraging the pastor, Rev. J. P. Hewes, who
is laboring earnestly for the good of the peo- |
ple,
.
’
.

leadership of their new pastor, Rev.

Benevelent

the presence of the Rev. E. J. Doyle, of the
Oxford Q. M., who preached on the Sabbath

seventy years of age.

about

|

Receipts for January and February, 1881.

slon with the Newbery: church, Feb. 11—18.
Owing to the breaking up of the roads the delegation was not so large as was expected, yet
most of the churches were represented.
The
meeting was spiritual.
We were favored with

the number was a gentleman ‘and lady about

church

SEASON
nT

delivered on board cars,

here with Stool, Book
and Music for 8

5 SET GOLDEN

Rev: M. A. Quimby, Belmont, N. H.
+ Rev, C. E. Brockway, Norwich, N. Y.

(5238)

D.M. MELLER, Clerk.

the Q. M. to the 1st Friday in March, 8d Fripastors. We need three or four active minis- day in June, last Friday in Sept., and 3d Fri|
day
in Dec.
© ters in Shenandoah Valley. . Where shall we
A.A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
find them? ”

Tt is u country

Prof. Phippen’s Music Store, Biddeford, Me.

Paw

Pe

at the Masg-,

boxed and

* W. H. Everett, Woodstock, N. B.

REV. E. N, FERNALD (to whom all. céntributiens

ilies, manifested a desire to become Christians
in heart and life. May the good work go forward. A resolution was passed in Conference
changing the time of holding the sessions of

to changes, which have recently taken place,
ithe Luray and Berryville churches are without

secure one.

Q. M.. with the church at Paw

FORTHE

L

from the churehes for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent), Lewiston, Me.
52¢
C. A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all mission money w!
in the bounds of the
Central Assdciation shouldbe sent.
Allmoney contributed for the Maine State Mis!

_STANSTEAD Q. M.—Held
its last session at

were 10 at the anxious seat, Sunday night, and

resulted in the conversion of twelve
and fourteen additions to the church.

BUREN

:

SPRIN G

Mills, Oregén, Wis.

M. 8. Hall, 4. Frederico, N.B.

the

Post-Office Addresses.

Martinville.
Iu was a season of ‘uncommon interest. During 'the meetings, which were continued several evenings, about a score of per-

forts of Rev. W. P. Fisher, a week previous to
There
the assembling of the Conference.

6 others claimed to have been blessed.

and

session, with

commencing on Friday evening, March 18.
!
,
O. H. P.SHELDON, Clerk.

unconscious,

hours,

pring

Jeremiah

z

A correspondent

twelve

Notices.

ter's call,
:
H
Next session will be holden with the West
sion shouldi) be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
(256
Davenport church, commencing Friday, June
Me.
Rev. S. Iv. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com‘3, at 7 o’clock P. M. Rev. F. H. Butler will muuion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
preach the opening sermon,

The last session of thie Winchester Q. M. was
held with the Berryville church, Feb. 26 and
97.

thus«for

died.” Sister Morgan was ready

meeting is still in progress. It is hoped that"
many more will be added to the happy namber (24) who have been blessed since

VAN

gan, the mother of Dr, E. G.
Morgan, and wife
of Rev. 8B. Morgau, while assisting in preparing refreshment for the guests at the church,

more,

or

25,

Q. M.,

:

W. 8. Easton, 4, Republic, O.

Friday, 2 o’clock r. M.
L. V. TOWLE, Clerk.
HOULTON Q. M., with the Houlton church,
March 18—20. ,
F. H. PECKHAM, Clerk,’
ELLSWORTH
Q. M.,
with the 1st Hancock
church, on the east side of the neck, March 18—20.
;
O.W. YOUNGp Clerk,

cident occurred during the session which cast
in-. a gloom over this entire Tillage. Mrs. Moy<

Shepherdstown church, with considerable
It is believed that some

Aroostook

the 25th Anniversary of this church.
The
session was well attended and very interesting. ‘The Franklin, West Oneonta, and Oneonta Village churches, all, report revival interest and many hopeful conversions. A sad in-

contem-

plates locating there.
reThe revival meetings, which have been
the
ported in the Star, are being continued in
terest.

“I

OT18£GO Q. M.—Held its Feb. session with
the Oneonta Village church in connection with

is in

Powell

Bro.

inquiring the way

" serBEATTY'S OFFER

i

Rev.
O. E. Baker, Waterloo, Iowa.
Rev. D. M. L. Rollin, Byron, N. Y.

Quarterly Meeting

@uartgely Pleetings,

There

held fn the chapel of W. Va. College.

J. Clogston, South Strafford, Vt.

ceived money for which he will account hereafter.
.
sli

re-

church,

THE

MORNING STAR,

MARCH

16,. 1881.
T

]

¢ As a little child, as a little child!
Then how can IL entérin!
Scarred, and hardened, and soul-defiled

=
of y 5

Can I turn backward the shroud

And

wake my dead youth at my w iffy

“ Nay, but thou canst, with
?
fears,

thy grief'and

thy

Creep into My arms and be still.”
“I know,

Lord, the lambs in- Thy

heavenly

©

fold
* Are sheltered and hid in Thy heart;
But I—I am old, and the gray from the geld
Has bidden all brightness depart.
:

And I'll be gay and ‘happy still;”

“Is

it true?
there .
A child’s
‘ Aye, the
prayer,
. My love

.

Can

treasures,” &c.

+¢ I should think you had been

trust.”

I share with the

enough to have the room warm

little ones

happy rest on Thy breast!”
tenderest care is- heeding
i
is for thee as the rest.

Mrs,

¢ Room

¢¢ Thus tenderly held, the heart that rebelled
a
Shall cling to My hand, though it smite—
Shall find in My rod the love of its God,
My statutes its songs in the night.
And whiter than snow shall the stained life
grow
’Neath the touch of a love undefiled,
And throngs of forgiven, to the kingdom of
heaven,
Shall welcome one more little child.”
—Mary L. Dickinson.

SNOW-STARS AND FLOWERS.
MRS.

C. G, SWAINE.
“¥

«#

1 see the promise of roses,
In the blue on the winter sky,
And the violets are waiting their blowing
‘Where the deepest shadows lie;

The flowers of the sweet arbutus

in no

the kitchen

by in her arms.

Thy sorrows shall seem but a feverish dream
In the rest—in the rest in My arms.

BY.

Waters. remarked

| tone as she entered
thy

It will quiet thy fears, will wipe away tears,
‘Will soften thy murmurs to psalms;

}

and find it!”

warm aged; ” retorted he®

but he felt disagreeable, andof course
must act and speak accordingly, especially
as he was alone with his family. He
left the room, however, before his indignant wife could reply, shutting the door
very hard after him.
Thus baffled, Mrs. Waters turned to Aggie, who was evidently making all posible haste about breakfast, and said, impatiently, “Harry, child, hurry ! How late

are

this

morning ! I

wish

you

wouldn't sing, it makes me so nervous.
I don’t see how you can sing any way up‘| der such circumstances,” she added, going
to the window and trying to get a
glimpse of the outer world through the

Shall be brighter for the snow,
And the river-song be dearer,

For the silence in its. flow.
Learn theu, O child of sorrow,
From the snow-stars and the flowers,
That the soul-flowers gather fragrance,

Mr. Waters

replied

| as

his knee,

‘‘so you are giving

the south-winds

heart, and with softened voice she replied, ¢“ No, dear, mamma is tired and ner-

‘When the lotus shall bloom on the river,

Then remember, the buds were sheltered
By the softly falling snow.

— East Barrington.
?

.

little success.

Mr. Waters rose from the

table saying as he did so that owing

~

-

.

very anxious

to

know

Charlie
what

he

was
should

‘‘raise” in his garden, but could not
seem to decide upon any ef ‘the things
proposed to him.
One morning before papa went to work
he established old Brownie and Speckle,
each with a family of the downiest little
chickens you ever saw, in a sunny corner
of the yard.

Charlie was, of course,

on

hand to help in settling the two families;
and he asked papa a great many questions
about the chickens.
““ Will these little mites of chickens
grow to be great big hen biddies, paps PY

myself, You are right, Aggie; it is a mis-

(1 Yes. »

¢ Aud lay eggs@papa?”
“

Yes.

‘“ Can

”

\

anybody

didn’t care.

for us to make a change.

says

his little basket, and when

and

out again papa was gone.

bein

affable

pleasant to others who care or domnothing

love so well.

Let us begin

to-night

to

adopt the advice Ned gives us in his, last
declamation—
¢ Before you speak crossly or act very naughty
Go look in the glass till you can count forty.’ ”

PREDIJAMENTS,

This funny gang

is from our German

cousins:

:

on which you were. seated proved

to be

the one on the left, some remedy,

which,

to

He ran into the house to get

Charlie worked busily

for.us, and how much more careful should
we be to treat with tenderness those we

#e was nervous and irritable, and

“ Well,” Aggie replied smiling at the

he
for

came
some

out
time

till he had his little basket well filled
with feathers. Then he took. his little
shovel and went to his garden. He was
busy there for a long time, trotting back
and forth, digging and talking to himself. Mamma looked out of the window,
and smiled to see her little boy so biisy
and happy. Presently, he went into the
house, and ran eagerly upstairs to find
"his mamma.
“0 mamma,” he cried, as soon as he
caught sight of her, * will you buy eggs
of me?”
‘Eggs of you, Charlie? Ww by, you
have no hens.”
‘But I'm going to have,” he uid.
‘“ Where are you going to get them ?”
asked mamma,

smiling

down

into the

little upturned face.
* Why, I’ve planted some feathers in
my garden ; and they'll grow foto little

chickens first, and thexthey
"1" grow" into

great big hen biddies,
and Speckle, and lay
biddies do.”
*‘ Papa said so,” he
saw an amused smile

mamma's face.

like Brownie and
eggs just as our
said stoutly, as he
creeping over bis

‘‘Come and see what a

lot I've planted.”
Mamma went; and there, sure enough,
was Cbarlie’s garden, thickly planted
with feathers,the ends just showing ubove
the ground. *“So they'll grow sooner, bo
explained Charlie.
“Papa plants little seeds, and they
grow to be great big pumpkins; and so,

such trialof patience as the fire refusing

mother’s earnestness, ¢if you do love
each other so well you certtinly have a

to burn.

strange

“certainly in no condition to withstand any
He was a proud man, and

the

way

of

showing

it sometimes.

light, nonplussed his detectors by rdising

KEEP IT TO YOURSELF.
You havelrouble,your feelings are injur-

ed, your husband is unkiud, your
fretSfgour home is not pleasant,

Sour

‘secret of this morning's ill-humér lay in Now how db you reconcile this with papa’s friends do not treat you fairly, and things
Je SiGrol bis elling to make the weighty love for you... I heard -you ask him. the in general move unpleasantly. Well,
he bad
at the meeting. other day for money, a trifle, only. fifty what. of it? Keep it. to Jorn
A
ing (0 bis
view of the matter, cents I believe, and he asked ns many dong fire can be fom and extinquestions as to what you were goingto do
wont. It was
w ii
as usual came the

but. . get. Then
war of words, the

; Aggies cheerful * Good morning, papa,

gust

things is under the gro und.”A cut. finger

is-not benefited by pulling off the: plaster
and

exposing

it

tg

.somebody’s

eye.

frowns and black . Jooks. I expect a Charity covereth a multitude of sins,
X sappose you carried off the palm last scene every timé the money question is Things thus covered are cured witnout a

. night P* was only met with a s00w) and
3
SA

pnt to papa, and 1 slways

feel in think-

scar.— Christian Register.”
t

il
‘

/

Rothschild

and

trusted

family.

of

trusted

the

He was

his eyes, clasping his hands and piously
exclaiming: ‘Good heavens! dis yer
darkey can't go nowhere to pray any

fa-

were

“ ‘ Oh,

was

yes!”

oysters in the hotel.
‘the

answer ;

“ Step

will pluck and blast this feait

It is too full of pro
many friends in a

growing

condition,

for the future. It has too
ance with the President to

be. By the fruit of these trees, the Hayes example ought to ndure, and President Garfield
will continue itd cultivation.”

Oe

THE NEW IDEA OF FATHERHOOD.
The Rev. Dr. R. S. Storrs. delivered

another

lecture of the Lowell Institute course a few
nights ago in Boston. One of the most strik-

another Baron Rothschild, as popular as his

ing passages was this:

brother in society, and able to see more of it;
and also a great upholder of the Turf,on which,

“The word father has been transformed by
Christianity. Before,it did not mean affectionate
paternity. Here is an idea onlyto be appreciated through . experience.
No poet nor
philosopher could transmit that which made
him great to any of his followers. His genius

Mr. Acton, directed for his father the training
and races of the horses, and won a second time

for the house of Rothschild the Blue Ribbon of
the Turf. The other of the elder trio of brothers was Sir Anthony de Rothschild, whose

‘he could not impart.

3

But

Christianity

prom-

ises that its God shall give to man of his own
nature and spirit; shall impart his own life to
his followers. But here is met a unique idea—
God restoring to himself the

vicious and de-

praved.

a

Sovereignty

gives

pre-eminent

magnificent house at Aston Clinton was often
thronged with distinguished and interesting

place to sympathy.
Whether we regard | Jesus
as divine or merely human, this idea is supreme.
Christ's self-surrender is the Father's
declaration of himself by the Son.
He who

guests,

stood nearest to the divine heart has

Neither Sir Anthony nor Baron Meyer left
sons; the younger trio of brothers are sons of
Baron Lionel. A daughter of the house had
previously married a Fitzroy. The two daughters of Sir Anthony married, in like “manner,
beyond the pale of their ancient race. Mr.
Cyril Flower became the husband of one, and
the Igte Honorable Constantine Eliot Yorke, of
tHe other. Miss Hannah de Rothschild, the
only daughter of the late Baron Meyer, became

dy ‘Rosebery,

and

has

given

birth

the key to the majesty and

to sn

because of this conception.
History ceases to
be un enigma. There is now a majestic rhythm
in its progress. There is a general courage

and hopefulness which were not before. There

for a charming collection of stories and essays
and other works.
Baron Ferdinand and Miss
Alice de Rothschild, who represent what was
once the Neapolitan branch of the family, are
much esteemed in English society.
Baron
Ferdinand murried Evalina; a daughter
of
.Baron Lionel, and when she died he founded,
and still maintains in memory of her, the Evelina Hospital, in South London.
The Rothschilds of Frankfort and Vienna,
the Rothschild villa at Pregny, near Geneva,

their bospitals
known.

The head of the English house, Sir Nathaniel
Meyer de Rothschild, M. P. for Aylesbury,

so the European

to fee
fee and

whom not, and how much to give. In many
places the servants receive no compensation
whatever from their employers, and are paid
solely by the gratuities; very large sums are
often paid proprietors for the positions.

A few months since the city of London tore
away a restaurant
and
appropriated
the
ground for city purposes,
The proprietor,
not satisfied witli “the indemnity paid him,

brought an action against the city of London,
in which it was

demonstrated

that the* sums

ing-house for his fee, replied

by saying that
his ser-

vants, he had better come out here and do thé

work

himself.”

Already

you see notices in

many*of the hotels and museums that fees need
not be given, and occasionally you will read a

ac-

positive request not to give any fees.
you receive your

bill

having

written

Often
upon it

“ fees” on *¢ service included,” and in g few
instances they begin to quote you thehEirum
by the day, everything ‘included.— Foreign
Letter to the Cincinnati Commercial,

WILL HE GIVE WINE?

Pare
bedi
oo

THE PLAINNESS OF PERSIAN DRESS.
The Goverior of the Durguez is a fin
.
ing man, with coal-black beard, over the “middle hight, and
arently about forty-five

his wife has no will .er wish of her own to
refuse wine to guests. J. C. Ambrose, of
Evanston, 1ll.,in the course of a letter to The
be

years of age. Like most people of high rank
in Persia he dresses with an. excessive plain-

and

.| mess, which might seem affected, did one not
know that all external luxury in dress is de-

He says:

be has reached maturity a man of competence,

spised as womanish.

of clear character, of large scholastic and practical attainments. In the puclouded use of all
his talents, he is a man whose growth is the
effect of cause and not of accident. His success
is the result of early virtue, bard work, hard:
stady, patience, temperance, economy, self-

the Sovereign on State ¢ceasions forms an

respect, respect for all people whose friendship

is encoursgement, well-chosen

companions

and surroundings, and sincere regard for mor-

coming erop by. If it has grown great
out wine, will it decay with wine?
of the-other ree: and

its fruits ?

with.
What

That tree’ hy »

Of course

the

comes

bard

ona fellow. »

Governmental

banquet

loard:

it

has gone

’

regalia of

ception, but even he on ordinary

ex-

occasions

dresses in conformity with the existing tastes.

In these districts, a chief will load bis “horse
with gorgeous trappings, encircle
its neck
with a heavy silver collar set with curnelians,

|

to indicate the rank of the rider, he himself, so

far as dress is concerned, being indistinguishable from his own prineipal attendants
riding
around him, In dccordance with the same
custom, uo Persian will wear a gold ring, those
used by men being invariably of silver and of
the slenderest, .most unadorned
pattern, A ww
Farcoman will wear absolutel oF, i in the
viog: bind
und
shape of je welry, iy exceptp fi signet
[4

“WW

m
: a 4gon, phi
me, you Row I mean a bisier, |
a conscience im.guily use, becunie hostess with
you know, a fila hellevator ‘may. be in that house. She prayed that the cup might
you call it in this country,”
pass out. The
Pgegident agresd with his wife.
ce that date, and by force
4 Dying hh. poverty,” says a cynic, “is Wine went put.
thing. It is living in poverty that of that example, it has gone from nearly every

*

‘paid him by the several waiters for their posi-

“if your master is not able to pay for

Several journals have bulletined their gratuitous belief that General Garfield means to
restore wine to the White House table,und that

¢ Garfield stepped into life a poor boy,

is compelled

ago, who, when asked by a servant at an eat-

The Whitehall.

that this will

himself

tions were not only thonsands of dollars in the

e—i———

true.

has

aggregate, but were far beyond the regular
profits of the business.
I think the clever
Yankee hit the point exactly a few months

banker-philanthropist.

Tribune, declines to bélieve

few

embarrassed in determining whom to

customed to-associate with the ablest, the most
highly placed, and most charming of mankind,

-~From

of the

beyond reason, and thus the whole system will
die of its own weight.
The stranger is always

Of their saccess in society nothing need be
said. They have the means and the will to
collect everything which can make life agreeable
to their friends; and they have thg refinement of taste and genuine kindliness of
heart which make their other capacities for
giving a zest to life valuable and effective.

have been

experience

accustomed to it at home, they boldly and
fearlessly spurn it here. The other class give
fees with far too lavish a band, and what is
beyond all reason.
They scorn to give a man
as well dressed as themselves a penny, and so
they give a shilling,
Servants thus exorbitantly feed soon learn to receive with contempt
anything less, even from their employers, and

vocations which make up the brilliant and use-

upward they

rare

influence will eventually kill it. One class
of American travelers never give fees. Not

intelligence and warmth of heart forbid either
of them tg entirely abauddn
any part of the

From their youth

once

become the common enthusiasm of the many.
The God of the universe is the God of the New
Testament.
No one ¢an compute the beneficent effects of this connection.
If nothing else
Las been accomplished it would take its place
as the grandest system ever received in the
world.
This teaching might have come from
God, whether it did or not. And all this,
with the inestimable results, was shown to the
world in the mission, the words, and the face
of Jesus.”

FEEING SERVANTS IN EUROPE.

Mr. Alfred de -Roths-

modern

The

The babit of feeing the sefvants, while still
deeply rooted, is losing prestige, and American

child, who is & governor of the Bank of England represents
the firm on many. philanthropic
and state occasions.
Mr. Leopold de Rothschild is the almoner of the charities of his
mother, and continues the racing establishment and assiduous cultivation and fulfillment
of the
péeial graces and duties which distin.
rin
uncle, Baron Meyer.
But no hard
or fast
line can be drawn between the occupations of the three brothers.
Their provinces
overlap and interlace. Their quickness
of |:

ful life of the

are songs which were not before. The grand
est, tenderest, mostinspiring thought that has
ever come to men is this idén of God as revealed in Jesus Christ.
It does not now seem
‘strange that the band which holds creation
should wipe the. tears from
weeping
eyes,

S-

who, by a special limitation in the letters
patent, succeeded his uncle, Sir Anthony, in
the buronetey, married among his own people.
Baron Lionel had wedded a beautiful daughter
of the house of the Neapolitan Rothschilds.
Sir Nathaniel married Emma,
daughter of
Baron Charles de Rothschild, of Frankfort..
Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, the second son, remains unmarried.
Now Mr. Leopold Lionel
de Rothschild has chosen as his bride a daughter of the respected Jewish
family called
Perugia,
of Trieste, previously allied in marriage with the great Oriental banking house of
Sassoon.
;
There has always been a division of labor
between the brothers who have conduct of the
house.
Sir Nathaniel has a longer experience

in politics and finance.

secrets

every
other conception ever
held in the:
world,
this
New Tegtament
exposition
of God as seen in the sacrifice of Christ.
That this conception
has not universally
pervaded the world shows how hard it is
to hold the world up to this high idea.
But it can not be denied that a change, prodigious and inspiring, bas occurred in the world

child bas received high praise from the critics

their blind hospital at Geneva,

wonderful

|

us

ed cross, outside the gates of the city, reveal
the glories of the divine heart. I match against

heiress of that house.
Mrs, Flower and Mrs.
Eliot Yorke published, as girly, an elaborate
work on the religion and literature of the
Israelites, in whiche the
intluence
of Dr.
Kalisch on their education is perceptible; Lady
Rosebery is the authoress of an article on Jewish women
(she was then Miss Hannah
de
Rothschild), which appeared in one of the
quarterlies; and Baroness Lionel de Roths-

1 at Jerusalem and elsewhere, are well

given

of that! heart. The southern cross can not reveal the glories of the sky as did that darken-

more without bein’ 'sunrbed.”
: ality and religion. He must have been the
steadfast enemy of strong drinks; and this
An Englishman at a hotel in New York { hostility is the best fruit to sample the tree’s
asked if there

great people who

City,

the

No man is

moral and industrial growth of this.’

of example in ith present

head of aff

vonius.
When he died his brother, Baron
Lionel, took care that the racing establishment
which gave employment to so many hardworking people should not be broken up, and
Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, under the name of

the little ones God has given us, it is time

kind to the

ess of that date, he found the floor strewn with
bars of gold, which had been temporarily placed for security in her own boudoir, so that she
and her children trod literally upon gold.

capable

Garfield

that Mrs. Hayes is the most

beloved among President's wives?

bered those days relate that,visiting the Baron-

most

Is it likely that President

not for this

one who remem-

That was the Baron

Shallitbs-

planted in its

would go back with wine to the White House
as surely as groans follow pain? For have nog
good souls everywhere
watered this tree
of example with warmest gratitude?! Is it

St. Swithin’s-lane, where the office of the great

the

the
the

will be so reckless as to crave the curse which

style and title of baron. This founder of the
English house of Rothschild lived in New Court

- not thinking
questions.
time in deep
Well,, papa, I
garden. May

ed long and heartily before he answered
him; but as hedidn’t-say ‘* No,” Charlie

place?

times. In 1822, on the advice of Prince Metternich, he received the dignity of Baron of the
Austrian
Empire at Vienna, and when he died
his descendants had permission. by royal license
from the Queen of England to bear the satie

firm still is; and 1 have heard

of this tree of great example!

dug up, and the upas of the vine

Duke of Wellitigton and other statesmen of the

after a long career of adverse fortune, he finally wan the Derby with that splendid steed Fa-

Im

| fruit

letters of denization
from &eorge 111, in 1804,

chickens

make little

and not a cause for ridicule, to invert
glass at clubs and public parties, Behold

‘We constantly read in the papers, of the early
part of this century,of his conferences with the

¢« Just like old Speckle and Brownie? 2

have fallen into it,and if by our lack of self
control we are in any way injuring our of

| we find no trouble in

The White House example has made
it popular,

THE ENGLISH ROTHSOHILDS.
Mr. Nathan Meyer Rothschild had received

ther of the three sons, of whom the youngThere
was
est was
married
yesterday.

Much to Charlie's surprise, yibaisighe

As Aggie

from thousands-of smaller social centers that
before were influenced by higher custom.

eminently

that we

erable habit, and I regret, wife,

| Selections. :

““ Yes. ”

as well as the question, must be rememthe lateness of the hour he would be combered. These may be of a healing napelled to omit prayers.
ture, like Russia salve, soothing syrup, if I plant feathers, they'll grow to be hens.
That-night when the storm had spent poor man’s plaster; or' serious, like a Of course they will, mamma.”
its fury, and the pale moonbeams stream- gunshot, a halter, or an elopement; and
Mamma could not bear to disturb his
MARCH WINDS.
ed through the frosted panes, making when recited, are prefixed with the words, childish hope, so she only kissed him,
BY.AUNT MILLY,
them look like forests of crystal, Aggie “J should gry,” or some appropriate be- and said that she would buy eggs of him if
¢ Nae treasures nor pleagires could make us stole to her mother’s side.
he raised any hens, and then went into
ginning, +
* This weary day is over, and I am . Whenvall are provided with a’ situation the house, while Charlie eagerly trotted
happy lang;
The heart’s aye the part aye that makes us glad,” she said, as she took her seat at her
and a remedy, the game is begun by some over to ‘‘ aunty’s” to see if she wouldn't
right or wrang.”
mother’s feet.
‘‘ And now that we are oe, who calls upon a lady or gentleman
take some.—M. E. King, in Companion.
So sang cheerful Aggie Waters as she alone can we not have a good quiet talk {by name, and then asks,
* What would
hurried back and forth from buttery to the before any one comes in? I have long| ‘you do if—" and adds the predicament
A BLACKSMITH’S STORY.
dining-room preparing breakfast for the wished to speak to you on a certain sub- which has been given to the speaker.
A subscriber, who is a blacksmith,
family. It was a cold disagreeable morn- ject, but have never found the courage unThe person addressed then replies, ‘1 says that he sees a great improvement in
ing, unusually so for the season. The til now.”
should try—" and gives theremedy which the temper of the horses he shoes now as
wind blew in fitful gusts, and fairly
«« Speak freely, my daughter,” Mrs. Js been whispered to him.
compared with the horses he shod a few
shrieked through the leafless branches of Waters replied, as she laid aside her work’{*
The combination seldom fails to prove years ago, because, as hé ‘said, owners
the * sugar maples” in front of the house, and took both Aggie’s hands in her own. very amusing, either from the exceeding are setting the horses: better examples.
hurling the fast falling snow-flakes against “What can it be that reqnires courage to aptoess or the eccentric nature of the diaThe old maxim, ‘ Like master, like man,”
the window pane, under the doors, down
speak to your mother. There has always logue. The player who gave the remedy in its spirit, extends with even greater
the chimney, or piling.them up here and been perfect freedom between. us. Why
proceeds at once to call out another name, force to the animal creation than to man.
there in fantastic heaps.
Surely March be afraid?”
the gentlemen usually naming a lady, ¢¢ Lately,” he said, ‘ a horse came to my
was going ‘“ out like a lion.” And while
¢¢ Because it is so personal and I am a aod the ladies a gentleman, and thus
shop that was difficult of approach:
Nature was doing what she could to make mere child.”
the game goes merrily on. In order to * What have you done to this horse?
I
things stormy and boisterous without, ill
¢¢ Bless your heart, mamma does not
make it perfectly clear to the children it asked of the owner. ‘I have been mad
nature was working as successfully with- feel too old or wise to take good advice
may be well to give a few connected with him.
Tlost my
temper
pretty
in doors.
from even you. What is it, Aggie? What questions and answers:
often ; and of tourse he does not know
Everybody bu: Aggie seemed out of have I done, or am doing that is a source
«Mr. Smith, what would you do if you what to expect from you or anybody.
sorts. . Hers was one of those enviable of trouble to you?”
were up in a balloon and should break The horse isnot to blame: The fault is
dispositions which remain calm and un‘*“ Well, mamma, to be frank it grieves you head against the tail ®f a comet?”
mine.’” This man was of the sort known
ruffled under any circumstances. She my heart to have you and papa speak to
“1 should buy a cabbage.”—¢¢ Miss as fractious, and wholly unfit to control
was always pleasant, always cheerful, each other, and to us children in such an
Johnson,if you were dancing the heel-and others, whether man or beast; but he had
and almost always singing. Mr. Walk- unkind and unpleasant way. I wonder
-toe polka, and should fal] in the middle
the wit to see and the justice to acknowler, a boarder in tfie faniily; often remark- often if you really love each other or us.” of the ball-room, what would you do?”
edge the truth.” Of the civilizing influed that Aggie’s sunny smile, and sweet
‘ Why Aggie Waters! what are you
«I should preserve my equilibrium, "— ence of gentle manners, there is no evisongs had done more toward making a saying? I love your father dearly, and
«Mr. Roberts, if your heart: were broken,
dence so decisive as that furnished by the
man of him‘ than anything else aside more. Ifit was possible for the wheel what would you do?”
lower creatures. Happy indeed are'they,
from his religion. But we were speaking of time to turn backward and make me
‘+Bind her over to’ keep the peace.” when owned by masters and mistresses
of the. general feeling of the family on the gay happy maiden of twenty years: —* Miss Lewis, what would you do if
whose “blood and judgment are so well
this ** raw and gusty day.” Even the cat ugo, with the same knowledge of your fa- you were compelled to use the same glass
commingled” that their rule is one of unither's
perfections
and
imperfections
that
and dog usually the best of friends were
as a beggar”
form justice, tempered with merey,—Our
on the verge of a down-right'fight for the I now possess, I should make no change
“¢ I should say ‘ Drink to me only with Dumb Animals.
!
+
warmest spot under the stove, and had to in my selection of a husband. That he thine eyes.’ "—¢ Mr. Brown, what if you
S60 0-0
loves me I have not the shadow of a doubt failed to make an impression ”
‘be driven from the room.
A Negro was suspected of surrepti. Mr. Waters had been out late the aight and that we both fondly love our children,
“I should try indelible ink.”— Har- -tiously meddling with a neighbor's fruit,
before to a temperance mass-meeling, and and cherish for them the brightest hopes, per’ s Young People.
and being caught in a garden by moondid not rise for a fall hour past his’ usual is a fact which can notbe denied.”
time.

; o\

his - garden.

know you thought so much of me.) Of = *Yes,” yeplion papa,
course I grew intensely interested and so’ what Charlie meant by his
played eavesdropper, but as is usually
Charlie stood for some
the case with that class of individuals I thought, and then said, ‘‘
have not heard a very flattering report of guess I'll raise hens in my

Famalp Qaxele.

,

‘for

Did not| grow?”

previously occupied by a red ant’s nest?
vous, that is all ; mamma loves Frank.” |
These situations must be as quaint,
Breakfast was eaten hastilyand in si- funny and varied as possible; and when
lence.
Two or three times Mr. Walker one has been whispered to each person,
vehtured to open .conversation, but with all communicate in the same manner, to

And the rose on the garden wall,
‘When the world of song and blossom
"Is bright in the Summer-time glow,
*

that

lecture ? 1 came in just in time to hear
her earnest defense. (By the way, wife,

frosted glass. ¢ Ugh! whata storm, and I

softly call,

papa had given him a little corner,
and - told ‘him that he. might have

mamma a

I thank you for the compliment.

'§ OHIOKENS.

It was in the spring-time.
Charlie's
papa had been planting in his garden,
and Charlie had been a very troublesome
little
helper
in
the work till his

he

Any number of people can play. All
wanted toride over to Aunt Farnham’s sit aroun d the room, and each ond whisIn the stormy midnight nours;
to-day, but ‘something usually occurs. to .pers to his right-hand neighbor some situAnd Jesus himself, is nearer
upset my plans.” Just then dark-eyed Ber- ation in the form. of a question; for exIn the hours of grief and care,
tha and little Frank appeared, both need- ample, * What would you do if your man‘While the longing heart is in haaven
ing some assistance in their toilette, and useript was left at your home, forty miles
If its treasures all are there.
each in a whining voice claiming the -away, and you had not discovered the
Sweet buds that shall blossom immortal
|.right to be helped first.
‘| fact until you had arisen to lecture?” Or
Are bursting under the cloud,
¢¢ Hush, children! Come here, Frank,” any imaginary predicament may be sugAnd Love, with her gentle fingers
Mrs. Waters snapped out, and with a pull gested ; as, '* What if you were driving a
‘Weaves oer them a shadowy shroud.
here, and jerk there, she pronounced him load of ashes over a steep hill and found
The songs we shall sing with the angels
Are trembling on heart and tongue,
dressed.
As he turned to leave her, he that you had forgotten to ‘put up the backBut grief-tones must mingle with them,
looked up into her fase with—‘* Mamma, board of the cart?” These questions may
Ere the full, rich notes are sung.
isyou tross at me? What makes you speak also touch upon sentiment; as follows,
“If you were talking sentimentally to a
‘When the snow-wreaths of Winter have fad- so quick like?”
- Both look and tone touched her mother’s young lady in the woeds, what if the bank
ed
And

| GHAR

never,

entered the room.
‘““ Why, papa! You here? ? You said
you would not be home till late.” Aggie
ni
exclaimed, rising hastily and the blood"
up long rushing to her cheeks.
George,”
t Well, daughter” he replied, ** [ made
pleasant -different arrangements, and now I think
with ba- the change
was providential. . And,”
| he continued pulling Aggie down upon

husband.
¢ Hereaftet you may have the
pleasure of warming the rogm yourself,
if you cannot see that Ned provides kind-|
ling. Such a time as I fave had to light
this fire. Wish you could look after
things
a little closer. The fact is I have
to have an eye to everything or nothing is
done.”
Now Mr. Waters knew that remark
was both unjust, and uncalled for, and
he knew too that his wife would resent it,

we

.

‘Never,

and so she went about her household duties with the same bright smile, hamming
to herself the while ** Nae Pleasure nor

“The gladness of youth, the faith and the truth
Lie withered and shroudéq itt dust.”
¢¢ Thou'rt emptied at length of ‘thy treacherous
strength,
Creep into My arms now—and

ing this matter over that

Aggie Waters, shall you be so dependent
late it is?”
:
* Cross again” she said to herself as ‘upon a man.’ ”
‘“ You are not yourself to-night Aggie.
she placed the coffee on the stove. ¢“ Oh,
dear! how often he’ speaks in this short 1 never knew you to take such serious
irritable way to us at home, and he can be, views of life. You are tired and must
so pleasant to others. Whyisit I son- seek rest at once, child,”
“No, mamma, [ am neither tired nor
der? Well, it will be storms pvithout and
storms within to-day then ; for mamma al- blue. Iam only in earnest, deeply in
ways gets cross when papa does. When earnest, and I tell you the course you and
‘he snaps she snaps; when'he is sarcastic papa take at home in the family is killing
she is’ the same. Lam sorry indeed things ‘all the brightness'out of my life. Must
this. always last? Is there no. better way
gre so, but the
Seon
.
to live?”
|
*“ World may come, ‘abd the world may go
“Yes, Aggie, and I for one will try

4 AS ALITTLE GRILD. w

With traces of sorrow and sin,

Don't you see how

[Y

—« Get breakfast.

the. ny

tpvariaoly silver. 2 i

ri

occasjonully’ wear some stone of price,

but

will

al-

ways mounted in silver. “I. recollect sesing
on the finger of the Shuh Zade, Prince-Governor of Meshed, » diamond which

been worth less than u bundred
ling, but the slend

can not have

pounds

read of pl

Anger was scarce discernible.
»

oni

ster-

round the
\
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BY FRED MYRON COLBY.

thirteen years

old when I read

the first time, and

the grandeur of its style, its keen unaly-

_ssis of naturé, its profound philosophy, dnd
its eminent Christian character. There is
no

American

other

Cedarmere,

from

true lover of country
ties.

has cempactness, precision and elegance.
1ts nobility, its marvel, its power is com-

these

Great

been eclipsed by anything of his since,
. “sure

test this of its marvellous

_ness.

Girard

from

Mass.,

and

forever. Lofty genius like his cah never
die.
.
William Cullen Bryant was born more
than

86

years ago,

vember, 1794. He
superior genius at a
much of his taste for
instruction, example
of both his parents.

woman of superior

on the third

tellectual development

regard and friendship.

guish between

true feeling

and

literary

fustian. In his beautiful hymn to death
the poet alludes feelingly to this parent
in the line beginning:
“ For he is in his grave, who taught my youth

The art of verse, and in the bud of life
Offered me to the muses.”
There are few instances of precocity
ore remarkable. than that of Bryant.

Si

of his verses found

their

way

into

prifit before he was ten years of age.

thirteen he wrote ‘ The
political satire which was
ed by any poet of that age:
ing year this, with another
‘ Spanish Revolution,” was
his friends, passing through

At

Embargo,” a
not surpassThe followpoem, ** The
published by
two editions.

Though without any special merit these
poems were wonderful performggces for
ons 80 young, and indicated the poetic

triumphs that were to follow.

From his

earliess years Bryant's great ambition was

to be a poet,

andhe

labored

constantly

with that end in view. To be one of those
supreme artists,

true

who

are, after

representatives of a nation’s

eur, was an

object, a desire, an

all,

the

grandinspira-

He was in con-

HANNAH

that

aged

form

with

the

Moses on Mount

eclipse it.

of Caleb

in Barlow,

tify

herself

with

any

other

church

Ys years.

Meunwhilg His gifted pen aitract-

«d public attention. «is “ Thahatopsis,”
written

when he was

was published in 1816,

does not

.

Mr. Bryant's death was exceedingly
peaceful, and was in well accord with
the even tenor of his long and pacific life.
Surrounded by those of his family and
his friends who had been his faithful
attendants during the brief period of his
illness, he fell into that deep slumber
which knows no awakening. How well
the closing stanza of his noble ¢¢ Thana-

‘noble sym-

more than halfa century of active useful-

with whom she associated.
The messenger
came suddenly to ber door but found her prepared to go.
We expect to meet het in heaven. She leaves u husband, a son and daughter
and many friends weeping over her sudden
departure.
May God bless the mourning family and help them to bear patiently theills of
life till they stand together at the pearly portals of the eternal city.
C. W. NELSON.

Mgrs. CHLOE P., wife of Jeremiah Burnbam,
died after a brief iliness at North Berwick, Me.,
Feb. 22, aged 54 years, 10 months, and 11 days.
She was an esteeqped member of the F. B.:
church of Epsom, and will be greatly missed by
all. Mrs. B’s remains were deposited in “the
cemetery at Shore Falls, near her home in Ep-{"
som, N. H.
N. AVERY.

ror

ITEMS.

’

A Chicago paper now sandwiches a
‘* Divorce” department between its marriages and deaths.
Mobile has an Ion

dramatic

wants the public to have

elub.

EBEN. W., youngest son of Bro. Eben C.
and
Sister Lavina ¢. Chato, dled (in South
Brooksville, Jan. 25, aged 3 years, 3 Months, 15
days. He was a loving child and won his way to
the hearts of all who watched his tender life. He

Tt

an eye on it al-

80.

was the joy of the fond parents and of brother

The memory of Washington is cherReview, Richard H. Dana, ‘who was at
ished
by many a little. boy who has not
thattime its editor, supposed it to be

‘and sisters. The family all feel deeply his loss,
but their hearts are comforted by the words of
Christ who said, ** Suffer little children te come
unto me and forbid them net, for of such is
tbe kingdom of heaven.” They do not feel to
murmur
but. would consecrate themselves
more fully to him, on whom they can lean for
support insthis hour of sorrows.
May the
grace of God sustain them and by and by may
they meet
an unbroken family in heaven.

the

had a hat yet.
The general health of the monkeys in
author until four years afterward ‘when the zo-ological gardens of Paris is said to
the young poet went to Canibridgeto de- improve while in winter "quarters, beliver his Phi Reta Kappa poems | ‘Bhis cause there are no visitors to give them
!
last was the longest poem Beyaht ever tobacco.
wrote, and its stately Spenceiun sbiinuns i. In Yreka, California, is a sign which

production of Dr. Bryant,
the poer's fi
ther, and did not learn who was the real

are not

inferior in versificntion

+ Fairie Queen.”

2

tothe

» i

8

His. first jourvalis-

tic venture was the 'establi shing

of the

New York Review and en

zine,

Maga-

in which he. published several of

his finest poems.

Fro

1827 10/1830, he

was associated with

Robeet Small and

Julian C. Verpla
in thenek
edi orship of
the Tali
sman, a

'

88ful annual.

In 1827,he succeeded

Coleman as oditonof the

, ing Post, oue of the
country, with which

connection,

reads ‘Yreka Bakery.”

‘Space between the words,

It was ji
«edition
New

ty at McGregor,

Towa.

Nancy B. DouaGrLass died at Lisbon Falls,
Me.. Feb. 9, aged 73 years.
Sister D. was for
many years a member of the Free Baptist
church in this place, and ever manifested a
warm interest for its prosperity.
Her life was
a living testimony for Jesus,
She found great
enjoyment in reading the word of God, and
daily sought to be guided by its teachings. During her illness, which was brief, she made mention of the ‘comfort which she found in her
hope, which was ** like an anchor to the soul.”
She leaves to mourn for her, three children—a
daughter and two sons—and a large circle of
friends.
“
;
G. 0. W..

Thereis but little
and

it

mukes

Feeling

that he

would soon die, he wrote letters to his

relatives in the. East,

soliciting

carry him through a hard Winter.

aid

only response was frem* a niece,

to

SARAH, wife of Abner Holt, died in E. Corinth, Me., April 10, 1880, after a distressing sickness of nearly 4 years; aged 65 yeas, 5 months
and 13 days.
Stster H, was converted in youth

The
who

sent him $50 out of her earnings as a
school teacher, and to her he bas left his
entire estute. Good for the school teacher.
:
:

New York Kuen.

and joined

the M. E. church, of which she re-

muined a worthy

member

until about 8 years

an active, consistent Christian in lire, and now
sleeps in Jesus.
She said to the writer a short
time before her death—* I wm willing to suffer

‘Fredrick Douglass lives in a handsomé

ng a fine view of Washington and |

his

I

the first vollected

8 was published in
y having reached

allaying,

heat and pain

|

or

Sore

Eyes.

It canbe used without the slightest fear ef harm,
Siskly. Jiaying all inflammation and soreness

Earache,

Toothache

Faceache..

Joe

and

Brac is

_wtions, its effect is simply wonderful. |
i
Blind,
Dleeding, or Itching.
Piles,
Itis the greatest known Temedy 1

the: adjacent Sor
winds 3 branch

of

the

through

which

Potomac

River.

daugliter spared no pains to make her comfortable ip hersickness, nnd tearfully Juid her to rest.

She leaves to mourn, n compuniot and ‘daughter at home, an only son ia Colorado, the church

Trees adorn the slopes of the hill 61 dll

of which

sides of the house.
It was built for his
own home’ by the former owner of a large: ;

she

was

a worthy

member,

large circle of relatives und friends,

0, 80d from that time poor, he ‘now
lives. in

tation has stood as high
it
in bis own countibita Buarope several

und Mr. Dougluss has become the. uwner

of the house “with

it,

:

fifteen

-

acres

his

around

up

the System, Makes the Weak
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown,
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Brain, and

——CURES—

Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,

Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
BEING

FREE
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ALCOHOL,

its energiz-

ing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent,
SETH
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& SONS,

Harrison Avenue, Boston.
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Sold by all Druggists.
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DO NOT BURN THE HAND,DOUBLE POINTED,
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SALE
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TRADE
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235 8oush Third Bt. Philadelphia,
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address JK.

Bachelder,

A.

Secretary.

Secures good influences.

For

This standard

article is compounded

Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
It removes all eruptions, itching

and

dandruff;

and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so etfectual, or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts, says of it: ‘I consider it the best preparation for its intended purposes.”

:

DYE,

For the Whiskers.

This elegant preparation ‘may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray, or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a permanent color which will neither rub nor wash off.

MANUFACTURED BY
HALL & CO., Nashua,

BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS
AND
MEDICINE,

N.

H.

DEALERS

ACADEMY.-—Pupils

fitted

IN

Bas

COLLEGE

LONTON,

are

the

remedy

Colds,

for

Whooping

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

THEOLOGICAL

USTIN ACADEMY.

SCHOOL.

The

fall

Centre Strafford, N. H., Aug. 7, 1820.
.
.
Nicos LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege. The course of study extends .over three
years, of three terms each. . Expenses are moder
ate. For Catalogue address,
*
+
A.M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants.
Winter Term begins Nov. 30, 1880.
Spring Term begins Mar. 8, 1881.
school.

Three

complete

courses

SEMINARY—Northwoou

H. Hutchins, A.

M.,

Principal,

with

a

June 16, 1881,

For catalogue address

the

GREEN MOTATALN SENCNART,
WATERBURY, CENTER, VT.

LIZZIE

COLLEY, = = « = « = Principal,
With competant assistants,
Winter Term begins Nov. 29, 1880.
Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881.
Courses

of

Study.—College

Preparatory,

Classical, Scientific, '®®ompercial.

Special

atten.

preparing to teach.
free of charge, tosand

Center, to whom, also,

board and rooms may be made.
ticulars address the Principal.

application for

For

her par

ILLSDALE. COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegi
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
artments. Eleotive

a)

studies.

Music
For

+o BERRIES.

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE.

Admits both sexes.

t of religious in.

Thorough and cheap.
Finest Sollege
in the
Northwest.
uition,
Inciden

$15 a year.

$2 to

Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.

$12 and Painting $12 a term.

Catalogue address,
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Schol-

time,
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D. W..C. DURGIN, President,
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Hillsdale, Mich.
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Classical, Sci

English, and
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Weighs
up to 25 bs, Retiil
$1.50.

Prinocl-

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof: O. G. Augir,
A.M., principal.
Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College.
Those
wishing to attend this Institution will address
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.

Waterbury

AND EXTRACTING JUICE

rico,

complete

board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college. . For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
ARSONSFIELD
SEMINARY.
Parsonsfleld
Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for
th sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total expenses per year, $125. Rooms for self Doardiog;
$2 to $4 per term. Training department for teachers free. Spring term begins Jan. 24, 1881. Summer term begins April 11, 1881. Anniversary day,

$2.25 a week.

A

Ridge

N. H. Three terms per year, commeiiciug on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.

and library feds, only
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of

English and

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
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Lyndonville, Vt.
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SALE
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A ALLERUITS

Sec.

term
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For furser information address,
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AARON WW. Foss, Sec.
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Normal,

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE,

Classical.

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

Js a sure
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Sec. Trustees.

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

Coughs,

for

—For further information “address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

A first-class

DOWNS’ SLIR!

in-

Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply
to A. A. MovULTON, A.M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

with the

greatest care.

color.

further

or A.J. Russell,

courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific

cinnati;:0.
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and Jav.
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courses
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study
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BELL FOUNDRY
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For

both

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

Lung and Throat Affections.

20134

term,

16,

for

Expenses low.

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four

Vegetable Sicilian

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

ore

of study

cipal,
or ELIHU HAYES,
. Lebanon, Me.

Mik Wisi

\BUCKEVE

courses

Spring

EBANON

HALL’'S

[ll

CONven:

‘

Scientific"

_J ness, scientific sehools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. Fall term
begins Aug. 31, 1880. Winter term begins Nov. 16,
1880. For further particulars, address the prin-
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its supériority over; all other remedies of the
kind, for
:

Classical,

For full catalogue.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham)
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in’ the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Fall Term Begins August 23,
1880. Winter Term begins Nov. 15 1680. Spring
Term ‘Begins Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term begins
Apr. 18, 1881. Summer Term closes June 23.
1
for Catalogue to
- REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
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And other Lung Affections,

is to be

life
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Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

unda'|

of study.

Co.,

Irving B. SMITH,
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Seminary and English Course.
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PULMONARY

in early life
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arranged

Wyoming

formation address the Principal
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

| now living,
J.
Baptist
preachers,

tation,

fully

*

OCHESTER SEMINARY.
Fall Term of 12
weeks will commence September 7. Full
board of teachers and course of study. Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and practical.
Admits both

FOR

She

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

M., Principal, or
C. A. Farwell,
Pittzfleld, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

Life Element,
IRON,
infusing Strength,
Xigor and New Life into all parts of the system.

62t20

Eoncatronal

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
PREPARED BY
The Menlo Park Manufacturing Co.

BOLD
14

PERUVIAN SYRUP

OHIO.

York. This schoel was never in better condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care-

PHILADELPHIA

1835.

CINCINNATI,

For many other complaints beside Neuralgia,
such as Rheumatism, Headaches, Sciatica, Gout, Pain in Back or Side, or
- wherever pain exists, without abrasion of the skin,
Polyform will give prompt relief.

R. P.

Fever, and

SINGING,”

Or 8656 Broadway, N. Y.

BUCKINGHAM’S

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

OF

;
MENLO PARK, N, J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
,
KNOWN AS EDISON’S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND
USED BY MYSELF.
i
THOMAS A EDISON

directions accompany

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

makes

cloth,

JOHN CHURCH & Co.,

1
No
ph;
Female Complaints.
5.2%
be called in for the Tnajorly of female diseacesif
¥ull

Music”

bound

large collection of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

cious that mothers who have once used it-wiil never
be without it. Our Ointment is the best emollient
that can be applied.
”

HET Ci

religion

‘SCHOOL

The Extract is so

the ¥ xtract be used.

Price,

aperfect vocal method ona new plan, and

Sore Nipples. dee am: cho
H

Theoryof

For the price of two or three less
sons, you can have ¥. W, Root’s

ha

Having become
humbler quarters,

* Palmer’s

it clear as the sunlight.
$1.00 by mail. ’

term, June

Aiton that io plot should ever be. sold do |

tne, reviewed it [A negro or an Irishman.

cable.

No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pube
lication of the following * |
:

NEW
SOLD BY

ago, when shé transferred her relationship to
the I. B. church in Charleston, Me, She was

8b ghzettes in this ‘house standing ou top of a hill, and com. | if it is God’s will, or die when ever he sees fit
to ‘cull me.” A devoted husband and loving
&ver retained
'mandi

Ayy

For

E. HARDING.

Mr. Bryant, though eminently yusces- little difference from which end one be
ful as a lawyer, found the profession of gins to read it.
‘law uncongenial, did in’1825 he removed
A good story is told of an old man who
to New York and entered ‘upon his litera- rapidly acquired $30,000 worth of proper-

‘ry career in earnest.

A

DEA. JOHN TURNER died in Veteran, N. Y.,
:
CAUTION.
Jan. 15, 1881, aged 81 years. Bro. T. was
1}
Has been imitated.
born in Stephentown, N. Y., in 1800, where he
Pond
S
Extrac
The
genuine
has
resided until his removal to Veteran, married
the words “Pond’s Extract’ blown in the glass,
to Ulissa Tifft in 1824, and in the winter of 1827
and our picture trade-mark on surrounding butt
wrapper.
None other is genuine.
Always insist
removed to a farm in Veteran,on which he
on having Poad’s Extract.
Take no
other prelived until called away,
He professed religion
paration. Itis never sold in bulk, or by measure.
in the year 1836 and was with many-others orPrice
of
Pond’s
ra
a
ollet
Artitopsis” applies to his own life ..and” {anized into the Veteran Free Communion
v
Aptist chureh, of which he was soon chosen
death!
deacon, a position which he held and , honored
iiaesesss
00 | Plaster...
until death.
A well-to-do farmer, his house," Dent
‘t Bo live, that when thy summons
comes to
3p Salve yeh
ue
25 | Inhaler..
hand and heart were alwuys open to the reprejoin
;
‘Tolle Soap (3Cks)
50 | Nasal Syr|
iv
sentatives of Jesus, giving largely-of his means
Ointment. ...........
50 | Medicated r*aper
“The innumerable caravan that moves
forthe supportof the church and the benevoPrepared
only
by
POND'S
EXTRACT
(CO.,
lent enterprises of the day.
To the pale realms of shade, where each
He was one of the
NEW YORK AND LONDON.
few who make religious principle the governshall take
Tor sale by all Druggists and Facey Goods Dealers.’
ing
Jove
of
life.
He
possessed
a well-balanced
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
ri
fi
2
rth,
mind, deep thought, sound and reliable.
ede or
re
Lig
41d
Thou go, net like the quarry slave at night, ment in all matters that concerned the haJjudgpiness or well-being of these around him.
Scourged to his dungeon, but sustained aud
Pos- of $5, if addressed to 14 W.- 14th St,, New York.
sessed of deep Christian love and strong symsoothed
:
pathy, he could enter into the feelings of the
By an unfaltering
trust,
approach
thy . afflicted and Sorrow
ing and lift them up as few
grave,
.
can do. As a husband, t] a father, a neighbor, a
Christian,
u deacon and a eitizen, his influence |
Like one who wraps the drapery of his
has long been recognized for good. Since the
couch
middle of October last, Le had been confined to
About him, and lies down to
pleasant
the house, his sufferings at times were great,
dreams.”
yethe was always cheerful’'and happy.
He
has gone to that rest above, but there is a
Mr. Bryant's is one of the great names great gap left in the church and neighborhood
it appears hard to fill. Funeral attendin American authorship.
He assisted at which
ed by the writer assisted by Bro. Knap of
the birth and contributed to the develop- Elmira.
O. 8. BROWN.

ighteen years old, |

phony was the cornet’ sto 810 ‘Bryanus
fame. When this poem:
ared in the

rin

simple

it is unrivaled,
and should be kept in every family
ready foruse in case of acciden
A dressing of
our Ointment will aid in
and prevent

piety, her consistent life and amiable disposition won the confidence
and affection of all
who knéw her. She had been in failing health
for several years, and when death came she
| was not only prepared but welcomed the hour
of her departure.
;
She leaves a husband and son to mourn their
loss. By her request the funeral services were
conducted by Eld. J. Letts, a former pastor of |
the 1st Baptist church at Sedalia.
Com.

later under that of Rev. Moses Halleck ness brought a rich réwdrd, in that the
world appreciates his masterly genius,and
of Plainfield, towns adjoining Cunninga nation mourns his death. As more tanton. He entered Williams College in his
gible evidence of his prosperity he left
sixteenth year, where he distinguished
a
fortune estimated at one million dolhimself for his attainients generally,
lars.
and especially for proficie cy in Greek
and Latin literature, After leaving college he studietl Iaw, was admitted - to the
Plymouth Bar jn 18%, and practiced ten

Nasa

affections,
18, 153

befogged systems are too complicated to bé practi-

and attention so great, Prof. Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under his
supervision.
:
«
‘The number of remarkable cures, and the suffer
ing Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and phil.
*antrophy of this course,

not hinder her from letting her light shine as
a Christian. Her decided but unostentatious

ment of our domestic literature in all its
RuTH, wife of EDWARD LOUD, died inHoldbranches. As Poet, journalist and phil- erness, Feb. 6th,aged 49 years. She
was a
member of the North Holderness F. B. church
osopher, he has left an impress upon his and her home has given a welcome to its minable ambition is known of all men.
isters. She was also an earnest advocate of
mre The mdiffents of his schoal education, | age that will not decay. He is a favorite | the
temperance cause, doing all she could to
with
men
of
every
variety
of
taste.
His
|
press thie impartance of temperance upon all
- Mr. Bryant acquired under the directioh,
first, of Rev. Mr. Snell of Brookfield, and

our

{| Burns and Scalds.

did

tion which mothing could crush. How
fully he succeeded in gratifying this laud-
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his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous

ur

iour and united with the F. B. church in Albany, Athens Co., 0. Finding no church of
this order in her Western home the, strength
of her convictions would not allow her to iden-

lofty, Ho-

Nebo

wus born

uast,

Catarh,
dss. BIE
fms ojos Gh SShind 8, to So

ington Co., O., July 23, 1827, married to Mr.
John Beekley, May 23, 1848, and with him removed to Sedalia,
Mo., in 1867, where she died
Feb. 10, in the Hith year of her age. When
about29 years of ago Sister B. publicly professed her faith in Christ as her personal Sav-

meric forehead and the iong white
hair
falling upon
thé sloping shoulders,
moving those listening crowds with the
eloquent thoughts of the active, scholarly

brain.

BEEKLEY, daughter

Jerusha Green,
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To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the name -

he Extract promptly,
Itisa sure cure. Delay is
The Extract is the cn'y specific
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\ 608 Washington St.

~ Trials and experiments followed this determine * ation until he at last produced a compound which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed
his system to recuperate, and throw off the disease.

Diphtheria& Sore Throat.
J ithie
paariiiabie

‘For years he

ation of such remedies as would, by outward application, cure him of his distress
at same time not
be injurious to his system,

Nose, or from any cause,is Speedily controlled and
stopped. Our Nasal »
(25 cents) and In.
ha ers
aids in arresting isternal

Her love for the Sav-
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only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, &c. He now sobght for a combin«

1

ep

iDipints a3 ox

been

and seek, by experiments, for the desired relief. He
. had taken all the well known sedatives, which gave

Hemorrhages.

“lour, his word, and the people of her early
choice, wus strong and abiding. Being
early
left alone: with a large family of children her

of their

:

has

convinced that he must become his own physician’

venient,
ia a great help in relioving inflammatory.

the church

cares and labors were abundant, but God was
her strength.
She ever lived an even and
true Christian
life, coming gently down to
the grave resting sweetly in him whom a
Christian experience of about 70 years had
taught ber it was safe to trust. Very
precious
is the memory of visits to this aged saint. She
was the mother of nine children, six of whom
with many other friends, are left to mourn.
Funeral services conducted by the writer at
her request,
Z.
J. WHEELER.

;
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she rethained a wor-

thy member until death.

leck in Central Park,Mr. Bryant delivered
of
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“Prof. Taison

derful discovery for alleviating pain.
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persuasion;

suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any
remedy among the hundreds which he tried that
would give him permanent ease, Finally he became

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia.
* No other preparao1 has ouredsomany cases of

W. B. church in So. Wind-

Some years later, she joined

in’ Saccarappa

the addresses.
Nothing can be imagined more impressive than the spectacle

of his precious

son. He impressed upon his youthful:
mind the value of correctness and compression; thus enabling him to “distin-

ham.

stant demand as a central figure on interesting public and private occasions.
At the unveiling of the statues of Morse,
Scoit, Shakespeare and Fitz Green Hal-

education, and in

-

early in life, was baptized by Rev. A. Rollins,

cent silver vase as a testimonial

tind and character was far above thg-average of her sex. His father, Dr. Peter
Bryant, was a noted physician, and celebrated among his contemporaries for rare
scholastic attainments. The good doctor
took unusual interest in the moral and in-

-
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MARTHA KOTT, widow of John Kott, died
Saccarappa, Me., Feb. 9, aged 5. yeats, §

and joined the F.

save your life:
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classics.

New York City presented him a magnifi-

gavé~ indications of
very early age, and
study he owed to the
and encouragement
His mother was a
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timony of Mr.
Bryant's
scholarship,
poetic genius, and thorough love for the
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in

policy of his journal. But he has always
been a distinguished and familiar figure in
metropolitan circles, and participated in
many prominent events of the day. June

“ ning, but the poet still lives and will live

rs
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labors and

up only costs you 25 cents, and its timely (se

may
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did very little journalistic work,contenting
himself with advising as to the general

traced these living, immortal truths on
the immobile paper, have lost their cun-

;

her

Stop that coughing; if ycu do not, it may
kill you. A bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syr-

2, -/@bitunries. |

During the last ten years of his life he

‘beautiful poefn is silent, the fingers sthat

Street, Philadelphia Pa.

months, She was born in
Windham, Me.,
married in Oct. 1810, and had lived a widow
48 years. Martha Kott became a Christian

perfect-
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Sat all m
months
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has since been published, a valuable tes-

production of Bryant's youth, it has never

written testimony

E> your office.
Tbegar to soups

young lawyer, died at this mansion in

The

the grandeur of Dante.

Chaucer,

MN; Claflin, a manufacturer of

sumption.
I was too sick to attend to bnsiness—even to write a letter. My. physician
ot discouraged, and took
me almost by force

who married her husband when he was a

of

rofession. She “rests from
er works do follow her.”
;

the value of Compound Oxygen: * Two years
ago I was sick with what was called Con-

tion about it. The author has invested it +1866. Thecpoet was at that time engaged
with all of the ‘religious truth of Pollok, upon his translation of the Iliad, which
the imagination qf Milton, the beauty
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Barrington,

Waldo

Philadelphia, gives this

Mrs. Bryant, formerly Miss Fair- |

child of

There is no hint of an imperfec-

plete.

deriving:
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Mr.

smoothing - down the rugged brow of
nature and developing her hidden beau-

Every line

eminently artistic and ideal.

TOO

at

renewed acquisitions of vigor and health,
Jin addition to that happiness which a

It is

like it.

poem

together

lyn on long Island, which became
principal residence.
Loving nature
tensely, he employed his leisure hours.
improving and adorning the grounds

BRYANT.

remember the feeling that it
I was forcibly impressed with

well doI
gave me.

months

flower, near the beautiful village. of Ros-

tXI1

« Thanatopsis” for

for

the principal capitals, and upon every
occasion he was the recipient of .distinguished favors.
In 1845 the poet purchased an ¢ Old
‘time mansion” embowered in vines and
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Hairy Genet, one of the Tweed ring thieves
has been sentenced to the ‘penitentiary for
eight months and to pay a five of $9,604.——1It

Archbishop McCabe of Dublin, in his Lenten
pastoral, severely condemns:

2 is expected in Washington that President GarBad News for Office Seekers.
field- will re-nomirate Stanley Matthews for
President Gartield has informed one of his
the existing vacarey on the supreme bench.
geners
make
to
intend
not
does
he
friends that
The persistency with which the horde. of ofpernow
fice-seekers now in Washington are continualal removals among officers who are
Hy-urging-their-claims-on-the
x
—————forming satisfactory serviee-—This
to
be unprecedented in the annals:of new adhas hud a'very depressing effect upon a large
ministrations.,
—The
railroads
in
northern
Il.
company now here. The President and each of lineis, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota are
his Cabinet officers are giving close attention

of the

proprietors,

Mr.

Patterson,

is

among those killed.
An old boiler belonging
to the tug-boat Mary E. Pierce, which had
‘been in use nearly eighteen years, was being
tested, wher, without any apparent cause, It
“burst, literally leveling the works, which were
100 feet long,80 feet high and 40 feet wide.
Mr. Patterson was, with a ponderous mass of
the exploded boiler, hurled across the street
and through a solid board fence, leveling a
portion to the ground, his bedy being terribly
mutilated, portions of his limbs hanging
to the
wrecked fence, and one leg being fifiyhyards
away from the building.
The bodies of the
killed were scattered in all directions.
New

York

Cremation

Society.

About twenty-five gentlemen and three Jadies met in Cooper Institute last Tuesday night,
and perfected an organization known" as the
New York Cremation Society. The Rev. J.
D. Beugless, a chaplainin the United States

navy, was elected President.

The

objects of

the Society are to disseminate sound views

Postmaster General James vacated bis

posi-

tion as postmaster at New York city on March
6, and became ‘ Postmaster-General
on. the
. morning of the 7th instant.
His accounts as
postmaster at New York were rendered to
Sixth Auditor McGrew on the morning of the
8th instant. They were a once audited,adjusted,
settled and found to be correct to a cent, und
his
sureties have been
notified that their
responsibility has ceased. ‘This prompt -settlement of the accounts of an office, the “receipts
of which nearly equal one-ninth of the -entire
postal révenue of the government,'is unprecedented in the history of the depuliment.
‘Suit against Carl Schurz.

Charles D. Gilmore, an attorney and claim
agent of Washington, D. C., whose practice
consists mainly of Interior department cases,
~ has brought suit in the district circuit court
against Carl Schurz, ex-Secretary of the Interior department, for $200,000 damages, upon
the alleged ground that Schurz, without any
just cause, disbarred him from practice in the
Department of the Interior in April last; and
thus broke up a legal business whose profits
Gilmore estimates at $40,000 per annum.
The
disbarment of Gilmore was ‘the result of an

investigation, in which,hs alleged, it appeared

that Gilmore had
been bribing one of the
clerks of the land office. In his complaint
Gilmore denies that he was ever guilty of any
dishonest, fraudulent or improper act. Among
the importdnt legal questions raised by the
case are whether an executive officer bas a
right to disbar an attorney, and whether, if
the right exists, the officer is liable for damages when the power is improperly exercised.
The

Czar Assassinated.

The mob seeking the death

of the Emperor

of Russia has at last succeeded in assassinating

him.

Last Sunday afternoon as the. Emperor

was returning in a closed carriage to the Winter Palace from a visit to his brother, and accompanied by him, a bomb was exploded under the vehicle, destroying a portion of it.

The Czar and his brother

alighted uninjured,

but almost immediately
thereafter a second
bomb was thrown, falling and exploding at
the feet of the Emperor, shaltering both legs

and otherwise wounding him.
He was con.
veyed
to the palace in an unconscious condition, and soon after died.
An officer and two
Cossacks were also killed, and the Grand
Duke Michael was wounded.
The assassins
‘have been arrested.
The doctors’
bulletin
published at 3 o’clock in the afternoon stated
that both legs were broken below the knee, the
lower part of the body severely ibjured, and
the left eye torn from its socket. The assassins
were disguised as peasants.
One report states
that ene of them was so roughly handled that

as
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Baking Powder ?”
Yes, sir.
Q. And the “ Charm ?”
A. Yes, sir; the * Charm” and “ Patapsco.”
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to Please
alum.

siate in

what

A. I found alum in
“Charm,”
‘‘Vienna,”

“ Lake

Side,”

“King,”

* Twin

* White

powders

* Dooley’s,”
* Orient,”

Q. Now, the

munication

Standard,”

Sisters,”

Lily,”

you

found

is

preparations to evacyate Cgndabar.
Indica~
tions point to a struggle between Ayoob Khan

and Ameer Abdurrabman Khan for possession

of the abundoned town.

!

ingredient

to prevent

the

A. Itis.

‘General Sir Evelyn Wood bad an’ interview
with the commander of the Boers at’ Mount

in

an

A. Ihave.
Q. Please state

1t is reported from D'Urban that the Boer
iérms are so dictatorial that.peace is impossible.
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factory,

fair to
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x

in this form.
known
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employment

of

A. Iam at present Professor of Chemistry in thie

Academic Department of Columbia College; the
School of Mines, Columbia College; the New York

College of Physicians and Snrgeons, and
York College of Pharmacy.
Q. You are President,
Health, are you not?

also,

of

:

the

the New

Board

of

am.
Q. In your various employments,
ave you had
frequent. occasion to examine the qfteéstion of the
wholesomeness of food, and the beneficial

or

rious effects of its ingredients?
A.

I have.

inju-

Q. I will ask
with soda, in a

you in regard to the use of alum
baking powder, whether or not it is

Doutralijtneeis

there

alum left?

A. There is

an

any injurious constituent of.

injurious

constituent

left

after

the mixture of alum and bicarbonate of soda.
Q. Without using any nicety of chemical terms,
what is your opinion about the use of alum in a
baking powder, in combination with bicarbonate
soda and other ingredients, for raising bread,
whether injurious or not?.
A. I think it is dangerous to the digestive organs, and liable to produce serious disturbance of
he liver of the individual making use of such powers.
"
.
pte
HENRY MORTON, President of “Steven's Institute,” called in behalf of the plaintiff, being duly sworn, testified as follows:
% You are President of Steven's Institute?
A.

ani.
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save many times its cost in doctors

Uncle Mark’s
Amaranths.
HALE, 12ma.
Illustrated.

Cough, Cold, Asthma, Bronchitis, or any of the
various pulmonary troubles that so often end in
Consumption.? If so, use * Wilbor’s Pure Cod-Liver Qil and Lime,” a safe and sure remedy.
This
is no quack preparation, but is regularly preseribed by the medical faculty. Manufactured only by
A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston.
Sold by all
druggists.
ne Cent will buy a Postal Card,
On whigh send your address and receive free

Bright’s

For sale by B. F. RAGKLEY,

at Lansing, Mich. Two years
with dyspepsia, became repounds.
The doctors gave
bottles of D. R. V. G. has

&

It is come

The price brings it within the reachof all,

and it will annually

GEO. C. GOODWIN

my kidneys became impaired.
D. R. V. G. has
greatly benefited
me.
recommend it to all.
:
Mrs. D. N. Lathrop.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
and

can,

deem it dno thal
icted to warn them.
Ask for
PAY'S KIDNEY PAD, and take no other
ss
A sm

For twenty-four years I have suffered, and at
times nearly. made crazy with sick headache, and

One

and

BRUTION. oO

the sys-

der

while its cures of Gravel, Dropsy, Oatarrh of the
Bladder, Brickdust Dx
it,
Painful Urinsting,
Iizh-Colored Urine, Nervous Weakness and Pain
in the Baek scem more like miracles than cases of nat-

Boston:

To

Dla

most remarkable cures sent free.

at libertyto use my name for
L. D. Bruce,
Syracuse, N.Y.
by all druggists. .

Guaranteed

Ww) S

DINGEE

2ure for those painful and much dreaded aff

DAY

drugging

id

THE

|BEAUTIFUL
EVER BLOOMING

Zortable to the patient, positivein its effects, and the first

recaint of the price.

passengers there
of more

ABSORPTION,
ky ii

cured her; you are
benefit of others.

see

loaf—the interior
part of it—in cold water, and
made an extract, in which I readily detected, by
the usual test, alum—that is alumina in a soluble
condition,
’
Q. Does any Baking Powder in which any alu:
mina salts enter, contain alumina, in your opin.
fon, which can be absorbed in the rove of di.
gestion—are not such objectionable
;
A. Ve
in my opinon.
8,
of rea.

i

gi¥ing

For descriptive circulars and maps {ixing truth.
ful information, addreks .
W. H,
ABRAMS,

in the

proportions,

:

circular,
;

‘| Land Commissioner T. & P RY., Marshall, Texas.

2

the Gould

tween the great sections of this country.
Pennsylvania Company owns or operates

A. Ihave: I took a portion of fhis powder and

ation of food?

for

ward over gne mile per day, and is now offering
for sale at low prices and
on easy terms over
4,000,000 acres of land.

:

self, so that it (the Pennsylvania Company) is
about to control a through line from New York to
Washington.
This, with its Western and Southern: connections, makes the Pennsylvania Central
one of the most direct and desirable routes be-

:

flour in the directed

Send

lands, healthy country, warm climate, abundance
of timber and water than any other section now
open to settlement. Init the TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILWAY is now being extended west-

:

A. Idid: Ieyfracted a large
quantity of it as
potash alum, and it is in that bottle which 1 have
now here [showing
bottle]; that is potash alum
which came out of the alum Baking Powder that
was in that can.
|
Plaintifi’s Counsel offers said can of Dooley’s
king Powder in evidence.
;
Q. Now, sir, have you made any experiment in
whether

yey

“Of the North. On long time. low prices nnd easy
pavments,
Y
of fe BEST ARDS
in the BEST
CLIMATE, with the BEST MARKETS,
and on the best terms, along
the St. Paul. Minneapolis

cow

healthy ones. Every keeper of stock should have
a box or shed apart from the regular stable in

' Fowle & Sons, Boston..

Q. Well, what kind of alum did it contain?
A. 1t contained potash alum.

the

the

Both editions

FAMOUS RED RIVER VALLEY

to

Be careful to remove your sick animals from the

etc.

that is it.

Q. Did you make
show the kind?

w

Offers

a

Worship,

Toget a fine FARM, HOME
if he will select and

high in flesh will yield more butter in proportion
to the yield of milk than one in low flesh.

er Complaint,

(

A.

10

ors to substitute manure, for tillage.
that

/

fi
2d¢.
with

To a certain extent tillage may be a substitute
for manure, but that man is not wise who endeavFacts and experiments go to prove

cts.

Merecco

BOSTON.

tration desirable.
articulars. ©

Spring
Lamb, common to good, 4 @ te. Veal,
choice 8 @ 9¢; Veal, fair to good 6 @ 7c; Veal,

The Maine State College of Agriculture has been

cts.

OURTH SEASON.
The. most ' enjoyable,
eeonomical and successful excursion tours ever
planned to the OLD WORLD.
All travels
and hotels first-class. COMPANY SELECT.
Important additions to our former. plans. : Extra
inducements without extra charge. Bay regis-

@

common

75
$1.00.

'TOURJEE’'S TOURS.

good 3 @ 5c.
Mutton, extra 7 @ 9¢; Mutton, common to good 3 @ 5¢. Spring Lamb, choice 8 @ 10¢;

Baltimore Railroad are referred to the important
notice in to-day’s paper,

wi

Q. Have you had -occasion to examine the substances which are used in the composition of Baking Powders?
A.

10t43e0w

13 @ 156c; Common to fair 10 @ 12¢; Chickens
choicel1@13c ; Fowls and Chickens 9 @10¢; Northern Turkeys choice 14 @ 16¢; Cominon to fair 10 @
13¢; Chickens, choice 129
16¢; Fowl 10@
12c;
Geese, 9 @ 12; Ducks, 108 12;~Grouse ¥ pair,
@ 80c; Qual, # dozen $1 75a 1
FRESH MEAT.
Beef, hind quartérs, choice, ¥ Bb
-10
@ 10}3¢; Beef, common to good, 5 @ fc; Beef,

cher-

$1.25.

$2.00
60

D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers,

00 @ $23; |
J

Binding,

Meeting and the Sunday School.

Fine, $1800 @ 2000;

Rye

Cloth

Edges,”

are in clear type, contain 606 png and 350 tunes.
‘We think an equal amount of Music and and Poetcal Matter, in pe equally clear and legible, can
not elsewhere be found
-in so amall a compass.
Special terms for in
uction: Address,

$245 @ 2 55.
:
POULTRY AND GAME. Western Turkeys, choice |

Stockholders of the Philadelphia;”W ilmington

Q. And have for many years been a chemist?

A. I have.

Edition,

binding,

Edges;

Gilt

1t is designed for Sabbath

GRASS
SEED.
Clover,
Western 3%
@ 8Xe¢;
Wesstern, New York 8% @ 9%; Timothy, ¥ bu.,
#285 @ 2 90; Red Top, ¥ bag, $2 30 @ 2 40; Canary

responsible manufacturer, he adds, is

the best protection the public can have.

Evaporated, good id asic

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP. No new
any consequence has been received here
son. Sales bfoldat9@ 10c¥ Ib. Syrup
demand at 90c @ $1 ¥ gallon,
HAY AND STRAW. Choice, coarse $22

25 00; Oat Straw, $1200 @ 14 00.

The lalfel and trade-mark of a well-

Small

cloth

Red

Binding,

. This collegtion comprises the best of the old and
tried, and
best. of the more modern h
8.

and Northern,sliced 4% @ 5c; Evaporated, choice

‘are practiced

Cloth,

Extra Cloth Red Edges,
Binding Gilt Edges,

9 g 9%c;

of the subject in the Scientific American, makes.
special mention of having analyzed the Royal
*Baking Powder, and foundit composed of pure
and wholesome materials. He also advises the
ublic to avoid purchasing baking powders as sold
loose or in bulk, as he found by analyses of many

Extra

Vermont 21@22¢; Canada fresh stock 21@22c; West.

DRIED APPLES. "Southern, quartered, ¥ b.,.4 @
43jc; Southern,
sliced
4%
6c; New
York
vartered 43¢ @ 6c; New. York, sliced 4!¢ @ 6c;
dastern and Northern,qiiartered 4} @ 5c; Eastern

considered it a dangerous experiment.
Dr. Mott, the Government chemist, in his review

$1.00.

Morocco

- BEANS. Pea, Northern, H. P.,# bu. $210 @ $2
15; Pea, N. Y,, H. P.,200@
210;
Pea, N
“
common to good 1 75 @ 1 95; Medium, choice hand

the chemical changes were so little understood by
chemists, that as a physician and physiologist,

of the back will cure when nothing else can.

.

that

* IS,NOW READY,
Price, Large Edition,

good 11 @ 12X/c; Western factory, skim
@10c.
EGG8. Eastern, # dozei 21 @ 22c; New Yorkand
ern 21 @ 22c¢; Southern, 21 a 22¢.

tween the time that alum baking powder was put
in the bread, and the time the
bread was eaten,

it

i]

F PRAISE

200

rd

now connected?

0

Mass., were burned early on Saturday morn :

I have, sir.

«

yourself has been, and with what colleges you are

armistice-until the
14th instant.
The complete
ndence
of the Transvaal is still demunded
by the Boers as the ouly condition of

The Wakefield rattan ‘works at Wakeleld,

@

not that + picked 206g 210; Medium, choice screened 195
@ 200; Medium, common to good 165 @ 1 90; Yellow Eyes, choice 205 @ 2 10 ; Yellow Eyes, imQ: Now, sir, I will ask you your opinidn, from
roved
215 @ 220;
Common
19) @ 200; Red
this experience, whether the use of alum with
idneys 160 @1 70.
:
soda, in a baking powder, is injurious or not, in‘its
- PEAS.
Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $100 81 05; Canphysiological effects?
ads, common
80
8bc; Green Peas, Northern,
A. I consider it to be dangerous. :
/
15; Green
Peas, Western
150 @ 1 70.
Q. You examined this’ question for the Board of 125@
POTATOES, Aroostook Rose, # bu. 75 @ 80c;
Health in Brooklyn, some years ago, did you not..
Maine Central Rose 70c; Vt. Rose 65 @ 70c; New
A. Two years ago, sir, in December.
York Rose, 65 @ 70c; Jacksons, 60 @ Uc; Prolifics,
. By the Cownt:
65 @ 75¢; Peerless, 60 @ 65¢
:
Q. ‘What was the result of Jo investigation as |. ONIONS. Red, # bbl., 3 50 @ $3 75; White, $1 00
;
oi
:
to the use of alum in Baking Powder?
425,
A. The result of my investigation at that time,
GREEN APPLES. Choice, ¢ bbl, $175 @ 200;
was this: that the changes which took place be:
Common $1 25@ § 1
A.

tem with medicines to cure Kidney trouble. The
application of a DAY’S KIDNEY PAD to the small

.

and baked a small loaf with it; then I soaked

will aggregate 1,000,000 francs,

35
33
25
21
23
21

: CHEESE, Northern factory, choice, ¥# b,13% @
14c; Northern factory, fair to good 11} @ 13c;
Northern factory, common 8 @ llc; Western fac-

been for some time,

It is the greatest of mistakes,

Q. You are and have been Professor of Chemistry in several colleges?

|-

@
Do
do
fair to good... ue. cenesedti @
Dairy packed, choiCe...eivvirerieeeees
23 @
Do
do
common
to good.......17@
Ladle packed, choice... .. cesesenrases 22.
@
“Do
do
common to
good...... 15-@

Rollicsscensssnssssnunsnisnssanseces wad

of

1000 locmotives and more thon 40,000 cars.

Q. Is that it, sir? [handing can].

abandoned.
;
The British troops are making the necessary’

a Professor

move this enormeus traflic consists

CHARLES F. CHANDLER, called on behalf of the
plaintiff, being duly sworn, testified as follows :
Q. Dr. Chandler, you resideein the city of New
York?
i
%
A. Ido.
Q. Your business is that ofa chemist?

years.

which resulted

is to furnish

gas.
state to me again what other gas beacid
ga=, 'is proper tobe evolved
powder?

periments on living animals,

but twenty

States Su-

baking

were carried over 1ts roads last year 49,701,464 tons

Powders such as you have examined, is injurious?
a
.
A. Itis in my opinion, based upon actual ex-

years to exhaust the great pine forests of the
country if the present growth of the lumber
trade continues as it has for the past few

United

* Charm,”—Bakin

tions which you have made—is it your opinon that
alum
in these various compounds,
in Baking

French
at

com-

ed you upon this suit—the result of these examina.

by the government.

remain

in your

Q. Recurring to the question that has beén ask-

bonds that have been and are being purchased

Schofield

* Patapsco,”

A. Starch is a proper

The Cabinet décided at its session Friday

will

mentioned

decomposition of baking powers.

that the national banks can not withdraw their
legal tenders deposited for the purpose of retiring circulation. The precedents of the Treasury department are to be strictly adhered to.
The treasurer is of opinion, however, that no
stringency in the money
market
need
be
apprehended, owing to the large amount of

Lowell

have

more road, and hag purchased

* Grant's”
>

A. A limited amount of ammonia gas.
Q. I notice in your article
you say starch
18 a proper ingredient to putin a baking power
r

day.

the court of St. James. G. W.
booked for the mission to Russia,
1t is estimated that it will take

powders

A. The object of Baking Powders

various points on the New England coast Fri-

Hon. Levi P. Morton is to have the

any

party in its attempt to purchase a controlling interest in the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Balti-

-*One

to the Scientific American—*Dooley’s,”

carbonic acid
Q. Will you
sides carbonic
from a baking

Another severe snow-storm raged Friday
in Nebraska, Towa and Illinois, snd the tracks
of the Illinois Central are again blocked: to a
degree rendering a suspension of travel necessary.
A severe
snow-storm
wlso
visited

Q. You also were, and

that the Company

* Superlative,”

‘ Monarch,”

Powders ?

Senators Dawes and Hoar, having been invited by some six hundred of the prominent citizeus of Boston to speak on-the Indian problem,
have consented to do so, the time and place: to
be announced hereafter.
’

scientific

. Btleow

A. In the ‘ Patapsco,” * Charm,” and the An.
drews, it was ammonia alam.
Q. What is the gas usually furnished by Baking

Ex-President Hayes and family reached Fremont, Ohio, Tuesday, the 8th, and
were
warmly welcomed by a vast concourse of their
old neighbors and friends.
The ex-Fresident
made an appropriate speech in response to the
compliment.
Sins
.

bi

sir, and

835 WE always reckon
Railroad Company coming

Powder manufactured by C. E. Andrews, of Mil:
waukee, you stated you found burnt alum; if you
will please name the respective powder that vou
have examined—was it potash or ammonia aiom
‘you found ?

enfy W. Mason; managing partner of the
firm of Henry W. Mason & Co. of Winooski,
Vt., is reported to be a forger and defaulter to
the amount, as is rumored, of $40,000. . He has
absconded.
sity

4

which to keep them.

* Patapsco,”
* Amazon,”

omical,”
* Excelsior,” * Chartress,”
‘* Giant,” and the ‘* Queen.”

amendments to the constitution.

with

personal opinion is’ derived
and from reading; I should
that alum, or any compound
decidedly injurious. ~ © *

in operation for twelve years, and graduated 134
4 common 4f@ 5¢; Veal, Worcester County,choice 10
students.
@ lic; Veal, Worcester County, common 7 @ 10c.
No man will ever zet a first-rate, even, or profitable, flock’of sheep, who does not make a practice of yearly culling.

Give your best recollection.
Q. And one of the powders included was ** Doo-

The Wisconsin legislature has defeated by
a close vote the woman suffrage and the prohibi-

acquaintance

someness of whatever it is called upon to use as
food, the following extracts are introduced from
the testimony of some of the prominent men as’ to

eight powders; was given sixteen at first.
“
By the Court :

Judge J. W, McDill has been appointed to
the vacant United States Senatorship from
Iowa.

17

-

ries and plums in the spring than in the fall.

purity.
a. Please tell the jury the Baking Powders that
you Ssamined while in the employ of the Government.
:
A. It would be difficult to remember thefn all;
I could refer to my books; I examined twenty-

Hou. Wm.
P. Frye
succeeds
Secretary
Blaine in the U. 8. Senate.. - Ex-Governor
Dingley is talked of as Mr. Frye’s successor in
the House—which would be a wise choice.

Prospect bn Sunday

made “an

A. I was, sir; was employed as chemist,

York city have just succeededin arresting a
large gang of counterfeiters who have been arraigned before the United States commissioner
and hailed.
:
;

to

hich Sou are” enguged. What

libel

Iyze all the articles of food; to express an opinion

in. New

Tt is estimated that two hundred lives have
tion address, President Garfield] been lost by the recent Ischia Island earth4he. Pp
~
wer diy oh Stnarved the signiticunce quake, and that the damage to home property
replying

for

Spoon,” “ Regal,” * Imperial,” “ Honest,” “ Econ-

service

The Spanish cabinet is urged to form a commercial treaty with the United States even if
the differential duties on sugar have to be

In

mulcted

25
22

@

cs snasacrsinsnnsinnravnes

lowancé“ef $150.
As the public have a large interest in the whole-

as

g

secret

The

uation.

A

1 ley’s

Mrs.

the

has

analyzed forty-two kinds of baking powders.
The jury were out about half an hour.
Then
they camein with a verdict awarding
Dr. Mott

it.

ton, was formally unveiled and presented.

of the womenof

powders,

had been recommended for adoption to the Indian
Bureau.
Dr. Mott reported in favor of the cream
of tartar baking
powders for the Indians, and
against the alum
baking powders.
The chemist

Parish

President, accompanied by bis wife and

SE Whiard, President of the Woniins National Christian Temperance Union. . Stepping
forward with the President to the front of the
picture, she turned, and in words of eloquence
and pathos presented tbe picture in the name

Spice Mill, has been severely

my

"A. I am a physician,
Physiology.
,

his efforts to make his papér spicy. Dr. Mott, it
Appears, is a chemist, and at one time was em:
p oyed by the United States Government to analyze different specimens of baking powder which

The Portland, Me., board of trade has adopt-

mission, and Minister

alum

the injurious effects of alum powders.
DR. MOTT:
Q. Were you employed by the U. 8. Government ?

ed resolutips against the railroad tax hill
pending in tie
Maine legislature,
on the ground
that it is directed against the Grand Trunk
Railway, whose leased road, the Atlantic and
St. Lawrence, by its charter is exempt from
taxation until its earnings exceed ten per

The officers of the

of these

$8,000, to swhich.the court

shot a man named Clark over a game of cards
in Greenwood’s saloon then killed
Greenwood.
When
the
coroner came, Parish
at the muzzle ofa pistol compelled him
to
take from Greenwood’s
pocket the
money

cent.

Royal

&«"
CHEMIST AND AN EDITOR. _
The suit of Dr. Henry A. Mott against Jabez
Burns has brought to light the fact that this country produces at least forty-two different kinds of
baking powders. Neither Burns or Mott has been
found guilty of making the baking powders, but
Burns, who is the editor of a periodical called the

John H. Dearborn, alias Sanborn, was arrested at Contoocook, N. H., on suspicion of
complicity in the murder of Mr%. Crue at Groton, Mass , for which Stearns Kendall. Abbott
is now under sentence of death.
.The supreme court of Connecticut has rendered a decision which makes cities responsible for injury to pedestrians by falling on the ice,
instead of the owners of the land Abutting on
the sidewalks, where such accident may have
occurred.

return

The

dis-

CONCLUSION OF ALITTLE TROUBLE, BETWEEN

Ex-Senator Angus Cameron has been elected by the Wisconsin legislature to fill out the
late Matt. Carpenter’s unexpired term, in the:
United States senate.
|
The New York Senate. Thursday
formally
took possession of the Senate chamber in the
new Capitol.

The reported surrender of Standerton, South
Africa, proves to be untrue,

General T. Sheldon, were ushered in by Private Seeretary Brown, who immediately introthe Presidential party
Miss Frances

ter, as to the effects

Senator Dawes has been invited to address a
public meeting in Boston on the Indian question after the adjournment of the Senate,

Greenwood had won from him and

any

finally been brought into the courts. and the case
was tried in the Superior Court of New York city,
before Chief Justice Sedgwick, reported substan.
tially as folfows in the New York Sui:
y

already

Parish defies arrest and remains at large.

wholesome?

fre.

Baking Powder Co., who make a Cream of Tartar
baking powder, declared that they are injurious to
the public health, while “others, who make alum
‘powders, claim that they are not. “The whole mat-

»

At Eldorado, Nev., Thursday, Hank

under definite brands,

unguishing
name.
Are
such
powders

The business portion of the city of Rosita,
Colorado, was destroyed by fire Thursday
amorning,
the property loss aggregating $130,
000.
The order:for the withdrawal of a portion of

Ale British troops from Candahar

sometimes

quently by weighing out in bulk without

between Galveston, Vera Cruz, Jay Gould giving $102,000 toward the object.

Mrs. Hayes memorial commission, have pro-

cured to hang in the White House at Washing-

consumers,

A
established

Thirty-five persons have recently died of the
plague in Bagdad.
SN

Wom-

ing powders: The handsome profits yielded by using the substitute have induced dealers as well as
manufacturers to push them into. the hands of

suc-

as

“Sanitary Superintendentof Brooklyn—is
807

has been waged between manufacturers, on account of the use of alum as a cheap substitute for
Cream of Tartar, by many manufacturers of bak-

A. J. Edgerton

cessor from Minnesota.
JA daily line of steamers is to be

tory

Scientific Men.

Within the past two years, a bitter controversy

It is thought that General

far

fession?

[New York Times. ]

The President has appointed Henry G. Pearson postmaster at
New York city.
will be appointed

y of

As

Q. Do I understand you to say that

.

esting Test

Thursday.

preme Court ut Washington.

On Tuesday of'lust week the portrait of Mrs

:

OONDEMNED. _

Miscellaneous.

members of the bar of the

Mrs. Hayes’s Portrait.

.

A.

men is concerned, my
from my investigation
think the opinion was
of alumina, would be

A. Extremely so.
PROFESSOR JOSEPH H. RAYMOND called, Eworn
and testified as follows:
:
“m
Q. Would you be good enough to state your pro-

Alum. Baking Powders in Couit; Tnter-

Mrs, Elizabeth K. Churchill, widely
known
as » speaker and writer in bebalf of the rights
he has since died.
All of the army officers
have been ordered to remain in their barracks. gof women and reform generally, died in Providence, R. I., last week, aged fifty-two years,
The people are intensely excited and, indignant.
The soldiery, who greatly loved the
Resolutions of respect to the memory of the
Czar, are furious.
late Senator-Carpenter were adopted by the
¢r

gal.

There was a $295,000 fire in Kdnsas City,Mo.,

in

relation to incineration as a means of disposing of human dead, and to encourage its practice among all classes. All active members
will be cremated free of charge afler death,
Instructions were given for drafting an act of
incorporation for the United States Cremation
Company, limited, a business concern which it
is proposed to start at once in New York city.
The object of the company is to cremate the
dead in the quickest.and cheapest manner.
Capital stock to the amount of $50,000 will be
issued.
7
i
Prompt Settlement.

will not be

a
a

Inferior

opinion amoung scientific men, as to the effect of 5 Western—
Y
:
:
e use of alum in Baking Powders?
Crean.ery, choice, fresh made,
¥ 1b....32

digestion, is objectionable and injurious?

in Portu-

Dairy,N. ¥F., fall made. cceseeeese
N.Y.and Vt. straight dairies.

prevailing

in which there are aluminous salts, or any
or- I powder
resultant from alum which could be absorbed in

to preserve

A ministerial crisis is threatened

sub-

a

the

-

One

=

remain

:

Q. What, sir, two years ago, was

©%gag

Friday afternoon in Buffalo, N. Y., a large
boiler in the Pheenix boiler works, owned ‘by
Donaldson & Patterson, exploded and instant.
ly killed six men and wounded seven others.

temporarily

Stance left.

there is an injurious

. ®

i

A Shocking Calamity.

“troops
der,

open for'trains it is thought before Wednesday.-—The losses by recent floods in the Republican Valley, Nebraska, will exceed $100,

The Distrift Marshalship.

It is definitely decided that Marshal Frederick Douglass will retire from his present office
of Marshal of thé District of Columbia very
soon, and probably be succeeded either by
Captain Henry, of Ohio, or General Sheldon.
Both of these gentlemen are personal friends of
When the changé takes place
the President.
whichever one is. appointed will assume the
House
White
semi-ofticial relation to the
which existed previous to the administration
of President Hayes, and which was ioterrupted by him after he had appointed Mr. Dougx
lass.

and

“It is reported that Candahar is to be restored

to the Ameer. The larger portion of the British

opinion,

==3

to
to

all of them have declared their intention
consider the cases presented, carefully, and
act with much deliberation.

again blockaded with now,

Jadies’ land

A. In my

Hate

in their offices, and

the

league.

»O

to all matters of changes

aud all busi-:
:
!

BEg orww
cgeee.

Hletos Summury.

Anarchy [reigns in Lima, Peru,
ness in the city is suspended.

Latest News.

| and Communfeion ® r
rday y previous,
here on
wi:
Address

DO!

h

:

